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Docket No. 50-277

MEMORANDUM FOR: Gus C. Lainas, Assistant Director
for Operating Reactors

Division of Licensing

FROM: William V. Johnston, Assistant Director
Materials, Chemical and Environmental Technology
Division of Engineering

SUBJECT: REVIEW 0F PEACH BOTTOM UNIT 2 JUST!FICATION
FOR CONTINUED OPERATION (TACS #55606, #55576,
AND #55174)

The Philadelphia Electric Company (PECO) transmitted a report dated April 15,
1985 for NRC review. The submittal provides a justification for continued
operation of Peach Bottom Unit 2 following the completion of the current
outage. At NRC's request, PEC0 subraitted additional information on May 14,
1985 regarding the disposition of nonconforming welds that were not replaced
durirg this outage.

The Materials Engineering Branch, Division of Ennineering, has reviewed this
information and has concluded that Peach Bottom Unit 2 can be safely returned
to full power operation. Our conclusion is based on the following considera-
tions.

(1) Except for seven welds, PEC0 has replaced all the nonconforming piping
in the recirculation, residual heat removal (RHR), RHR head spray,
reactor water cleanup and core spray systems in Peach Bottom Unit 2. i
The piping replacement also includes two jet pump instrument seals '

and ten recirculation inlet nozzle safe-ends and associated thermal
sleeves, which were found to be cracked during this outage. The
replacement piping material is low carbon (<0.02%) Type 316 stainless
steel, which is considered to be resistant to intergranular stress
corrosion cracking (IGSCC).

(2) The piping replacement was carried out in accordance with the pro-
visions in 10 CFR 50.59 and the guidelines in Generic letter 84-07
NRC Region I has closely monitored the piping replacement activities
including reviewing the procedures used in piping installation, welding
and preservice inspection, and is satisfied with all the piping replace-
ment activities. Region l's input regarding PEC0's piping replacement is
attached.

Contact: W. Koo
X-28589
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E UNITED STATES| *

Il E ! NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
k ,/ WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555 4 001

^
'Docket No. 50-278

,

! |

| Mr. George A. Hunger, Jr.
;' Director-Licensing, MC 52A-5 ;

Philadelphia Electric Company
Nuclear Group Headquarters ,

1

| Correspondence Control Desk l

| P. O. Box No. 195
Wayne, Pennsylvania 19087-0195

Dear Mr. Hunger:

SUBJECT: CRACKING IN SEGMENT OF CORE SPRAY PIPING, PEACH BOTTOM ATOMIC POWER
|

STATION (PBAPS), UNIT 3 (TAC NO. M88098)
|

This letter responds to your November 5,1993, and November 10, 1993, letters
in which you forwarded an evaluation of a 3-inch crack you identified in a
segment of core spray piping located between the inlet nozzle and the vessel
shroud in PBAPS, Unit 3. Your submittals were in accordance with the actions
requested by IE Bulletin 80-13, " Cracking in Core Spray Spargers." IE

1Bulletin 80-13 requests that licensees submit an evaluation for NRR review and j
approval prior to return to operation, if they identify cracking in the core l

spray sparger system.

The NRR staff has reviewed your submittals and determined that your evaluation
iis acceptable for the next cycle of operation for the following reasons (the '

staff verbally approved your return to operations during a November 10, 1993
conference call):

1) Pipin grity iswx ected ntained fo nditions
udinsQoss-of-ccol a ent (LOCK) m

2) In the event piping integrity is lost, your analysis determined that
the sleeved piping arrangement will ensure that adequate core spray
flow is maintained to ensure that the requirements of 10 CFR 50.46
remain satisfied.

3) In the unlikely event the B core spray loop fails completely, a more
realistic analysis determined that adequate core cooling is assured
during a LOCA.

4) There is no safety concern with loose parts.

5) During the vember 10, 1993 nference tall, you co tT to

method will be de (term
e next refueltqg outa the repairrepairing the k durin

| d later). You also e ' ted to revise y ur
submittal to expli ' ly s that p pe wh an old water ja
impingement wi not compromise h rity of th tt6 vessel
in the eve of a guillotine bre he core spr ip na durino

| LOCA. further committ o maintain the aja4 sis that hppo'
thi atement on sit,e f r NRC's review. /

'
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Mr. George A. Hunger, Jr. -2- November 13, 1993

!Should you have any questions please contact me at (301) 504-1422.

Sincerely,

,
i

Stephen Dembek, Project Manager
Project Directorate I-2
Division of Reactor Projects - I/II
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

cc: See next page
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Mr. George A. Hunger, Jr. Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station,,

Philadelphia Electric Company Units 2 and 3

cc:

J. W. Durham, Sr., Esquire Mr. William P. Dornsife, Director
Sr. V.P. & General Counsel Bureau of Radiation ProtectionPhiladelphia Electric Company Pennsylvania Department of
2301 Market Street, S26-1 Environmental ResourcesPhiladelphia, Pennsylvania 19101 P. O. Box 8469

Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17105-8469
Philadelphia Electric Company
ATTN: Mr. D. B. Miller, Vice President Board of Supervisors
Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station Peach Bottom Township
Route 1, Box 208 R. D. #1
Delta, Pennsylvania 17314 Delta, Pennsylvania 17314

'

Philadelphia Electric Company Public Service Commission of Maryland
ATTN: Regulatory Engineer, Al-2S Engineering Division
Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station ATTN: Chief Engineer
Route 1, Box 208 231 E. Baltimore Street
Delta, Pennsylvania 17314 Baltimore, MD 21202-3486

Resident Inspector Mr. Richard McLean
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Power Plant and Environmental
Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station Review Division
P.O. Box 399 Department of Natural Resources
Delta, Pennsylvania 17314 B-3, Tawes State Office Building

Annapolis, Maryland 21401
Regional Administrator, Region I
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Mr. John Doering, Chairman
475 Allendale Road Nuclear Review Board
King of Prussia, Pennsylvania 19406 Philadelphia Electric Company

955 Chesterbrook Boulevard
Mr. Roland Fletcher Mail Code 63C-5
Department of Environment Wayne, Pennsylvania 19087
201 West Preston Street
Baltimore, Maryland 21201

Carl D. Schaefer
External Operations - Nuclear
Delmarva Power & Light Company
P.O. Box 231
Wilmington, DE 19899
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Mr. George A. Hunger, Jr. -2- November 16, 1993

| Should you have any questions please contact me at (301) 504-1422.
|

! Sincerely,
j

/S/

l

Stephen Dembek, Project Manager
Project Directorate I-2

|Division of Reactor Projects - I/II ;

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

cc: See next page l
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October 9,1995 |

Docket No. 50 27S

Ucense No. OPR 56

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attn: Document Control Center
Washington, DC 20555

Subject: Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station, Unit 3
Core Spray in Vessel Piping *

References: 1) Letter from G. A. Hunger, Jr. (PECO Energy) to U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission dated November 5,1993

2) Letter from G. A. Hunger, Jr. (PECO Energy) to U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission dated November 10,1993

3) Letter from S. Dembeck (NRC) to G. A. Hunger, Jr. (PECO Energy) dated
November 16,1993

4) Letter from G. A. Hunger, Jr. (PECO Energy) to U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission dated December 8,1993

5) Letter from G. A. Hunger, Jr. (PECO Energy) to U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission dated June 13,1995

6) Letter from G. A. Hunger, Jr. (PECO Energy) to U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission dated September 28,1995

Doar Sir:

The purpose of this letter is to identify PECO Energy's corrective actions associated with crack
Indications identlflod in the Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station (PBAPS), Unit 3 Core Spray
(CS) system, and to request NRC approval to resume operation. This letter is submitted in
accordance with IE Bulletin 8013, " Cracking in Core Spray Spargers,' which requests that
licensees submit an evaluation of crack Indications for NRC approval, prior to returning to
operation.

-
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Page 2

The PBAPS, Unit 3 CS system consists of four dowrtcomers in the reactor vessel, two
downcomers per loop, in References 1 and 2. PECO Energy provided the NRC with details and
an evaluation of a crack Indication on the 'O' CS downcomer. This crack Indication was
identified during refueling outage 3R09. NRC approval for one cycle of operation was provided
in Reference 3. Additional information was previded in Reference 4. In References 6 and 6,
PECO Energy provided proposed actions associated with the crack Indication on the 'D'
downcomer. As stated in Reference 6, however, PECO Energy indicated that the proposed
actions would be reassessed if the visual examination to be conducted during 3R10 revealed
cracking beyond what was projected.

During the current refueling outage 3R10, visual examinations Ider.tified additional crack
Indications on the 'A' and 'C' downcomers. Subsequently, ultrasonic (UT) examinations were
performed on all four CS downcomers. These examinations also identified cracking on the 'B'
downcomer. The cracks on all four downcomers are located on the outer sleeve of a sleeved.
pipe connection. Specific detsils of the UT examinations were discussed with the NRC during
an October 6, t995 telephone ca!I, and are included in the Attachment to this letter.

PECO Energy will be installing a repair clamp on each of the four CS downcorners. This repair
modificaticn was reviewed in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59. A previous revision of the
modification package was reviewed by the NRC and documented in Inspection Report 50-
277/9518 and 50 278/9518.

Based on completion of the modification, PECO Energy requests NRC approval to resurne
operation. Because the modification Installs a permanent repair for each of the identliled cracks,
PECO Energy requests that approval not be limited to a specific cycle of operation.

The Plant Operations Review Committee has reviewed this request. As indicated in previous
discussions, resolution of this issue is critical path with respect to completing the cunent

,

!

refueling outage. Accordingly, your prompt response is appreciated.

if you have any questions please feel free to contact us.

.h. < .

G. A. Hunger, r., Director
Ucensing

Attachment

cc: T. T. Martin, Administrator, Region I, USNRC
W. L Schmidt, USNRC Senior Resident inspector, PBAPS

i
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DOWNCOMaa CORE 5 FRAY CFM 5IANOAa
LOOP (APPROX. DEG.)*

A (AZ 352.5') A 150
B (AZ 7.3 ") 5 135

C (AZ 157.3') A 250.

D (AZ 172.5') 3 230
* Not conunuous, summanon or total crack lengtas.
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965 Chesterbrook Boulevard i

Wayne. PA 19087 5691

October 12,1995 I

Docket No. 50-278

License No. DPR 56

4

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission |
Attn: Document Control Center

3
Washington, DC 20555

i

i Subject: Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station, Unit 3
Core Spray in-Vessel Piping

;

1

References: 1) Letter from G. A. Hunger, Jr. (PECO Energy) to U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
'

,

Commission dated November 5,1993 )
'

2) Letter from G. A. Hunger, Jr. (PECO Energy) to U.S. Nuclear Regulatory,

Commission dated November 10,1993

3) Letter from S. Dembeck (NRC) to G. A. Hunger, Jr. (PECO Energy) dated
November 16,1993

4) Letter from G. A. Hunger, Jr. (PECO Energy) to U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission dated December 8,1993.

,

5) Letter from G. A. Hunger, Jr. (PECO Energy) to U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission dated June 13,1995

6) Letter from G. A. Hunger, Jr. (PECO Energy) to U.S. Nuclear Regulatory,

Commission dated September 28,1995
3

7) Letter from G. A. Hunger, Jr. (PECO Energy) to U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission dated October 9,1995i

: Dear Sir:

r The purpose of this letter is to provide additional details in support of the NRC's review of PECO
Energy's corrective actions associated with crack indications identified in the Peach Bottom Atomic
Power Station (PBAPS), Unit 3 Core Spray (CS) system, and the NRC's verbal approval to return
to operation from refueling outage 3R10. The corrective actions, and PECO Ener0y's request for
NRC approval to resume operation were submitted in Reference 7. This request was made in
accordance with the requ!rements of IE Bulletin 80-13, " Core Spray Cracking." Additional
information associated with this issue was provided in References 1 through 6.

gou V ' &
y<gfi
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i October 12,1995
g Page 2>

.,

As stated in Reference 7, PECO Energy wIl be installing a repair clamp on each of the four CS
1

downcomers. This work is currently in progress, and wil be completed prior to retuming to |
operation from the current refueling outage. This repair modification was reviewed in accordance I

with 10 CFR 50.59. Attachment 1 to this letter includes the 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation and the
1

suppenirg references. Attachment 2 to this letter provides PECO Energy's response to the NRC's
request for additional information.

Based on completion of the modification, the NRC granted verbal approval to retum to operation

|
from the current refueling outage. Because the modification Installs a permanent repair for each

! of the identified cracks, the approval was not limited to a specific cycle of operation; however,
PECO Energy wil continue to visually examine the Core Spray piping in accordance with the

| guidance in IE BuNetin 8013. These examinations wil continue to monitor the condition of welds
'

and piping material that are not repaired as a result of the installation of the four clamps.

If you have any questions please feel free to contact us.

.h f,f .
G. A. Hunger, Jr., Director
1.icensing

Attachments

cc: T. T. Martin, Administrator, Region I, USNRC
W. L Schmidt, USNRC Senior Resident inspector, PBAPS

1
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Peach Bottom, Unit 3,
'

10CFR50.59 Review, Rev.1-

,

Modification P00335
-

Page 1 of 13-
,

,

10CFR50.59 REVIEW for MODIFICATION P00335
INSTALLATION of CORE SPRAY. LINE DOWNCOMER CLAMPS

in Peach Bottom Atcmic Power Station Unit 3
t

L SUBJECT ,

This 10CFR50.59 Review addresses the modification to repair of core spray line
downcomers at the 7.5 degree,172.5 degree,187.5 degree and 352.5 degree
shroud penetration locations.

During Peach Bottom Unit 31993 refueling outage 3R09 inspections performed j
in response to USNRC IE Bulletin No. 80-13, identified a crack indication on I
the 172.5 degree core spray line downcomer. Additional crack indications were '

found during the 1995 refueling outage 3R10 on the 7.5,187.5 and 352.5
degree downcomers. The crack indications are located in the vertical section
(downcomer) of the core spray line outside the shroud but inside the Reactor
Pressure Vessel (RPV) where the downcomer pipe is connected to a welded
sleeve. The indications run circumferentially in the Heat Affected Zone (HAZ)
of the pipe sleeve where the sleeve is welded to the downcomer line. The
location of the indications are shown in Figure 1. Ultrasonic inspection of the
cracks have characterized the indications as follows- !

l

DOWNCOMER CORE SPRAY CRACK LENGTH
LOOP (APPROX. DEG.)* i

A (AZ 352.5*) A 180

B (AZ 7.5*) B 128

C (AZ 187.5*) A 280

D (AZ 172.5 *) B 250
* Not continuous, summation of total crack lengths.

A repair by modification was designed that addresses the identified crack
indications (below weld 1, Figure 1) on the 7.5 degree,172.5 degree,187.5
PA and 352.5 degree azimuths. The repair at 172.5 degree azimuth also
envelops welds 2, 3 & 4 of Figure 1. The additional design features for the
172.5 azimuth clamp were included prior to 3R10 in vessel inspections to
envelop weld locations associated with the downcomer repair on a contigency
basis.

The function of the modification is to ensure the structural integrity of the Core

x.
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Peach Bottom, Unit 3
*

10CFR50.59 Revi w, Rev.1 |'

Modification P00335
Page 2 of 13.,

)

| Spray (CS) downcomer even if the identified defects in the HAZ below weld 1

| were to grow to the full circumference of the sleeve. Additionally, for the 'D'
I downcomer the repair assures structural integrity with cracks at weld locations |

| 2, 3 and 4. He modification adds a two clamp design at the 'D' downcomer
| and a one clamp designs at the 'A', 'B' and 'C' downcomers in the area where

the downcomer joint to the shroud inlet is located. The mpairs are shown
|

conceptually in Figure 2 (172.5 degree) and Figure 3 (7.5,187.5 and 352.5
degree). The upper clamp bears on the top of the sleeve that attaches the core
spray downcomer to the core spray sparger inlet pipe. A rod locates and
supports the lower clamp from the upper. The lower clamp is centered over the
inlet pipe to elbow weld joint. A U-bolt that attaches to the upper clamp
provides axial restraint between the sleeve and elbow, spanning the crack
location (s). He proposed modification is designed so as not to interfere with the
potential shroud stabilizer installation or with normal reactor servicing activities.

The proposed change is permanent. The change is designed for a 40 year plant
life, using the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Subsection NG (1989
Edition) as a guide for design and analysis. Repair clamp hardware is classified
as safety-related, and is designed to current accepted standards. Therefore, it can
withstand the same design bases loads as the current core spray line downcomer
under normal and abnormal operating conditions. The installation of this
hardware will not affect (degrade) other RPV internals.

This review demonstrates that the clamps can be installed without impacting
.

previously evaluated conditions in the UFSAR, and their installation has no )
impact on the bases of the Technical Specification and does not involve any i

unreviewed safety question.

H. DETERMINATION

1. Does the activity involve a Technical Specifications change or other Facility
Openting License amendment?

No. The clamp repairs ensure the integrity of each core spray downcomer
inside the RPV. There is no unacceptable effect to any ECCS system.
Current Technical Specifications (CTS) 3.5 A.I.b require an operable
flowpath of taking suction from the suppression pool and transfering the water

.

to the spray sparger in the RPV. The leakage assumed with the various 360'
| through-wall cracks in the downcomers does not render the flowpath

5

.-
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Peach Bottom, Unit 3' '

10CFR50.59 Review, Rev.1o; Modification P00335
'

,

Page 3 of 13

i

inoperable, since the core spray pumps am still capable of delivering design:
'

basis flow. Therefore, a change to the existing Technical Specifications or
Improved Technical Specification is not required. Technical Specification
sections 1.1, 2.1, 3.2, 3/4.5. A, 3/4.5.C, 3/4.5.D, 3/4.5.E and 3/4.5.F and
Improved Technical Specifications section 3.5.1 wem mvlewed in making this
determination.

2. Does the activity make changes to the facility as described in the SAR7

Yes. Although installation of the repair clamps does not involve a change in
the manner in which the core spray line responds to design basis loadings,
and the repairs evaluated under this 50.59 are not discussed in the SAR, the
estimated leakage from the Core Spray piping in the vessel exceeds the
original design allowable for the "B" loop. Therefore, installation of the
clamp spair constitutes a change to the facility as described in the SAR.

The function of the modification is to ensure the structural integrity of the CS ~
downcomer even if the reponed defects were to gruw to the full
circumference of the weld #1 heat affected zone of the sleeve. The
modiGeation will also ensures the structural integrity of the 'D' downcomer in
the event additional cracking (full circumferential) develops at weld locations
2 through 4 of Figure 1. The repair clamps the area where the core spray
downcomer and the core spray sparger inlet pipe join. The repairs are shown
conceptually in Figures 2 and 3. The upper clamp mechanically grips the
downcomer, and bears on the top of the sleeve that attaches the downcomer to
the core spray sparger inlet pipe. A rod is used to support and locate the
lower clamp from the upper. The lower clamp is centered over the inlet pipe
to inlet elbow weld joint. A U-bolt that attaches to the upper clamp provides
axial restraint between the downcomer joint collar and the riser elbow,
spanning the crack location (s). No other modification to the CS piping will
be required.

The maximum leakage evaluated for the 'B' loop of core spray (343 GPM)
exceeds the original design allowable of 100 GPM. However, the leakage
margin evaluation is well with in margins established by the SAFER /GESTR-
LOCA analysis. The maximum leakage evaluated for the 'A' loop is 78
GPM which is within the original design margins.

UFSAR Sections 3.0, 6.0, 6.5 and 14.6 were reviewed in making this -

determination.

\.

- __
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Peach Bottom, Unit 3
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10CFR50.59 Review, Rev.1
'

Modification P00335
Page 4 or 13.

3. Does the activity make changes to procedures as described in the SAR7 <

No. The modification does not change any mactor or system operation, does
not involve any new mode of operation, and does not involve any change to
sequence of events. Therefore, the review of the UFSAR Sections 3.0, 6.0,
6.5 and 14.6 determined that the modification will not require a change to a
procedure in the UFSAR.

4, Does the activity involve tests or experiments not described in the SAR7

No. The modification involves the insiallation of clamp hardware on the core
,

spmy downcomer. No tests or experiments are required to validate the clamp ;

design. Therefore, the review of the UFSAR Sections 3.0,6.0,6.5 and 14.6
determined that the modification will not require a change to the UFSAR.

Since the answer to question 2 is 'Yes', a safety evaluation is required.

III. SAFETY EVALUATION,

.|

A. Those accidents potentially negatively impacted by this change include:

1. ECCS-LOCA,
2. UFSAR Chapter 14 Transients
3. LOCA-Radiological,
4. Main Steamline Break (MS'LB)
5. Earthquake.

In all cases, installing the core spray downcomer clamps has no or negligible
effect on these plant safety analyses.

i

1

1. May the possibility of occurrence of an accident previously evaluated in
the SAR be increased? ;

No. Plant systems and components will be capable of performing their i

intended functions with the clamps installed. The possibility of
occurrence of an accident previously identified in UFSAR Section 14.6 is
not increased. Clamp installations will not adversely affect any Code
requirements imposed on the core spray system. The possibility of
component failure is not increased. If the cracks propagate to 360

'
.
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10CFR50.59 Review, Rev.1
3

Modification P00335
Page 5 of 13.

degrees, the separate portions of the downcomer are captured and thus
3

there will be no possibility of loose parts resulting from the failure. The j
,

modification design incorporates provisions (i.e. crimping assembly bolts)
i

to ensure the clamp hardware does not come loose and thus preventing !4

any loose parts concerns.
4

!

~; 2. May the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the SAR be
increased?

No. Systems and components used to mitigate the (radiological)
consequences of the accidents in the UFSAR are not degraded by this
modification. All of the events in the Peach Bottom UFSAR were
examined to determine if the consequences of any of these events is
increased by the installation of the repair clamps. Consequences (i.e.,
radiological dose) associated with the design basis accidents are evaluated
in the UFSAR. The existing core spray downcomer and repair clamps
do not function to mitigate the consequences of any UFSAR event except
the design basis LOCA event. No UFSAR dose calculation will be
impacted by thb change. For the design basis LOCA event iiiscussed in
the UFSAR, the core spray line and downcomer provide the flow path
inside the RPV for the ECCS flow to the core spray spargers.
Maintaining this flow path is required to ensure that core cooling
capability is maintained following the design basis LOCA. This repair
design, through its restraint of the joint, ensures the integrity of the core
spray downcomer, with a 360 degree through wall crack in the pipe
sleeve, under DBA conditions. The modification will also ensure the
structural integrity cf the 'D' downcomer in the event additional full
circumferential cacking develops at weld locations 2 through 4 of Figure i
1.

[i
An t.ssessment of the leakage through the crack in the downcomer
coupling sleeve was performed to confirm that this leakage has no
significant effect on the existing ECCS analyses. The cumulative leakage -
for the "A" and "B" core spray loops following clamp installation are 78
GPM and 343 GPM respectively. The greater leakage value for the 'B'
loop is based on addition circumferential cracks may be allowed at the
downcomer/sparger inlet pipe joint with the 'D' downcomer clamp
installed. These leakage rates are within the margins allovred for the
core spray injection under the SAFER /GESTR LOCA analysis.

The SAFER /GESTR-LOCA analysis demonstrated that 5,000 GPM @
105 psig (with an associated run out flow of 6,250 GPM @ 0 psig) of

N. j
1

.-
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Modification P00335 !

Page 6 of 13,

1

4 |

core spsy flow is sufficient to maintain adequate core cooling. Existing :

system requimments maintain a pump supply flow of 6,250 GPM @ 105
:

psig with an associated mnout flow of 7,825 GPM at 0 psig per loop. ;

Therefore, the estimated cumulative leakage for each loop remains within |
4

the established margins for ECCS-LOCA requirements.

Variations in piping stresses associated with the additional weight of the
repair hardware and with multiple downcomer cracking has been ;

evaluated in mferences 1 and 2, and found acceptable. i

Radiological consequences of the previously identified accidents are not
increased. Therefore, it is concluded that the repair clamp installations
ensure that the consequences of a design basis LOCA will not be
increased.

The repair clamps impose a negligible change to the plant operating
conditions, and thus, the ECCS-LOCA and tmnsient analysis remain
valid.

3. May the possibility of an accident of a different type than any previously
evaluated in the SAR be created?

l
No. The clamps are designed to the stmetural criteria specified in the '

UFSAR. All of the loads and load combinations specified in the SAR
relevant to the core spray line have been evaluated and are within design

,

allowables. The clamps do not add any new operational / failure mode or !

create any new challenge to safety related equipment or other equipment
whose failure could cause a new type of accident.

B. The components important to safety which are impacted by the
modification are the core spray system and RPV intemals.

1. May the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment I

"Important to Safety" previously evaluated in the SAR be increased?
l

No. The clamp is designed and constmeted as a safety related
component. No adverse equipment interactions will be created by
installing the clamps. Therefore, the probability of an equipment
malfunction is not increased.

'
.

- . . _ ,
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| De design of the modification assumes the present cracks will grow to
,

I 360 degrees thmugh wall. The modification will also ensure the '

! structural integrity of the 'D' downcomer in the event additional full
| circumferential cracking develops at weld locations 2 through 4 of Figure

1. De installation of the downcomer repairs will limit the separation
between the downcomer and inlet pipe to 0.054 inch. His maximum'

separation results from the temporary cooling of the CS riser relative to
the newly installed U bolt. It is conservatively assumed that the U-bolt is
still at 550 degrees F when the downcomer is cooled to 310 degrees F,
average temperature, by the injected water from the torus (240 degree F
temperature difference). After a few minutes of post LOCA core spray
system injection, the riser pipe and U-bolt temperatures will be in
equilibrium. However, due to postulated displacement of a loose spool
piece of pipe in the multiple crack scenario ('D' downcomer), the total
width of the cracks will remain at .054 inch. For the 'A', 'B' and 'C'
downcomers, the crack width will close to approximately .005 inch.

Analysis performed under reference 2 have confirmed that installation of
the clamps does not impact previous repairs performed on the 120' and
240' azimuth T-Boxes. l

|

2. May the consequences of a malfunction of equipment "Important to |

Safety" previously evaluated in the SAR be increased? |

No. The installation of the clamps ensures that each core spray line, even !

if cracked, will perform its safety function to ensure adequate core l

cooling (protect the fuel) by limiting separation between the downcomer
and sparger inlet pipe. The clamps perform a passive function that does
not interfere with any equipment that is used to mitigate any abnormal i

operating occurrence or the radiological consequences of a malfunction l
described in the UFSAR. Thus, the consequences of a malfunction of

'

equipment important to safety is not increased.

He cumulative leakage from each core spray loop will not prohibit the
loops from providing adequate core cooling during a design basis LOCA.
He cumulative leakage values of 78 GPM for loop "A" and 343 GPM

i

for loop "B" are within the 1250 GPM flow margin established for each|

core spray loop in the SAFER /GESTR-LOCA analysis.

I 3. May the possibility of a different type of malfunction of equipment

A.

.- --
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"Important to Safety" other than any pmviously evaluated in the SAR be
created?

!
i

| No. All equipment assumed to operate in the transient analysis, and the
i safety mlated stmetums, systems and components will not be adversely
; affected by the clamps. All components interacting with the clamps will

perform their intended functions of ensuring adequate core cooling to
protect the fuel. The clamps do not increase challenges to or create any
new challenge to equipment. The clamp does not create any new
sequence of events that lead to a new type of malfunction. Therefore,

! the possibility of a different type of component malfunction than
evaluated in the UFSAR is not created.

C. List the Technical Specifications Bases reviewed for potential reduction
,

in the margin of safety.
l

The applicable Technical Specification Bases reviewed were 1.1,2.1,
3.0, 3.5. A, 3.5.B, 3.5.C, 3.5.D, 3.5.E and 3.5.F, and Improved
Technical Specifications bases 3.5. These bases do not contain any
margin of safety that is affected by Modification P00335.

1. Is the margin of safety as defined in the Bases of any Technical
Specification reduced?

No. The Technical Specifications and their Bases are not affected by the
installation of the clamps. No safety analysis referenced in a Bases will
change. Therefore, the installation of the clamps will not affect the |
margin of safety of any Technical Specification Bases.

D. CONCLUSION

This evaluation has investigated the installation of clamps on the core
spray lines at PBAPS. The plant licensing bases have been reviewed. |

This review demonstrates that clamps can be installed (1) without an
| increase in the probability or consequences of an accident or malfunction

previously evaluated, (2) without creating the possibility of an accident or,

| - malfunction of a new or different kind from any previously evaluated and

|'
Specification. Therefom, installation of the core spray line clamps does
(3) and without reducing the margin of safety in the bases of a Technical

|

s.

-
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not involve any unreviewed safety question.
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APPENDIX A-MAXTMUM STRESS SUMMARY

U-Bolt Stresses
Senice Level Calculated Stress Intensity Allowable Stress (ksi)

(ksi)
Normal / Upset (Primary 2.5 Sm - 29.3
Membrane)

j Normal / Upset (Primary 5.37 1.5Sm = 44.2
Membrane + Primary
Bending)
Normal / Upset (Secondarv) 2.5 SSm = 88.4
Senice Level C - Pm 2.5 1.5Sm = 44.2

i Pm + Pb_ 5.37 2.25Sm = 66.4
| Senice Level D Pm / Pm + 2.5/5.37 Sy = 32.7/.7Su = 62.9
| Pb

Max. Cumulative Usage 0.0 1.0

!
Fastener Stresses

| Service Level Category Calculated Stress Allowable Stress (ksi)
Intensity (ksi)

| Normal / Upset (Primary Shank or Threads 22.37 .9Sy - 29.4
Membrane + Secondary Thread Shear 6.43 .6Sy = 19.6

1

Membrane including Bearing 7.66 2.75y = 41.72
lPreload)

Normal / Upset (Primary Shank or Threads 22.37 1.2Sy = 39.2
Membrane and Bending +
Secondary Membrane and
Bendine)
Senice Level C - Primary U-bolt-clbow 22.37 1.5$:r. = 44.;
Membrane contact i

|Senice Level C - Primary 22.37 2.25sm - 66.4
: Membrane + Primary

Bending
Service Level D Pm 22.37 sy = 32.7
Max. Cumulative Usage .001 |1.0

I

f
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1. INTRODUCTION

1. . Background

1.1 Core Spray Sparger Downcomer Welds. Each CSS (upper and lower) includes
two 6 NPS schedule 40 inlet pipes which penetrate the shroud. An elbow and
vertical pipe spool are connected to these inlet pipes ouulde the shroud; the
assembly of this elbow and the vertical pipe spoolwill be referred to as the CSS
downcomer. The core spray lines (CSL) connect to the CSS downcomer pipes at
the approximate elevation of the top of the shroud. The field welded connections

, ,

| between the CSL downcomer and the CSS downcomer pipe is shown at zone B 36, ;

! sheet 1 on reactor assembly drawing 2.1.f. The semi-circular CSL is a 304 stainless

| steel piping run internal to the reactor. Its purpose is to carry the core spray ;
system flow from the core spray nozzle thermal sleeve (located at 472 inchest

elevation above vessel zero, N5A at 120', N5B at 240', see 2.1.a and 2.1.f) to two of
! the CSS downcomers. The 6-inch CSL laterals are welded to an 7.93 inch outside

diameter T-box as shown on 2.1.d. The CSL T-box connection with the core spray
nozzle thermal sleeve is a reactor assembly weld as shown on sheet 1, zone B-15.
Each horizontal section of the CSL is supported from the vessel wall by a CSL
bracket (158B8353P001) which is welded to the vessel 20 inches from the nozzle, ,

and a CSL clamp (see 136B190SP001 and sheet 4 of 2.1.a), located at 15',165',
195', and 345'.

1.2 CSS Dmmenmer Modification. During the Peach Bottom Unit S 1993
refueling outage and inspections done in response to IE Bulletin 8013,
circumferential IGSCC defects were found on one of the CSS downcomer
connections at 172.5', adjacent to the upper horizontal weld to the vertical
downcomer pipe, see Figure 3-1. In the 1995 refueling outage, cracks were also
found in the 7.5 deg.,187.5 deg. and 352.5 deg. downcomer pipes. The cracks vary
in length from a minimum of 7.5 inches to 17.5 inches are in the weld heat
affected zone base material. on the connector sleeve, about 1/4 inch from the
weld. A repair (by modi 6 cation) is designed that addresses the identifted cracking
in the heat affected zone in the pipe sleeve of the downcomer sleeve /spigotjoint,
including potential additional cracking in the spigot / sleeve and elbow area for the
172.5 deg. azimuth downcomer.

i
1.3 Modification Renair. The modification repair of the CSS downcomer (172.5

,

deg.) includes an external clamp assembly which will be mechanically attached to '

the CSS downcomer at the defect area. The clamp is placed on the CSL
downcomer above theJunction with the CSS downcomer pipe and extends below,

;
l the connector, as shown in Figure 1. A lower clamp is placed at the location of the )

| pipe to lower elbow weld. This clamp encircles 360 degrees degrees of the weld.
| |

|!

| 10/9/95
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|
| The upper clamp isjoined by a U-bolt to the elbow to provide vertical structural .

'

.

i continuity across the defect area. For the 7.5 deg.,187.5 deg. and 352.5
,

deg. azimuths, a similar simplified modification repair is used. This repair ;

employes an upper clamp without the extension below the connector and a half
clamp at the lower weld. The remainder of the repair is identical to the 172.5 deg. >

clamp.
~

,

| 1.2 Purpose
1

! This report transmits the results of the design stress analysis which assesses the
effects of the core spray system operational cycles and shroud stabilizer effects on
the modificadon hardware. Also included are the results of a core spray s) stem ;

leakage analysis. The analysis is contained in Design Record File (DRF) B11-00642.
,

2. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

2.1 Scope

This report covers only the modification hardware and localized stresses, if any,
imposed on the core spray line. For the purposes of this analysis, the structural
integrity at weld locations other than the crack location is considered to be
complete. At the crack location, crack propagation to 360 degrees is considered
for both stress and leakage evaluation.

t

2.2 ASME III Code Compliance's

The clamp stresses satisfy the requirements of the ASME Code, Section III, Sub-
section NG. A summan of the results obtained by solution of Sub-section NG
equations for all significant locations is contained in Appendix A of the stress
analysis located in DRF B11-00642 for both clamp designs and contained herein as
Appendix A. The stresses reported herein are the maxima for each classification.

The U-Bolt section stresses are evaluated to the requirements of paragraph
NGS222 for both repair designs. The preload imposed on the U-bolt at installation
is greater than the cyclicalloadings and as a result, the maximum usage factor for
the U-bolt is 0. The maximum primary plus bending stress is 5,370 psi compared |
to an allowable stress of 44175 psi and occurs in the curved section of the bolt. ;

Threaded fastener stresses are evaluated to the requirements of paragraph
| NG3232. The maximum primag membrane plus secondary membrane including

| preload is 22,370 psi compared to an allowable of 29,400 psi and occurrs in the
'

cross secdonal area of the 1 inch bolt.The preload imposed on the bolting

| 10/9/95
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exceeds the cyclical loadings and as a result, the fastener maximum fatigue usage I

-

is .001.
|

| Although the LOCA event is considered a Senice Level C condition. Senice Level
| A and B allowables are easily met for allload conditions as shown in the
| Appendix.

Evaluadon of possible leakage is based on the assumption that the identified crack
propagates to 360 degrees with another potential crack existing also for 360

| degrees within the connector region for the 172.5 degree location. Upon the
'

activation of the core spray system, the core spray line is assumed to contract to
the extent that a total .054 inch crack width will be present. Due to possible mis-
alignment of the isolated pipe segment prevendng crack closure upon

| temperature equilibrium, the gap is assumed to remain constant. At the
remaining downcomer locations. the cracks are assumed to be no larger than .005
inch. The normal system leakage through the CSL vent when added to the
connector region crack leakage amounts to 343 gpm for the "A" loop and 78 GP.\I
for the "B" loop in the steady state condition.

|

|

|

|

| 10/9/95
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APPENDIX A cont'd.

|

| Upper Clamp Stresses (172.5 degrees)

Serdce Level Calculated Stress Intensity Allowable Stress (ksi)
(ksi)

i Normal / Upset (Primag 2.2 * Sm = 17.5
| Membrane)
| Normal / Upset (Primay 2.9 1.5Sm = 26.25
| Membrane + Primary

Bending)

i Normal / Upset (Secondary) 42.8 SSm = 52.5
| Service Level C-Pm 2.4 1.5Sm = 26.25

Pm + Pb 3.1 2.25Sm = 39.37
Service Level D Pm / Pm + 4.7/5.8 Sy = 80/.75u = 75
Pb
Max. Cumulative Usage .31 1.0

Flowrates

System Operation Flowrate (gpm) w/ leakage Required Flowrate
(based on 6250 GPM (gpm)
Design Flow)

|

LOCA | 5907 5000 1

!

|

| 10/9/95
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

| Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station Unit 3 has two Core Spray Lines (CSL) which
; enter the reactor pretsure vessel (RPV) at the ISO degree and 240 degree azimuth.

| locations. A set of two 316L Stainless Steel (SS)| reinforcement brackets were'

previously added to connect the T-box to the CSL pipes to prevent pipe
separation from the T-box. This connection is thade by applying fillet welds on
both sides of the brackets. In addition, the CSLjoint near the shroud penetration
is assumed to be cracked (as discussed in the assumptions below), the bracket
(Modification P00SS5) shall be added to the 7.5 172.5,187.5 and 352.5 degree
CSL downcomer (4 locations total) to provide re)inforcement at the location of the
downcomer weldjoint connection. This modification is a bolted design utilizing
clamps which attach to the CSL.

1.2 Purpose

This report transmits the results of the design stress analysis which assesses the
effects of the new brackets (Modification P00335) on the existing modified CSL
and brackets. The purpose of the analysis is to demonstrate the seismic structura!

|

,

adequacy of the CSL and reinforcement brackets at Peach Bottom Unit 3. The
analysis is contained in Design Record Files (DRF) B13 01732 and B1100642.

'
|

This revision incorporates the relative seismic displacement (design earthquake) |

at the shroud penetration to be 0.400 inches. The total number of equivalent
cycles is 50 cycles. .

2.0 ASSUMPTIONS

The following assumptions were used in the CSL structural analysis:

1. The CSL downcomer sleeve / spigot anembly near the shroud penetration is
assumed to have a 360' through wall crack. No creditis taken for any remaining
ligament at the postulated crack location.

i,

'

2. The connection at the four repairjoints, which includes the CSL downcomer
sleeve / spigot assembly and the repair bracket,is assumed to have a moment

| carrying capability equivalent to 10% of the original moment ofinertia for an
! eight inch length of the core spray pipe above the short radius elbow near the |
[ shroud. '

'

;

i

\.,
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| 3. Fifty stress cycles is assumed for the seismic e9ent.

! 4. Displacements associated with the core shroud stabilizers installed are utilized.
l I

| 5. The fadgue usage includes the thermal effecp due to both the uncracked and
I cracked CSL configurations. This is conservative because, the thermal case is
| counted twice in the fatigue analysis, plus the th'ermal stresses for the uncracked

| configuration are much less than the resses fo the cracked configuration.

6. The CSLis analyzed consistent with the requirements of Class I pipe per ASME
III Subsection NB-3600. This includes the stress' indices per NB-3600.

3.0 MODEL DESCRIPTION

A finite element model of the CSL was created which included the CSL pipe from
the thermal sleeve at the RPV nozzle to the CSL' supports near the shroud
penetration. The modelincludes the reinforcement bracket at the T-box
connection and the elbows to the penetration sleeve, but excludes the penetration
sleeve. Thejoint at the U-bolt clamps were approximated by assuming the
moment ofinertia at lower pipe element to 10% cf the original moment ofinertia.

.

Figure 1Ashows a sketch of the model. Beam elements were used for the CSL
pipe, thin shell elements were used to model the T box, reinforcement brackets at
the T box and a portion of the pipe near the T box Boundary elements were used
to simulate the CSL pipe supports.

4.0 LOAD CASES

Thirteen different cases were analyzed and are listed in Table 1.

5.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

5.1 ASME III Code Compliance

The brackets and the piping attachment stresses are analyzed according to NB-
3200 requirements. The results are tabulated in Appendix A-1 and A-2. The T-
box had the maximum stresses which are briefly summarized as follows. The
maximum fatigue usage factor is 0.324. This is at the T-box bracket fillet weld to
the pipe.The main contribution to the fatigue usage is due to combination of
OBEl and OBED. The maximum primary stress'is the Senice Level B condition.
The primarpmembrane stress plus primarybending-stress is 21,100 psi. The stress
is within the allowable limit of 25,500 psi. The maximum stress for Senice Level D

| is 38,500 psi (maximum local stress)as compared to 3 Sm=51,000 psi. The analysis
! also assumes SSE is twice OBE, which is conservative. A conservative stress

'.
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concentration value of 4.0, which includes a 1.2 factor for bending components
and 3.53 for peak stresses is used for the fatigue analysis,

i

In the analysis it was assumed that there are 50 c! cles with total separation betweeny
T-box and core spray pipes.

This analysis simulates the cracked condition equivalent to 10% moment ofinertia
exist for 8 inches length of the core spray pipe above the short elbow near the
shroud. | |

i

The CSL pipe stresses satisfy the requirements of Ardcle NB-3600 of AShE Section
III. A summary of the results obtained by the so|ution of Subarticle NB 3650
equadons for all significantjoints in the piping system is contained in Appendix D
of the analysis located in the referenced DRF's, and contained herein as Appendix
A 3. The maximum primuy stress ratio is the piimary membrane stress for the

| Service Level B condition. The stress wlue for Service Level B is 5,952 pd as
! compared to the allowable stress of 25,500 psi. The maximum thermal expansion
i stress (Equation 12) for pipe element per NB 5600 is 20,902 psi with a stress ratio
| of 0.41. The maximum Equation 13 stress is 5,486 psi. The maximum fatigue

| usage factor is 0.001. The piping model at the sleeve crack cause, moment relief
'

at thejoints. The analysis model assumes that 10% moment ofinertia at the sleeve
j is existing. This assumption is considered reasonable because the both of OBED ,

; and OBEI can cause loads on the elbows and the T bcx brackets.
| ! l
: . 1

| 5.2 Conclusions
1

The results of the stress analysis show; that the core spray line with the repair -

,

i brackets is structurally adequate to withstand the operating load conditions.
| .

-

| !

!

| !
i

-

I

L

!

: !

%. |
|
|
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SHEET 5 |
Table 1. Analysis Cases

,

RUN # Load Types Case Condition T-box both |

ends {
separation 1

1 Thermal 1 Normal NO
2 Thermal 2 Normal YES l

3 Weight 1 Normal 'YES
|

,

| 4 OBEIX 1 Static g YES
'

5 OBEIY 2 Static g YES|
6 OBE1Z 3 Static g YES
7 OBED-X | 1 Static YES I

i 8 OBED-Z l 3 Static YES I

| 9 LOCA Y I Static YES j

| DISP
_ !

'

| 10 OBED-X 1 Static NO ),

| 11 OBED-Z 3 Static NO -

12 OBEI-X 1 Response YES
!

spectrum

13 OBEI-Z 3 Response YES
| spectrum

|

| Note : All cases assume the CS pipe is cracked at the bolted clamp locations.

'hownc owe hEEUE / s Pic.ce;- me%gJ/
I

'

.

t

,

,

i
I

'
.

;
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APPENDTX A - STRES*, SUMMARY

A-1: T box Bracket Stresses per NB-3200
Senice Level Calculated Stress Intensity Allowable Stress (ksi)

(ksi) :

Normal / Upset (Priman-) 21.1 1.5Sm = 25.5-

Normal / Upset (Primary + 35.7 ,' 3.05m = 51.0
,

Sec, excluding thermal
bending) '

Normal / Upset (Primary +
_

64.6 N/AI

Secondary) '

| Service Level C 21.1 2.25Sm = 38.25 I

| Senice Level D 38.5 3.0Sm = 51.0
; Max. Cumulative Usage 0.324 1.0'

1

A 2: Pi;ae Elements to T-box Bracket per NB 3200 - I
Senice Level Calculated Stress Intensity Allowable Stress (ksi)

(ksi) i ,

'

Normal /Uoset (Primarv) 17.5' l.5Sm = 25.5
Normal / Upset (Primary + 25.5 3.0Sm = 51.0
Sec. excluding thermal
bending) ,

Normal / Upset (Primary + 35.0 N/A
Secondan-)
Senice Level C 17.5 2.25Sm = 3 8.25
Senice Level D 23.0 3.0Sm = 51.0

Jiax. Cumulative Usage 0.021 1.0
"Elernent lo::al stress - the aurage stress a: rots the section is 15.1 ksi<23.5 ksi.

A 3: Pipe. Elbows and Components per NB-3600 !

Senice Level Calculated Stress Intensity Allowable Stress (ksi)
(ksi)

!Normal /Uoset (Primary) 6.0 ,1.SSm = 2).) j
Normal /Upsec (Primary + 5.5 3.05m = 51.0

lSec. excluding thermal
|

bendine) !

Normal / Upset (Primary' 63.1 N/A
Secondarv)
Senice Level C 6.0 2.25Sm = 38.25
Senice LevelD I 12.0 3.0Sm = .;1.0 :

_

Max. Cumularisc Usage 0.001 11.0
Thermal Exo. (Ec.12) 20.9 | 3.0Sm = 51.0

!

!

s.

- . - . - - . - - . - _ - - - . - - . . - . - -,. . - - . . _ . - . _ . - . . . . .-.
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Question #1

.

Provide the development of the loads during normal operation and postulated accident| .

! conditions that were used to establish the structural integrity of the Core Spray Line (CSL)
clamp design at Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station (PBAPS) Unit 3.,

Response
,

,

The loads applied to the finite element model (FEM) were obtained from the analysis of the
core spray pipe. The core spray model is provided in Figure 1 A of GENE 771-960295, Rev.<

2. The CSL was modeled in conjunction with the core spray nozzle thermal eleeve, the T-
box, and the reinforcement bracket to the pipe support joint just belo e the shroud

3 penetration location. |

l

The analysis included the cases as (1) design condition (no crack) and (2) with fWl
separation of the CSL and T box. To simulate the separation condition, all the plate
elements,360 degree circumference, between the T box and the core spray pipe, before
the weld of the bracket, are assigned with negligible Young modulus. The model has also

,

|
considered that the downcomer has cracked and is tied together hy a link at the location 1

of the clamp modification. The force can be transferred through the joint, but the moment
'

is released. Weight of the linkage (300lb) was included in the analysis model.,

The Engineering Computer Program SAP 4G07 was used to calculate the affect of the piping
system due to thermal expansion, weight and seismic loads.

Thirteen load cases are analyzed. The analysis cases are summarized in Table 1 of GENE-
771-984295, Rev 2. Description of each analysis case are in the following paragraphs.

THERMAL CASES.

The first case assumes the core spray pipes are connected to the T-box as the original
design condition. This is normal operating condition in which the Reactor Pressure Vessel
(RPV) expands radially with carbon steel expansion coefficient and the core spray line
expands with stainless steel expansion coefficient. The second case is the same as j

Thermal Case 1 except full separation of T-box and CSL pipe is assumed. |

WElGHT ANALYSIS
|

Weight analysis as applied to normal operating conditions has been performed. Full pipe I
separations at the T-box is assumed to calculate the maximum loads on the brackets.

SEISMIC LOADS BY STATIC ANALYSIS

Seismic loads acting on the piping system are caused by the response of the reactor i

building structure and reactor pressure vessel. The seismic loads are defined as the static.

'

seismic coefficients. The Safety Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) accelerations,1.25g and 0.3
g for the horizontal and vertical SSE loads, are calculated to compare with the results from
response spectrum analysis. The greater values are used in the load calculations.

SEISMIC ANCHOR DISPl.ACEMENTS
:

Static analyses are performed for the relative displacements between the shroud penetration
movement and the CSL nozzle due to Operational Base Earthquake (OBE) event, which
is 1.2" in both E W and N-S directions. This load is the major contribution to the fatigue'

usage factor of the pipe, the brackets, and the clamp. Run #7 and #8 assume that the T-
box and core spray pipe are separated. Run #10 and #11 assumed no separation.

<

_y-. . - - - - . ~ ,- , _ , . . - , - . ,- ~ .__-w,_ _ _ , - -m _- --
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[ HYDRAUUC TRANSIENT LOADS

e The hydraulic transient is shown in design specllication, 25A5341, Sheet 5 of this
eWlan, and specifles that the core spray flow is ddsped linearfy in 20 seconds.
The load in the piping system is very small. A hydraulic transient analysis was performed
using 10 seconds instead of 20 seconds, which is conservative. The maximum pipe
segment force amplitude is less than 20 lb. An example of pipe segment force time history
is shown in Figure 1. The transient load is negligible for the piping analysis.

In the finite element of the downcomer clamp, the vertical distance form the horizontal
contortino of the downcomer pipe at the shroud location to the free end of the pipe was
made to coincide with the location of node 318 of element 181 of the piping analysis model.
The forces and moments at node 318 were applied to the end of the vertical pipe of the
FEM used in this analysis. Two load direction combinations were considered due to non-
symmetry of the FEM about the x4xis: 1 (+)x and (+)y, and 2 (+)x and (-)y; the FEM is
symmetric about the yaxis. The horizontal force in the x-direction (Fx) and the moment
about the y-axis (My) were applied together, and the horizontal force in the y direction (Fy)
and the moment about the x axis (Mx) were applied togethcr. The absolute value of the
magnitude of the forces and moments are provided below.

Load Type Fx [ kips) Fy [ kips] Fz [ kips) Mx [In-idps] My [in-kips]

Thermal 0.4 0.1 1.0 1.4 9.9

Weight 0 0 0.1 0.1 0.2

OBEL-X 0 0 0 0.7 0.3

OBEL-Z 0 0 0 0.1 0.5

OBED-X 0.3 0.8 0.4 20.3 7.1|

1

l OBED-Z 1.1 0.3 1.3 7.4 28.2 1

LOCA 0.6 0.1 0.9 1.7 14.6

| SSEl-X 0 0 0 0.9 0.4

SSEl-Z 0 0 0 0.2 0.7 |

UNIT LOADS 1.0 1.0 1.0 10.0 10.0 l

it is noted that the load applied to the clamp desion for OBED-X and OBED-Z are the |i

| maximum loads in the design. These loads are calculated based on the assumption that
the relative displacements between the shroud to RPV nozzle is 1.20 inches. t.ater analysis
of the shroud assuming partial crack was performed and the calculated relative
displacements is reduced to 0.397 inches. This is only about one third of the forces and
moments used in the calculation.

l'
t

!
;

|

|

t
.
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OUESTION #2
*

,

'
"

If some loads were considered negligible, provide the basis for the assumptions.

RESPONSE #2 *

The negligible loads were included in the previous response.

I
OUESTION #3

Provide the back up stress calculations related to the threaded fasteners to
l demonstrate ASME code compliance.
|

! RESPONSE #3

The threaded fastener design of the CSL clampwas performed using the ASME |
Code, Section NG as a guide. This design inlonnation was included in as part i

! of the CSL Downcomer Bracket Stress Assessment Report, GENE 77199-0295, |

Rev 2. Appendix A, to this Attachment, consists althe supporting calculations for
the threaded fasteners design. The calculated stess intensity values included in
the Stress Assessment Report have been highlighted in Appendix A.

|

| OUESTION #4

Provide the basis for the assumed crack width upon activation of in core spray
system.

RESPONSE #4

Upon activation of the Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS), the hot riser
!

pipe (304 material) is cooled to a temperakse well below the initial high |

temperature of 550' F. However, the clamp hardware itself (U bolt) is made of
, a different material, namely XM 19, with a lower coefficient of thermal expansion |
than that the 304 riser pipe. Tite clamp hardware remains at a temperature of
550' F during this event. Thus, the riser pipe between the base of the upper ;

clamp and U bolt restraint on the bottom elbow contracts relative to the clamp ;

hardware between the same distance. This, in tum, causes the crack in the upper i
weld to open up. Thus, the amount of this inMal crack opening is calculated
based on the length over which the differential spansion acts during the event. |
The differential thermal movement described, applies to the clamp hardware on
all four core spray line risers.

|

._ - _

- ._ . . - -- -. .- -
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QUESTION #5
i *

Provide justification for using a dual clamp design at one location and a single
clamp design at the other three locations.

! RESPONSE #5
'

|

| The dual clamp design to be ins,'alled on the 'D' downcomer was designed and |
fabricated prior to refueling outage 3R10 (fall 1995). The design repairs the crack
indications identified in the Heat Affected Zone (HAZ) of the sleeve, below the'

; pipe / sleeve weld. This design ale,o provided for contingencies if any additional
) crack Indications were identified 'n the 'D' downcomer (or any other downcomer)

,

'

during 3R10.
:|

. The single clamp design, to be installed on the 'A', 'B', and 'C', downcomers, I
4

also repairs the crack Indications identified in the HAZ of the sleeve, below the
pipe / steeve weld. This design was the original design for the 'D' downcnmer
Indication, developed prior to adding in additional contingencies. Fabrication and I:

: installation of the single clamp design is adequate to repair the downcomer |
| Indications found on 'A", 'B', and 'C' downcomers. The contingencies are not
! needed because all cracks found on the 'A", 'B", 'C', and 'D' downcomers were

!

In the same location. Use of the double clamp is not necessary, it is a much j
more conservative repair than needed, and is being used since it is available. '

i

|
|

l

|

|

|

1
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|

|
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5.4 Bolt Dimensions and Loads f
Applied Profonds - |

'

.

100 ft lbf 73.ft.Ibf
.

heload clamp halves = (.20)-(.75 in)
Ubolt * (.29)-(.75 in) .!

Prelod
.

Prcload elamp_ halves = 8000.lbf PreloadUbolt = 600h.lbf -

100.ft lbfPreload -

connecting _ rod * {.20)-(1.00 in)
.

- '
'

,

Preload connecting _ rod = 6000 lbf ,

5.4.1 Thread Dimensions (Connecting Rod)
The thread dimensions for 1.00-12UNF ar,e obtained from ANSI ,

)B 1.1 -1982.
.

-

En, max . 9535 in (maximum pitch diameter of intema|| thread)
Ds_ rain . 9368.In (minimum major diarneter of extemitt thread) i

Es_ min . 9332 in (minimum pitch diameter of extemal thread)
Kn_ max . 928 In (maximum minor diameter of intemal thread)

dm . 8990 - 1.00 In (Mean Diameter) d .1.00 in * (Major Diameter)2 ,

l (number of thread i 1Le ,1.00in n:-
m perinch) g , II In (Lyad)

,

(length of thread engagement) ,

!

The thread dimensions for 0.75-16UNF are obtained from ANSI .

81.1-1982.
En max : .7159 in (maximum pitch diameter of intamal[ thread)
Ds_ min .7391 In (minimum maior diameter of extemal thread) I
Es_ min . 7029 in (minimum pitch diameter of extemai, thread) |
Kn_ max . 696 in (maximum minor diameter ofintamal thread)

.6710 - 0.75
dm ' in (Mean Diameter) d i 0.75 In .(Major Diameter)2

:-

(nu l *' IL'*d)Le . 75 in n.
p,r n )

(length of thread engagement) i

_ _ ..
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5.6 Bolt / Nut Thread Stress Analysis ,

/ 1

The thread shear area was calculated using the methodology and equqtions given in
Appendix B. Paragraph B2 of Reference 13. :

5.G.1 Intemal Thread Shear Area (Nut) ,

! ,

ASn .. n n Le Ds_ min . .57735-(Ds_ min - En_ max) A5nf= 1.244 in:
1.

l'

5.6.2 Nut Thread Shear Stress -

The applied bolt loads for all operating conditions are less than the applied preload.
Therefore, the applied preload condition stresses bound all Norrnal, Upset, condition
stresses. .

.

e

.

.

.

i
-

i-

!
!

- __
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5.6.2.1 Normal / Upset / Emergency Condition Nut Thread Shear stress

Preload clamp ~ halves M W MafT 4 M.
T LI"it Level _A_3_C .6-Sy_XM19t p M oad * ,e - --

(Referenea 2. Paragraph 6,8 3232.1(b))

[Nel ad
_ Limit., Level _A_B_C - 1.030 104 . psi

. . .

!
5.6.3 External Thread Shear Area (Bolt) ;

i

1

ass n n Le Kn_ max ; 1 .57735-(Es_ min - Kn_ max) , Ass ,= 0.924 In
'

2

% -, .

|1

! 5.G.4 Belt Thread Shear Stress ,
:

.I
S.6.4.1 Normal / Upset / Emergency Condition Bolt Thread Shear Stfess

i

| t_ Limit _ Level _A_B_C :s .6 5y_XsI19

| Preload clamp , halves '
,

j * Preload * ass | 1

i

preload = 8653 psi t Limit Level A B C - 1.95910f . psi it
,

!
i

'

| S.7 Belt Section Property Calculations '

5.7.1.75 " Dia Bolt Shank 5.7.2 1.00 " Dia Connepting Rod /
! Section Section .

2 '.75 2

A shank * E' T in A . n- in !
,

2
A shank = 0.442.in 2

A rod = 0.785.in
| x-(.75 in)# n.(1.0 in)'I shank * 64 I rod * 64

'

'

,

r su - 0 Ol'-i=# I rod - 0 49 *1""-

;
|

.
.

|
;

i
!-

|
' ;

-
i

I !

|1

'
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5.7.3 1.75 " Dia circular Section 5.7.4 1.75 " Dia circular Section with
.75" internal thread

2 31.75 [1.75 .75 2i
A Ubotti = K' 'In A Ubolt2 * K'| 'f in j- 7 in2 j

| , , ,,2 2
A Ubelt1 = 2.405.in AUbolt2 = 1.963.in

n-(1.75 In)4 x ;[(l.75 in)# (.75 in)"lI Ubolt! '' g I Ubolt2 ** gt

I Ubolti = 0.46 in' I Ubold = 0.445.in
d '

I Ubolti I Ubold3
Z Ubolt1 ' 1.75 m Z UDCitt = .526.in Z Ubolt2 ' 1,75.in Z Ubolt2 = 0.508.in!'

2 2
.

6.0 U-BOLT STRESS CALCULATION

Determing the required 0,D. for the threaded section to equal a exial stfength of the .75"
"* dlemeter bott. .

d [ . 75 in

|bolt O. D. d = .75 in bolt hole diameter in U 'bott
!

o 'fd1 - d [2 d o = 1.061.in required O.D. of threaded section of U-bolt2d
'

/
The actual diameter of the U-bolt is 1.75 with a minimum dimension o.f 1.5 being accepted
on NCR No: 1EXFN.N.02.

6.1 Stress Calculations - curved section

Thio cerculation conservatively assunms that the U-Octr is cant | levered fr'om its center and
that that is the only point supported by the riser elbow.

Preload IJbolt 4.265 ir. !,

8 Ubolt_ bending '
~

!(bending = 486 6. psiz Ubolti

Preload Ubolt

A Ubolti Ubolt 2495. si
- 1 * TUbolt

. _ .

!

1

!

.

.. ., , . , .. .
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ki UNITED STATESOi

1 3 j NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION#
p WASHINGTON, D.C. 20066-0001

% # October 13, 1995

i Mr. George A. Hunger, Jr.
Director-Licensing, MC 62A-1

: PECO Energy Company
j Nuclear Group Headquarters
| Correspondence Control Desk
i P.O. Box No. 195
{ Wayne, PA 19087-0195
,

! . SUBJECT: REPAIR OF FLAWS FOUND IN CORE SPRAY DOWNCOMER JOINTS, PEACH BOTTOM
ATOMIC POWER STATION, UNIT.NO. 3 (TAC NO. M92639)

| Dear Mr. Hunger: ~
'

, By letter dated October 9,1995 as supplemented by letter dated October 12,
j 1995, you informed the NRC of cracks discovered in the four core spray system

downcomers within the Peach Bottom Unit 3 reactor vessel. The cracks were
4

discovered through an inservice visual inspection requested in NRC Bulletin,

| 80-13, " Cracking in Core Spray Spargers." You supplemented the visual
inspections with ultrasonic inspections and determined the extent of the,

cracking as detailed in your October 9, 1995 letter.>

! In your letters, you informed the staff that you planned to install clam '

over the affected sections of piping as permanent repairs to the flaws. psi

Details of the clamp design were included in General Electric Company's (GE),

) reports GENE-771-99-0295, Revision 2, " Core Spray Line Downcomer Bracket
Stress Assessment Report," and GENE-771-98-0295, Revision 2, " Core Spray Line

j Seismic Assessment Report," which you forwarded in your October 12, 1995
letter. We are aware that installation of the clamps was completed on4

j October 12, 1995.
.

The GE reports demonstrated that the clamps are sufficiently designed to>

;
I withstand stresses experienced during normal plant operation, transients and

|

postulated loss-of-coolant accidents and maintain the functionality of the
core spray piping. The staff concurs with this conclusion..

4

Your October 12, 1995 submittal also addressed the impact of expected core
spray system leakage within the reactor vessel during a postulated loss-of-'

coolant accident. With the clamps installed and assuming a 360 degree
through-wall crack at the flaw location, you calculated that core spray loop,

"A" would experience a total of 343 gpa of leakage and the "B" loop would
j experience a total of 78 gpm of leakage. You concluded that these leakage

rates were within the margin between the design flow rate for each loop (6250
gpm at 105 psid) and the nominal loop flow rates assumed in your licensing<

basis loss-of coolant accident analysis (5000 gpm at 105 psid). The staff
concurs with this conclusion.

.

,
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G. Hunger, Jr. -2-.

|
t

Based on the above, we conclude that operation of the Peach Botton Unit 3,
with cracked but clam)ed core spray downcomers, is acceptable. Ongoing
interaction between tie staff and the Boiling Water Reactor Vessel and

; Internals Project may result in further actions involving individual licensee
| core spray piping.

If you have any questions on this matter, do not hesitate to contact the NRC
Project Manager, Joe Shea, at (301) 415-1428.

Sincerely,
.

-

/S/
I

John F. Stolz, Project Director
Project Directorate I-2
Division of Reactor Projects - I/II
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation-

Docket No. 50-278

cc: See next page
|
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G. Hunger, Jr. -2-.

Based on the above, we conclude that operation of the Peach Botton Unit 3,
with cracked but clamped core spray downcomers, is acceptable. Ongoing
interaction between the staff and the Boiling Water Reactor Vessel and
Internals Project may result in further actions involving individual licensee
core spray piping. '

If you have any questions on this matter, do not hesitate to contact the NRC
Project Manager, Joe Shea, at (301) 415-1428.

for
John F. Stolz, Project Director
Project Directorate I-2
Division of Reactor Projects - I/II
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Docket No. 50-278

cc: See next page
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Mr. George A. Hunger, Jr. Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station, I
.

PECO Energy Company Units 2 and 3
.

cc:

J. W. Durham, Sr., Esquire Mr. Rich R. Janati, Chief !Sr. V.P. & General Counsel Division of Nuclear Safety
PECO Energy Company Pennsylvania Department of2301 Market Street, S26-1' Environmental ResourcesPhiladelphia, Pennsylvania 19101 P. O. Box 8469 i

Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17105-8469 '

PECO Energy Company .

ATTN: Mr. G. R. Rainey, Vice President Board of Supervisors
Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station Peach Botton Township !Route 1, Box 208 R. D. #1

_ iDelta, Pennsylvania 17314 Delta, Pennsylva'nia 17314

PECO Energy Company Public Service Comission of~ MarylandATTN: Regulatory Engineer, A4-5S Engineering Division
Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station Chief Engineer
Route 1. Box 208 6 St. Paul CentreDelta, Pennsylvania 17314 Baltimore, MD 21202-6806

Resident Inspector Mr. Richard McLeanU.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission Power Plant and Environmental
Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station Review DivisionP.O. Box 399 Department of Natural ResourcesDelta, Pennsylvania 17314 B-3, Tawes State Office Building

Annapolis, Maryland 21401
Regional Administrator, Region I
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission Dr. Judith Johnsrud
475 Allendale Road National Energy Comittee
King of Prussia, Pennsylvania 19406 Sierra Club

433 Orlando Avenue
Mr. Roland Fletcher State College, PA 16803
Department of Environment
201 West Preston Street
Baltimore, Maryland 21201

A. F. Kirby, III
External Operations - Nuclear
Delmarva Power & Light Company
P.O. Box 231

1Wilmington, DE 19899

.
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i BWRVIP-

| ,/ BWR Vesset & . Issue Management and Resolution
? Intemais Project ,

. ,

November 10,1995 I
r

Document Control Desk
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission i

Washington, D. C. 20555

Attention: C. E. Carpenter

"BWR Vessel and Internals Project, Reactor Pressure Vessel and InternalsSubject:
Examination Guidelines (BWRVIP-03)," EPRI Report TR-105696,

|
October 1995

Enclosed are ten (10) copies of the document "BWR Vessel and Internals Project, Reactor
Pressure Vessel and Internals Examination Guidelines (BWRVIP-03)." EPRI Report
TR-105696, October 1995. This document is being submitted as a means of exchanging
information with the NRC for the purpose of supporting generic regulatory improvements
related to BWR reactor pressure vessel and internals examinations.

The enclosed document provides guidance regarding examinations of BWR core shroud
welds. The report includes data on mockup fabrication, NDE uncertainty measurementss
and evaluation factors, and procedure standards for ultrasonic examination, eddy currentr

examination and visual examination.

The enclosed report has been endorsed by the BWRVIP, however, this endorsement
should not be interpreted as a commitment by all members to a specific course of action.
Each member must formally endorse the BWRVIP position for it to become that member's
position.

Please nnte that the enclosed document contains proprietary information. Therefore, a
letter requesting the report be withheld from public disclosure and an affidavit describing
the basis for withholding this information is provided as Attachment 1.

Representatives of the BWRVIP would be pleased to meet with the NRC staff to discuss
any comments or issues related to the enclosed document. If you have any questions on
the enclosed document or the general subject it addresses, please call Steve Leonard of
Niagara Mohawk Power Company a (315)'349-4039.

9511300314 951110
Sincerely, , p 0PRP EXIEPR

y1 h 2/ G __
~ ~

p

000h'
'u v ,, 0, .

t'-+J. T. Beckham, Jr. I |4
V Southern Nuclear Operating Company

Chairman, BWR Vessel & Internals Project
,,

J. T. Beckham. Jr., BWRVIP Chairman, Southem Nuciear Operatin)g Co.,42 Invemess Center
Reply To:

Parkway, Birmingham, Al. 35242 * (205) 877 7279 * Fax: (205)802-0393
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August 18, 1995
,

i

Mr. D. M. Smith
Senior Vice President-Nuclear
PECO Energy
Nuclear Group Headquarters
Correspondence Control Desk - -

P. O. Box 195
Wayne, Pennsylvania 19087-0195 . .

1

| Dear Mr. Smith:

i SUBJECT: PEACH BOTTOM INSPECTION REPORT NOS. 50-277/95-18 AND
50-278/95-18

This letter transmits the NRC Region I inspection report for the announced
safety inspection conducted by Messrs. A. Lohmeier and M. McBrearty of this'

office during the period July 10-14, 1995, at the Peach Bottom Atomic Power
Station in Delta, Pennsylvania. Messrs. Lohmeier and McBrearty discussed the
findings of this inspection with members of your staff at the exit meeting on'

July 14, 1995.

This inspection was directed toward assessment, of engineering activities
providing for the protection of public health and safety at the Peach Bottom

. Atomic Power Station (PBAPS). The inspection included review of the
! procedures and implementation of plant modifications. The inspection

conclusions were derived, in part, from interviews with plant personnel,
examination of plant records, and observations by the inspectors.

The inspectors noted PBAPS was in a self-imposed stand-down status on all
modifications due to several modification-related problems which occurred
during the past year. The inspectors found PBAPS was taking decisive action
in performing a self-assessment of its modification process. The NRC will
monitor the results of the self-assessment during a future . inspection.

Good performance was noted in carrying out the specific modifications reviewed
by the NRC during this inspection. A long-standing unresolved item related to
operating cycle data retention was closed. A proactive program in chronic
problem resolution was noted that should prove effective in improving the
efficient and safe operation of the plant. The utilization of probabilistic
safety assessment techniques to supplement deterministic decisions was noted.

An unresolved problem of vibration of the High Pressure Coolant Injection
steam lines on both units was noted by the inspectors. This problem will be
considered unresolved by the NRC pending completion of PECO Energy's effort
to determine the cause of the vibration and eliminate it.

bh
9508280223 950818 g

IPDR ADOCK 05000277 lO PDR~
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Mr. D. M. Smith 2
.

Considerable improvement in the effectiveness of the engineering organization i
was noted since the NEEDS reorganization. The initiatives in improvement of
the organization effectiveness are notable and will contribute greatly to the
safety of nuclear power generation at PBAPS and protection of the public
health,and safety.

i

' Within the scope of this inspection, no violations or deviations were
observed.. No. reply to .this letter is requested.. Thank you for your
cooperation. |

- - ' - ,' ..

.. i +. . ,

Sincerely, i- .o.. ,m

|
|

- ..

'

Michael C. Modes, Chief |
Materials Section l

'

Division of Reactor Safety'

'

!Docket Nos. 50-277; 50-278 - , ~

,

Enclosure: NRC Region ;I Inspection. Report Nos.. 50-277/95-18 and 50-278/95-18

cc w/ encl: - * m

G. A. Hunger, Jr., Chairman, Nuclear Review Board and Director, Licensing i

'G. Rainey, Vice President, Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station
W. H. Smith, III, Vice President, Nuclear Station Support
D. B. Fetters, Director, Nuclear Engineering
C. D. Schaefer, External Operations Delmarva Power & Light Co.
G. Edwards, Plant Manager, Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station
A. J. Wasong, Manager, Experience Assessment
J. W. Durham, Sr., Senior Vice President and General Counsel
P. MacFarland Goelz, Manager, Joint Generation, Atlantic Electric
B. W. Gorman, Manager, External Affairs
R. McLean, Power Plant Siting, Nuclear Evaluations
D. Poulsen, Secretary of Harford County Council
R. Ochs, Maryland Safe Energy Coalition
J. H. Walter, Chief Engineer, Public Service Commission of Maryland
L. Jacobson, Peach Bottom Alliance
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
TMI - Alert (TMIA) j

!

1
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Mr. D. M. Smith '3

Distribution w/ enc 1:
Region I Docket Room (with concurrences)
J. Wiggins, DRS
K. Gallagher, DRP
Nu:: lear Safety Information Center (NSIC)

.D. Screnci, PA0 (2) Inspection Reports
'

i

NRC Resident Inspector
PUBLIC> --

DRS Files (2)
!Distribution w/ encl: (Via E-Mail)

W. Dean, OEDO -

J. Shea, NRR
J. Stolz, PDI-2, NRR
Inspection Program Branch, NRR (IPAS)

,
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
-

REGION I

DOCKET / REPORT NOS.: 50-277/95-18;

50-278/95-18|

LICENSEE: PECO Energy

* FACILITY: Peach Bottom Unit Nos. 2 and 3

DATES: July 10-14,1995

Alfred .ohmekar, Senior Reactor Engineer, MS, DRSiINSPECTORS:
Michael McBrearty, Reactor Engineer, MS, DRS

,

F/VffA
Alfred LVfimeier, Sr. Reactor Engineer Date
Materials Section
Division of Reactor Safety

bbAPPROVED BY: A '

Mfi:hael C. Ppfes,ChiefJ Date
MWerials Section
Division of Reactor Safety

Areas Insoected: Evaluation of PBAPS's process for designing and implementing
plant modifications, detailed reviews of several planned and completed plant
modifications, evaluation of the effectiveness of engineering in identifying
and resolving safety-related engineering issues, evaluation of the
effectiveness of the Independent Safety Engineering Group (ISEG), and review
of the progress made in resolving items on the chronic equipment / system list.

Results: PECO is undertaking an aggressive self-assessment of its
modification process in response to problems encountered with recent design
and implementation of modifications over the past year. Good performance was
noted in planning and implementing selected modifications reviewed during the
inspection period, including valve modifications to eliminate potential
pressure-locking, and plans for the repair of a crack in the core spray
downcomer. The ISEG is effective in providing insight into many areas in
which improvement would enhance the safe operation of the plant, such as the
use of Probabilistic Safety Assessments (PSA) in planning and scheduling plant
changes. The inspectors determined PBAPS has an effective process for
identifying and resolving chronic equipment / systems problems. In resolution
of URI 90-014-02, cumulative fatigue usage factors attained by primary system
components at the present time remain within allowable limits. PBAPS is
currently implementing a systematic method for retrieval and evaluation of
cyclic data. URI 90-014-02 is closed. HPCI system piping in both units is
experiencing high vibration levels due to unknown causes. In a new URI
95-018-01, PBAPS will determine the cause of the vibration and eliminate it.

p-
9500290225 950818
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DETAILS

1.0 SCOPE OF INSPECTION (INSPECTION PROCEDURE 37550)

This inspection was conducted at the Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station (PBAPS)
of PECO Energy in Delta, Pennsylvania, during the week of July 10, 1995, to
assess the effectiveness of the engineering activity at PBAPS in providing for '

the protection of public health and safety. The scope of the inspection
' included the evaluation of PBAPS's process for designing and implementing

plant. modifications, detailed reviews of several planned and completed plant
modifications, evaluation of the effectiveness of engineering in identifying :and resolving safety-related engineering issues, evaluation of the
effectiveness of the Independent Safety Engineering Group (ISEG) in
identifying and monitoring resolution of safety issues, application of
probabilistic safety analysis to supplement deterministic problem resolution,

I
and evaluation of the progress made in resolving chronic equipment / system |
problems. -

.

2.0 REVIEW OF PLANT MODIFICATION IMPLEMENTATION
..

The inspectors determined that PECO Energy is implementing an aggressive self-
,

assessment program at PBAPS to identify weaknesses in its modification process |
that contributed to several modification problems over the past year, and is '

actively revising the current modification process to preclude further
problems. The inspectors also assessed PEC0's modification-related activities
in resolving potential pressure locking of safety-related gate valves, and the :

proposed repair of cracking found in the (D) downcomer of the Unit 3 (B) core
spray loop.

2.1 PBAPS Self-Assessment of Modification Process 4

At the time of the inspection, PBAPS was nearing the end of a self-imposed I
stand-down (cessation of activity) on all plant modifications. This cessation
was enacted as a result of several modification implementation problems
encountered over the past year. The most recent problem that precipitated the

,

stand-down was identified on June 20, 1995. It involved a modification of the !

Emergency Diesel Generators (EDG). This issue was fully reviewed by the l
resident inspectors, and is discussed in detail in their routine Ins)ection {
Report 95-11. Because the internal review was already in progress w1en the !
inspectors arrived on site, this inspection focused on review of PBAPS's self- |
assessment activities in identifying and resolving the weaknesses in its jmodification program.

q

There are several activities at PBAPS that are under tha broad scope of
modifications affected by the stand-down. These include major modifications, I

small modifications (SM), design equivalent changes (DEC), minor physical
changes (MPC), rework / repair non-conformance reports (NCR), and temporary
plant alterations (TPA). In order to identify possible weaknesses in its
program, PBAPS convened a task force consisting of plant personnel selected u

from a cross-section of the disciplines involved in the modification process.
The objective of the task force was to review the overall process in order to
identify and understand the possible weaknesses which have led to the recent

|

|
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problems. The task force determined that in nearly all the instances
involving problematic modifications, the problems were primarily due to human
factors. Moreover, the task force found that current procedures, if properly
followed, would have prevented the occurrence of the problems.

I

For example, in the case of the EDGs, the initiating event which led to the
'

problem was an error in the EDG electrical wiring diagram. PBAPS indicated
that current modification procedures at PBAPS require that an as-built
walkdown be conducted prior to the design and installation of the modification
in order to identify any' drawing errors. During the implementation of the EDG
modification, PBAPS stated that the drawing error was actually noted during
the as-built walkdown, but for yet to be determined reasons, the error was

4

never reported back to the design engineering section. '

As a result of the task force findings, PBAPS issued Administrative Guide !
AG-123, " Maintaining Configuration Control of Design Changes," effective i

July 11, 1995. The procedure contains several checklists for the design,
installation, and testing / turnover phases of the modification process. For
each item on the checklists, the procedure provides an explanation of the
types of attributes addressed by the item, together with practical examples. .

PBAPS indicated that all the checklist items were developed from various I

portions of current procedures associated with the modification process.
AG-123 will be implemented on all future modifications, and will be used to
re-review selected modifications previously implemented. PBAPS acknowledged
that it will require a period of time to determine the effectiveness of the
new procedure in reducing problems with plant modifications. PBAPS will
assess the implementation of the revised procedure in August 1995.

The inspector concluded that it was a strength that PECO recognized the
problems with modification implementation. PECO took concise action in
enacting the modification stand-down, and is continuing with a critical self-
assessment of its current process. Based on discussions with PBAPS personnel
and on review of revised procedure AG-123, the inspectors determined that PECO
is aggressively trying to identify and eliminate problems with the design and
implementation of plant modifications.

2.2 Pressure Locking of Safety-Related Gate Valves,

The inspectors performed a review of PEC0's modification-related activities
for resolving potential pressure-locking of motor-operated gate valves. The
extent of this effort included discussions with site engineering personnel,
and detailed reviews of planned and completed modification packages. PECO's
methodology for determining valve susceptibility to pressure-locking and the
associated valve operability determinations were discussed, in part, in
Inspection Report 50-277;278/94-012, and are still being followed as part of -

URI 94-012-04.

The inspectors held discussions with cognizant individuals from PBAPS
component and design engineering sections. Component Engineering has the
responsibility for assessing gate valves, and identifying which valves may be
susceptible to pressure-locking. The Design Engineering Section has the
responsibility for developing and implementing preemptive repairs for those
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j valves which are susceptible. From these discussions, the inspectors found
that pressure-locking concerns are addressed at PBAPS by one of two equallyi

effective methods: (1) a bypass line may be installed to vent the valve,
- bonnet cavity pressure to the opposite side of the valve discs; and (2) a
j pressure relief hole .is drilled in the disc such that pressure fluid cannot be
j trapped in the valve bonnet. PECO indicated that the actual method selected

is. generally-based on the valve size, type, and geometry, and on accessibility;

j to the valve internals. For example, if a valve is scheduled for in-body
i maintenance during the outage, the preferred fix would be to drill the relief

J
| hole since valve disassembly was already planned. Otherwise, installation of i

a bypass line would be preferred.4

!

} Based on these discussions, the inspectors found that the individuals |
demonstrated an understanding of the pressure-locking phenomenon, and of the '

appropriate preemptive solutions to it.

| 2.2.1 Valve Bonnet Cavity Bypass Modification
t

i The inspectors reviewed Modification P00444, which includes the details for
! installing small-bore bypass lines to vent the valve bonnet cavity for eight
i of. the eleven valves identified as being susceptible to pressure-locking. The
j modification was implemented in Unit 2 during refueling outage 2R10, and will
! be implemented in Unit 3 during refueling outage 3R10. Based on this review,

the inspectors determined that the modification package was well documented,j'
is consistent with the appropriate design criteria, identified the appropriate

j in-service inspection (ISI) and in-service testing (IST) requirements, and had
,

'

! undergone the appropriate levels of review and approval. Additionally, the
l 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation was found to be technically adequate.
i
! From the list of valves included in the scope of hodification P00444, two
j completed Unit 2 valve modifications were selected for more detailed review.

Specifically, the inspector reviewed the Engineering Change Roquests (ECR) and
{ associated Action Requests (A/R) for the installation of bypass lines on
! M0-2-10-025A, the inboard discharge valve for the A loop of the Residual Heat
! Removal System, and on M0-2-23-019, the High Pressure Coolant Injection (HPCI)
i Valve. Based on this review, the inspectors found that the ECRs provided

comprehensive descriptions of the installation and testing requirements,i

including materials, storage and handling, cleanliness, acceptance test plans,:

i and any needed evaluations to determine the overall impact on operations and
j station controlled procedures and programs. Additionally, the inspectors
i determined that the modifications were consistent with the design bases for

,

! the valves and associated piping, and that the affected Design Basis Documents
! (DBD), Piping and Instrumentation Drawings (P&ID), and Inservice Inspection
j (ISI) Drawings had been properly revised to reflect the modification.
e i

1 2.2.2 Valve Wedge Pressure Relief Hole Engineering Change Request (ECR)

i This ECR specified the drilling of a pressure relief hole in the flexible' wedge of the Unit 2 Reactor Core Isolation Cooling discharge valve to the B
i Feedwater Line, M0-2-13-021, and was implemented during refueling outage 2R10.
} The inspectors found the modification package was well documented, consistent

with the appropriate design criteria, identified appropriate in-service*

i
i

t ._ _ __ _ . _ __ __ _ _ _ - __
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inspection and in-service testing requirements, and had undergone the
appropriate levels of review and approval. Further, the inspectors determined
that PECO Energy had performed an adequate 10 CFR 50.59 safety evaluation to
support implementation of the modification. The affected Design Basis
Documents (DBD), Piping and Instrumentation Drawings (P&ID), and ISI Drawings '

had been properly revised to reflect the addition of the relief hole.

As .part 'of'this effort, the inspectors also reviewed Maintenance Procedure
M-510-604, "Walworth Mark 10 and 14 Seal Gate Valve Maintenance." This is the
required procedure 'for performing maintenance on M0-2-13-021. The inspectors
determined that PECO Energy had properly revised the procedure so that>it
alerted maintenance personnel of the addition of the relief hole and the need
to drill,a new hole should the wedge be replaced during maintenance
activities. The procedure instructed maintenance personnel to inspect the
hole for any debris. -It also described the proper-orientation of the hole

,

during valve reassembly. |

2.3- Repair of Core Spray Downcomer |

PBAPS discovered a 3 inch linear crack in the (D) downcomer of the (B) core |
spray loop during refueling outage 3R09. An analysis provided justification i
for continued operation through the next operating cycle. The repair
modification under development and committed to USNRC prior to refueling
outage 3R10 must be.a long-term solution to. ensure that the downcomer piping
would not separate on core spray initiation.

2.3.1 Proposed Modification

The proposed modification installs a mechanical clamp on the 172.5 degree core
spray downcomer (CSD) in the Peach Bottom Unit 3 Reactor Pressure Vessel.
PBAPS believes the clamp is a permanent repair for the crack found in the
welded sleeve connecting the downcomer to the core spray piping entering the
shroud at 172.5 degrees. The clamp also allowed for additional cracking to

,

the extent of 360 degrees through wall at the sleeve spigot weld, the '

spigot / pipe weld, below the pipe sleeve weld (the current detected crack), and
the pipe / elbow weld just above the shroud penetration.

2.3.2 Nature of the Crack

The inspections performed in response to Bulletin USNRC 80-13 identified a
crack indication in the vertical section (downcomer) of the core spray line
outside the shroud but inside the reactor pressure vessel where two sections
of piping meet and are connected by two circumferential1y welded sleeves at
the 172.5 degree azmithal location of the shroud. The crack is about 3.0
inches in length and 2.5 inches below the uppermost connection weld in the
heat affected zone of the weld. The crack is believed to be caused by
intergranular stress corrosion (IGSCC).

- _ . - . - - _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _
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; Analysis performed of the CSD concluded the system would remain operable
i through the next operating cycle, until refueling outage 3R10. The analysis
; considered crack growth rates, leakage through the affected area, consequences
' of a 360* through-wall crack propagation, loose parts, CSD structural

integrity, and a nominal Safer /GESTR-LOCA analysis with failure of the core
spray line. '

2.3.3 Results of Engineering Evaluation

PECO Energy determined the clamp design will prevent separation of tiu. core- 1

spray downcomer from the shroud inlet piping. .The estimated leakage occurring
,

from the worst case cracking is within margins required to maintain adequate i
core spray flow to the reactor core during all d.esign basis accidents. The l

clamp is designed for a 40 year life in conformance with ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code, Section NG (1989 Edition), as a guide for design and
analysis. The repair clamp is classified as safety-related and can withstand
the same design basis loads as the current CSD under normal and abnormal
operating conditions. The installation will not degrade other reactor
pressure vessel internals. Provisions for additional cracking of the CSD

J(above the CSD) were not incorporated into the design because of additional i

cost, schedular impact, and low probability of crack development in this |
region. The clamp can be adapted to the remaining three Unit 3 downcomer i

spigot / sleeve joints and the four Unit 2 downcomer spigot / sleeve joints with
little or no modification.

2.3.4 Assessment of Proposed Repair Program

Review of the Engineering Change Request (ECR) printout by the inspectors
included proposed inspection, installation instructions, material, dynamic
qualification, drawing change disposition, procedures, specification
revisions, fire protection review checklist, planned mock-up testing, ALARA
review, acceptance testing, 10 CFR 50.59 review, design information
documentation (DID), stress analysis, fabrication specification, and project
instructions. The contractor of choice (General Electric Company) will
perform the repairs. The inspectors found the proposed modification of core
spray downcomer to be comprehensively developed by PECO Energy. The proposed
repair program, including the modification design, is currently under review
at NRR.

3.0 PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT OF ENGINEERING ACTIVITY

The inspectors determined that the Independent Safety Engineering Group (ISEG)
is effective in providing insight into many areas in which improvement would
enhance the safe operation of the plant, especially application of
probabilistic safety analyses in scheduling and planning plant changes. It

was also found that PEC0 has an effective process for identifying and tracking
chronic equipment and systems problems, and has made reasonable progress in 1

resolving these problems over the past year. |

l
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3.1 Independent Safety Engineering Group Performance Assessment

The ISEG, reporting to PECO Energy Headquarters, provides PBAPS with
independent audits of engineering functions through assessment of a wide range
of engineering issues. The issues are reflected in the resorts issued over
the present SALP period reviewed by the inspector during tie inspection. The
issues included Review of Calculations and Computations Supporting Peach
Bottom Small. Modifications, Review of Control Room Entries into Abnormal
Operating Procedures, Mispositioning of Control Rod During SCRAM Time Testing,
Review of Operability Determinations, Voltage Rating of Electrical Components
in the 125 Volt DC System, Responses to a Sudden Steam Leak in. Unit 3 Primary
Containment, Review of Control Rod SCRAM Requirements, Reactivity Management
Events, and Probabilistic Safety Assessment Concepts and Analyses in
Evaluating Plant Changes.

The inspectors found these reports were well written. They gave insight into
many areas in which improvement would enhance the safe operation of the plant.
Recommendations were given to the audited departments and a system of
monitoring the recommended action was implemented.

An example of the ISEG activity was their assessment of PECO's utilization of
Probabilistic Safety Analysis in decision making at the plant. The reports
gave case examples comparing the effect of decision making with and without
using PSA to augment the traditional deterministic approach to evaluation of
proposed plant changes. In other cases, an evaluation of secondary
containment breach during fire, and the effect of the risk impact of HPCI 4
day LC0 used PSA in the evaluation process. PSA was furthermore used in '

review of events requiring operability decisions. I
,

On the basis of the inspector's review of Peach Bottom ISEG activity, it was
found that the findings and recommendations of ISEG in areas fundamental to
safe operation of the facility are used at Peach Bottom to supplement
deterministic evaluation procedures.

3.2 Chronic System Problem Resolution

PEC0 site engineering developed the chronic equipment / system problem list to
identify areas where engineering should focus its resources to improve |
equipment and system reliability. The inspectors revisited the list of
chronic equipment / system problems to determine PBAPS's progress in addressing
these issues over the past year. The list has been expanded from three

|general categories to five. The original problem categories included:
1

(A) Problems Requiring Engineering Action / Implementation Plans, (B) Problems i

Awaiting Implementation, and (C) Fully-Resolved Problems. The new problem )categories included: (D) Operator Work Arounds, and (E) Fully-Resolved Work j
Arounds. For the original three problem categories, the list provides a

idescription of each problem, the action required for solution, the next action
'

i

to be performed, and the status relative to completion. For the two new
categories, the list provides a description of the problem, the action
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required for solution, the next action to be performed, and the responsible
individual. It is noted that the problems on the list are self-identified,
and include both safety-related and nonsafety-related issues. None of the
problems currently on the list were determined by PBAPS to pose a threat to
nuclear safety.

The inspectors attended the July 11, 1995, morning management meeting during
which PBAPS site engineering presented the current status of items included on I
the list. In addition, the inspectors met with the manager responsible for !
maintaining the list, and reviewed the monthly status reports for I

approximately the past year. The inspectors determined that PBAPS had made
considerable progress in addressing the items on the list. Five of the .19
items in Category A had been fully resolved. An additional five items listed
in Category A had been moved to Category B, in which a resolution plan was
developed and scheduled for implementation. Two new items had been added to
Category A (Steam Jet Air Ejectors and the Off-Gas System). Six of the nine
Category B issues had been fully resolved, and one new issue (Neutron
Monitoring System Power Supplies) was added. PBAPS has developed plans for
resolving all new issues.

The two new problem categories involving operator work arounds were developed I
as a result of discussions with Operations personnel. Engineering surveyed

,

the Operations personnel for a list of work around issues which tend to l

complicate day-to-day operations. This list was then assessed to identify the
most critical issues that could be resolved through actions by site

,
engineering. These items were added to the chronic equipment / system problem
list to ensure that each was given the proper engineering and management
attention.

The inspectors concluded that PBAPS had an effective process for identifying
chronic equipment / systems problems, had specific plans and schedules for
resolving each item on the list, and had made reasonable progress in fully
resolving these problems over the past year. The inspectors will continue to
monitor PBAPS's progress in addressing the list during future inspections.

4.0 REVIEW 0F ENGINEERING ISSUE RESOLUTION

The inspectors reviewed soveral significant engineering issues including: (1)
preparations for the Unit 3 core shroud examination, and installation of a
repair contingency; (2) resolution of URI 90-14-02, relating to fatigue
monitoring; and (3) asses.sment of vibrations observed on the High Pressure
Coolant Injection System (HPCI). The review focused on the performance of the
engineering personnel in identifying the issue, determining the corrective
action required to resolve the issue, and implementing the corrective action
in an effective manner. The inspectors determined that PBAPS is well prepared
for performing the shroud inspections, and, if necessary, for implementing a
repair designed by General Electric. PBAPS's activities in addressing|

| URI 90-14-02 were sufficient to close the issue. PBAPS has not been
| successful in identifying the cause of vibrations on the HPCI steam line; this l

| was declared an unresolved issue. l

1

.

_ - - - _ .
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4.1 Unit 3 Reactor Core Shroud Examination and Repair Contingency

The inspectors determined that PBAPS is well prepared to perform the Unit 3 )
core shroud inspections, and, if necessary, install a shroud repair, during
refueling outage 3R10. Discussions were held with PECO's lead engineer .

responsible for developing and overseeing the shroud examinations. The |
,

individual is an active member of the Boiling Water Reactor Vessel and i

Internals Project (BWRVIP) task group reviewing the core shroud cracking
issue. Based on the discussions, the inspectors determined that the |
individual demonstrated a clear recognition of the seriousness of the problem, !

and also demonstrated a very strong technical understanding of the issue. |

In accordance with Generic Letter 94-03, PBAPS submitted its plans for '
performing the Unit 3 shroud inspections to the NRC on June 16, 1995. PECO
will essentially use the same examination plan which was utilized in assessing
the Unit 2 shroud during refueling outage 2R10. If necessary, PBAPS is
prepared to implement modification P00435 which is a GE-designed shroud repair
plan consisting of stabilizer tie-rods designed to hold the core shroud in
place and mitigate the effect of further IGSCC crack propagation, should it
occur. The repair hardware has been procured and will be ready for
installation, if needed. The shroud examination plans and the engineering
analysis of the repair is currently under review at NRR.

4.2 Fatigue Monitcring Program (URI 90-14-02)

Background *

Inspection Report 50-277/278/90-14 reported that the B recirculation loop of
Unit 3 had experienced an excessive heatup during which reverse flow was
suddenly initiated and the B loop temperature rose from 105 to 266'F in 18
minutes. General Electric conservatively classified the event as an improper
start of an idle recirculation loop. Peach Bottom Nuclear Engineering
determined that continued operation was permissible because the vessel is
analyzed for 5 events and believed that only one additional event of this type
had previously been experienced. Since the tracking of these occurrences was
weak at Peach Bottom, the NRC believed a confirmatory review was warranted.

,

Operating Procedure.ST 12.4, " Reactor Pressure Vessel Transients - Cycles :
Record," tracked various thermal / hydraulic events, but did not include
improper idle recirculation loop starts. Other types of events for which a
limit is specified were also not tracked. The SRI noted that the licensee was
working to revise the system and update the data. It was believed a
historical review of recorder charts and logs might be required. The NRC
declared that the resolution of this issue remain unresolved, pending '

completion of the licensee's review (50-277/90-14-01).

During a safety inspection 50-277/278/93-18, the NRC inspector found the
Technical Specification (TS) 6.10.2(f) requires " records of transient or
operating cycles for those facility components designed for a limited number
of transients or cycles be retained for the life of the facility."

- _ . .. _ _ _ _ _

_ .-.
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j Examination of the system used by the licensee to collect, retain, and
1 disseminate operational data indicated that the operational data was
4 temporarily stored in the form of strip charts and logs, and subsequently

shipped to a permanent retention site in Pittsburgh.
| The licensee, recognizing the shortcoming of the cycle monitoring system, had
i retained General Electric Company (GE) to perform an reevaluation of the

primary system cyclic history in terms of its effect on primary system
components. The cyclic data used in this evaluation was from 1984 to 1993.

; The inspector found that the plant operation began prior to this date, and the
i GE evaluation included backward extrapolation of data, based on the
i characteristic of present cyclic operation.
!

Current Inspection Findings

| The inspector found that PBAPS had developed a Reactor Pressure Vessel
' Transient Cycles Recording Procedure ST-J-080-940 for PBAPS Units 2 and 3

which recorded the number of reactor pressure vessel cycles occurring over 64

month periods and maintain a cumulative total of reactor pressure vessel
l cycles since the beginning of operation. The numbers of cycles are retained
! for boltup/ unbolting, hydrostatic tests, heatup/cooldown, turbine roll, power
; cycles, turbine trips, feedwater heater bypass, scrams with loss of feodwater
i heater pumps and main steam isolation valve closure, generator trip, reactor
: overpressure with delayed scram, improper reactor loop starts, sudden

recirculation loop starts, excessive heatups, feedwater temperature reduction,:

HPCI/RCIC Injection, shutdown cooling in service, and excessive cooldown
i events. The running total is compared to the cycles to which the system i

components were designed.1

| The inspector found that the classification of the transient event that *

initiated this unresolved item URI 50-277/90-14-02 was completed and the event;

i duly recorded as an improper start of the recirculation loop.

Review of the running totals of reactor pressure vessel cyclic events by the
inspector, as compared to the total events to which primary components were
designed, indicated that the events were reasonably within the expected
numbers of design events. Therefore, the calculated cumulative usage factors

| remain within the limit of 1.0.
.

Conclusion
" The inspectors found that PEC0 has taken appropriate corrective actions in
.

response to the NPC's concerns with fatigue monitoring which were delineated
; in IR 50-277;278/90-14 and IR 50-277;278/93-18. On this basis,
j URI 50-277/90-14-02 is closed.
:
1

|

:

i

;

-. .. - _ _ _ _ .
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4.3 HPCI Steam Supply Line Vibrations (NCR PB 94-000960)

Background
t

The inspectors reviewed PECO Energy progress in resolving the HPCI steam line
3

3 vibration found in Unit 3 (reported in IR 50-277/278/94-17). The licensee has
i continued their study of the issue since that time with the assistance of a
4 3contractor (Stone and Webster) with experience in evaluation of a similar '

; vibration problem at another plant (Quad Cities). On the basis of an
extensive study of the vibrating pipe, the contractor concluded that the HPCI,_

steam line vibration is due to some flow disturbance in the main steam line to
; which the HPCI line is connected. The contractor did not identify the source
i of the disturbance. The contractor concluded that the level of cyclic stress
j in the vibrating pipe was' below the endurance limit of the pipe material. On

this basis, the licensee believed it not to be immediately necessary toa

i eliminate the source of vibration.

Inspection Findings

The inspectors walked down the HPCI piping system and observed that the Unit 3
.

,

: vibration was visibly observable and of a magnitude (visually) to warrant l

i further investigation. A similar observation was made by the senior resident y

{ inspector on Unit 2. Discussions with the licensee and resident inspectors !

indicated that the level of vibration changed with changes in power.3 i

| Continued operation with the vibrating HPCI steam lines in both Units 2 and 3 |

; has been justified by the licensee through fatigue analysis. However, the
! inspector believed it appropriate for the licensee to continue the steam line

vibration investigation toward determining the root cause of the vibration in'

I order to preclude fatigue failure of the steam line should the levels of
j vibration increase. The results of this investigation will be followed by the

NRC in future inspections. The inspectors believed it important that the4

| cause of the vibration be determined and eliminated.
!

j Corrective Action

The vibration of the HPCI steam line was monitored by visual observation of
!' the vibrating pipe and instrumentation attached thereto. If the source of
i vibration is to be determined, PECO Energy found that it would bs necessary to

monitor the main steam line pipe to which the HPCI steam line is connected.'

! The licensee will continue in the investigation of the root cause of the HPCI
steam ,line vibration.

Conclusions
,

; On the basis of the indeterminate root cause of the vibration, the observed
| 1evel of vibration, and the assessment by the licensee that the stresses were

not of a level causing fatigue damage, the inspectors declared this to be an!

unresolved item URI 95-018-001, such that the cause of vibration will be
i determined and eliminated.
!

d

J
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5.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

e PECO is implementing an aggressive self-assessment program at PBAPS to j
| identify weaknesses in its modification process that contributed to 1

| several modification problems over the past year. PBAPS is actively I

revising the current modification process to preclude further problems.!

e PBAPS demonstrated good performance in modification-related activities
,

| for resolving potential pressure locking of safety-related gate valves,
| and the proposed repair of cracking found in the (D) downcomer in the
! Unit 3 (B) core spray loop.

e The ISEG is effective in providing insight into many areas in which
improvement would enhance the safe operation of the plant, especially
application of probabilistic safety analyses in scheduling and planning
plant changes.

e PBAPS has an effective process for identifying and tracking chronic
equipment and systems problems, and has made reasonable progress in
resolving them over the past year.

e PBAPS is adequately prepared for performing the Unit 3 shroud
inspections, and, if necessary, for implementing a repair contingency.

e PBAPS appropriately addressed the obtaining, recording, and retention of
operating cycle data in accordance with Technical Specification Section
i6.10.2(f). URI 90-14-02 is recommended for closure.

e PBAPS has not been successful in identifying the cause of vibrations on
the HPCI steam line. This is declared an unresolved item URI
50-277/95-018-01 pending determination of the root cause of vibration
and eliminating it.

6.0 MANAGEMENT MEETINGS

The inspectors met with licensee representt.tives at the entrance meeting on :

July 10, 1995, and at the exit meeting on July 14, 1995, at the Peach Bottom I

Atomic Power Station in Delta, Pennsylvania. The names of licensee personnel
contacted are shown on Attachment A.

,

|
The findings of the inspection were discussed with licensee management at the l

exit meeting. The licensee did not disagree with the findings of the I
inspectors. |

Attachment - Persons Contacted

i

;

- - . - _
_ _ _ . -
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ATTACHMENT

Personnel Contacted During the Inspection

PECO ENERGY COMPANY

* H. Abendroth Engineer Atlantic Electric
R. Andrews Engineer Experience Assessment
J. Armstrong Sr. Manager Plant Engineering

*. F. Cook Sr. Manager Design Engineering
* P. Davison Manager Plant Engineering
* G. Edwards- Plant Manager PBAPS,

! D. Foss Engineer Experience Assessment
V. Gilbert Manager Operations Support
M. Hammond Manager Performance and Reliability
G. Hunger Director Licensing

* M. Kelly Manager ISEG
* 0. Limpias Manager Civil / Structural Design Engineering
* S. Hannix Manager Industrial Risk Management
* T. Mitchell Director Site Engineering

T. Moore Manager Component Engineering
* W. Nelle Lead Assessor NQA
* A. Piha Engineer Design Engineering

F. Polaski Manager Project Engineering
D. Schra Engineer ISEG

* R. Smith Engineer Experience Assessment
K. Tom Engineer Mechanical Design Engineering

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

* W. Schmidt SRI NRC Region I

Indicates attendance at the exit meeting July 14, 1994.*

.

4
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September 29, 1994

Mr. D. M. Smith
Senior Vice President-Nuclear
PECO Energy Company
Correspondence Control Desk
P. O. Box 195
Wayne, PA 19087-0195

,
Dear Mr. Smith:

SUBJECT: SPECIAL SAFETY INSPECTION 50-277/94-24 AND 50-278/94-24

j This letter transmits the findings of the special safety inspection conducted
! by Messrs. R. K. Lorson and W. L. Schmidt from September 7 through September
! 14, 1994, at the Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station, Delta, Pennsylvania. The
;

inspectors conducted this review after identifying that an August 3,1994,i maintenance activity placed the safety-related emergency service water system
for both units in an unanalyzed configuration that affected the cooling water

: flow to safety-related components for both units. Mr. Lorson discussed the
inspection findings, documented in the enclosed report, with Mr. G. Rainey and
other members of your staff on September 15, 1994.

I

The inspectors identified, during normal activities, that on August 3,1994,:
i PECO Energy personnel unknowingly placed the emergency cooling water system in
! a configuration that prevented safety-related equipment from receiving design
; cooling water flowrates. Maintenance staff, with the concurrence of
i Operations personnel, shut and de-energized the emergency service water system
; discharge valve (MO-498) to the conowingo Pond for approximately 50 minutes
I and did not have a procedure nor personnel stationed to immediately reopen the
! valve if necessary during an accident condition. This aligned the emergency

service water system discharge to the emergency cooling tower which is>

| approximately 44 feet higher than the normal flow path with both emergency
service water booster pumps out of service, this would have resulted in a-

reduction of emergency service water flow to below the design flowrates for.

ii the emergency diesel generators and emergency core cooling system room and
pump coolers. .

i

The overall safety consequence of this event was small since no conditions
occurred that required the use of the emergency diesel generators or core

! cooling systems, during the time that valve M0-498 was shut; however, this'

-condition represented a significant degradation in plant safety, since the
|

lower than design flows could have affected the operability of the emergency;

i diesel generators and core cooling systems in the event of a design basis'
accident. Coincidentally, had the operators recognized this condition, the*

technical specifications would have required that both units be shutdown
'

; within six hours.

! Based on the results of the inspection, three apparent violations were '
'

identified and are being considered for escalated enforcement action, in
accordance with the " General Statement of Policy and Proceduce for Enforcement

;

hdOhdb
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Actions" (Enforcement Policy), 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C. Specifically:
|

* The maintenance activity on valve M0-498 was conducted without an i

adequate safety review to determine that the activity did not re) resent |an unreviewed safety question and appears to be a violation of tle
i

requirements of 10 CFR 50.59.
|

e Procedures were not in place to ensure that the emergency service water
system would be able to perform its design function in the event of an
accident. Procedures specifying that M0-498 needed to be opened in the
event of an accident were not in place prior to the maintenance
activity. This was significant given the importance of the MO-498 valve
and the nature of the maintenance activity (VOTES testing) where the
component had the potential to be left closed for an extended time.
This was an apparent violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III,
Design Controls.

* During the Performance Enhancement Program review of the August 3, 1994
emergency cooling tower basin overflow, caused by the ESW alignment to
the tower, PECO Energy did not identify that closing MO-498 altered the
emergency service water system flow path and thus affected the flow
rates to safety-related components. Rather, PECO Energy staff focused
on the emergency cooling tower overflowing, not on any potential safety
effects of the closure of M0-498. This represented an apparent
violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, Corrective Actions.

Accordingly, because these are apparent violations, no Notice of Violation is
presently being issued for these inspection findings. In addition, please be,

advised that the number and characterization of the apparent violations
described in the enclosed inspection report may change as a result of further
NRC review.

A closed enforcement conference to discuss these apparent violations has been,

scheduled for 9:30 a.m. on October 18, 1994, in the Regior. I office. The
decision to hold an enforcement conference does not mean that the NRC has
determined that a violation has occurred or that enforcement action will be
taken. The purposes of this conference are to discuss the apparent .

violations, their causes and safety significance; to provide you the
opportunity to point out any errors in our inspection report; and to discuss
any other information that will help us determine the appropriate enforcement
action in accordance with the enforcement policy. In particular, at the i

conference please be prepared to discuss the effects of closing MO-498 on the !
!operability of the emergency diesel generators and the emergency core cooling

equipment with respect to your design basis accident assumptions.
Additionally, be prepared to address the actions taken or planned to ensure: ,

1) that your Maintenance and Engineering staffs properly plan and evaluate the ;

potential safety significance of maintenance activities before presentation to
the Operations department for authorization; 2) that the Operations staff
fully reviews, considers the plant safety impacts, and ensures that necessary
procedures are in place before authorizing maintenance activities.

-- , - .. - - .. ._ ._ - . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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In addition, the conference is an opportunity for you to provide any
information concerning your perspectives on 1) the severity of the violations,
2) the application of the factors that the NRC considers when it determines
the amount of a civil penalty that may be assessed in accordance with Section,

| VI.B.2 of the Enforcement Policy, and 3) any other application of the
Enforcement Policy to this case, including the exercise of discretion in

I accordance with Section VII. You will be advised by separate correspondence
of the results of our deliberations on this matter. No response regarding
these apparent violations is required at this time.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," a copy of '

this letter and its enclosures will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room. l

We appreciate your cooperation.

Sincerely, 1

ORIGINAL SIGNED BY
WAYNE D. LANNING

Richard W. Cooper, II, Director
Division of Reactor Projects |

Docket / License No. 50-277/DPR-44 -

50-278/DPR-56

Enforcement Action 94-197

Enclosure:
1. NRC Region I Special Inspection Report 50-277/94-24 and 50-278/94-24

.

|

|
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| cc w/ encl:
| J. Doering, Chairman, Nuclear Review Board

G. Rainey, Vice President, Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station
W. H. Smith, Vice President, Nuclear Services Department
D. Fetters, General Manager, Nuclear Engineering Division
C. Schaefer, External Operations-Nuclear, Delmarva Power & Light Co.
G. Edwards, Plant Manager, Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station
A. J. Wasong, Manager Experience Assessment, Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station!

G. A. Hunger, Jr., Manager, Licensing Section
J. W. Durham, Sr., Senior Vice President and General Counsel
J. A. Isabella, Director, Generation Projects Department, Atlantic Electric
B. Gorman, Manager, External Affairs
R. McLean, Power Plant Siting, Nuclear Evaluations
D. Poulson, Secretary of Harford County Council
R. Ochs, Maryland Safe Energy Coalition
J. H. Walter, Chief Engineer, Public Service Commission of Maryland ;

Public Document Room (PDR) '

Local Public Document Room (LPDR)
Nuclear Safety Information Center (NSIC)
K. Abraham, PA0 (2) ,

:NRC Resident Inspector
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
TMI - Alert (TMIA)

,

j

l

.

l
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'

bec w/ enc 1:
; Region I Docket Room (with concurrences)

K. Gallagher, DRP

bec w/ enc 1 via E-Mail:
W. Dean, OED0
J. Shea, NRR
M. Thadani, PDI-2, NRR
M.-Shannon, ILPB
D. Holody, E0, RI

;

e
i

(

)

DOCUMENT NAME: A:9424.WS
,

To e a copy of thle document,Imscaso in the bosc 'C" = Copy without attachment / enclosure T = Copy with
attachment / enclosure *W = No copy

0FFICE RI:DRP RI:DRP RI:DRP,

NAME WSchmidt (fC 6/ CAnderson (16 RCoopalg/ ,,

DATE 09/3r/94 _ 09/2y'/94 IMViMW
'

0FFICIAL RECORD COPY.

t
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U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION I

Docket / Report No. 50-277/94-24 License Nos. DPR-44
50-278/94-24 DPR-56

Licensee: PECO Energy Company
P. O. Box 195
Wayne, PA 19087-0195

,

4Facility Name: Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station Units 2 and 3

Dates: September 7 - September 14, 1994

Inspectors: R. K. Lorson, Resi nt Inspector (Lead)
W. L. Schmidt, Se c r Resident Inspector

I
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Reactor Projects Section 2B
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EXECUTIVE SUMARY :

Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station
Special Inspection Report 94-24

|

The inspectors identified that PECO Energy did not adequately control a i

maintenance activity on an emergency service water (ESW) valve. Specifically, '

PECO Energy shut and deenergized the ESW discharge valve (N0-498 to the
conowingo Pond for approximately 50 minutes and did not have a pr)ocedure nor
personnel stationed to immediately reopen the valve if necessary during an
accident condition. This isolated the normal ESW discharge path to the
Conowingo Pond. If ESW had been needed to support emergency diesel generators
(EDG) or ECCS equipment operation, the flow path would have been to the;

I emergency cooling tower (ECT). The increased elevation to the ECT would have
| caused an unknown reduction of ESW flow, to below the design flowrates, to the
| EDGs and the emergency core cooling systems (ECCS) pump and room coolers.

This resulted in a significant degradation to plant safety and a potential
challenge to the operability of the EDGs and ECCS equipment. The inspectors
identified the following concerns related to this activity (Section 3.2):

,

| PECO Energy did not perform a safety evaluation as required by 10 CFR*

I 50.59 prior to placing the ESW system in an unanalyzed configuration.
'

This reduced the ESW system flowrates and potentially impacted the
operability of the EDGs and ECCS equipment.

| * PECO Energy did not implement adequate procedures for this activity to
{

| ensure that the design requirements for the ESW system were maintair,ed. |

| PECO Energy's corrective action process focused on a non-safety*
'

significant symptom of the problem and failed to identify the potential
operability issues related to this activity.

| The above issues are apparent violations of regulatory requirements as
| described in the enclosed report and are being considered for escalated
' enforcement.
l

.

i

:
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,

i
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I DETAILS

1.0 INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE

The inspectors reviewed an August 3,1994, event where PECO Energy placed the
emergency service water (ESW) system into an unanalyzed configuration during a
preventive maintenance activity. At the time of this event, Unit 3 was
operating at 100% power and Unit 2 was operating at approximately 82% power
due to end of cycle coastdown operation. During motor operated valve
diagnostic testing (VOTES) on the ESW valve (M0-498) return to the discharge
pond, the normally open valve was shut and de-energized for approximately 50
minutes. This placed the ESW system into an unanalyzed configuration. PECO
Energy did not have a procedure nor have personnel stationed to immediately
reopen the valve if necessary during an accident condition.

The inspectors interviewed personnel and reviewed documents to determine:

e The ESW system design requirements.

iThe event sequence, including control of the maintenance activity.e

The effects of the maintenance activity and its safety significance.e

e The effectiveness of interim corrective actions. |

e If any regulatory requirements were not met. 1

2.0 EMERGENCY SERVICE WATER SYSTEM OPERATION (71707)

A basic diagram of the ESW system is included as Attachment I.

2.1 Design Basis Operation

In the event of the design basis accident (DBA) loss of coolant with a loss of
offsite power (LOCA/ LOOP), the ESW system is required to provide cooling to
the emergency diesel generators (EDGs) and the emergency core cooling system

,

)(ECCS) pump / room coolers. The flowpath (open loop) is from the A or B ESW ,

i
pump through the ESW cooled loads, exiting to the discharge pond through valve
M0-498. During normal plant operation, when the ESW pumps are not running,
the ECCS pump / room coolers receive flow from the non-safety related service
water (SW) system. The ESW pumps are designed to automatically start within
36 seconds of an EDG start to cool the ESW system loads. The non-safety
related SW system would be unavailable due to loss of offsite power, following I
the DBA.

The four Tis require ESW flow to remove heat generated during operation from
the inter.% cooling water, the scavenging air, and lubrication oil systems. '

If ESW flow is not sufficient to remove this heat, EDG damage would occur
resulting in a loss of power to the associated ECCS equipment.

.

__ . . _ , _ __
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All ECCS pump rooms have internal cooling units which maintain the general
area temperatures when the pumps are running. These cooling units, along with
the necessary ESW flow, are required by technical specification for
operability of each specific ECCS pump. Each of the four low pressure core I
spray pumps (LPCS) at each unit also require ESW flow to cool their internal '

motor lubricati7 oil. l

2.1.1 Worst Case Accident

The worst case DBA, analyzed under 10 CFR 50, Appendix K, includes a
recirculation system discharge piping break, with a loss of a station battery
as the single failure. This would result in: |

The failure of one EDG to start due to loss of DC control power and thee
,

loss of one ESW pump powered from that EDG. One low pressure core spray |system (LPCS) (two pumps) would be unavailable due to loss of DC control
power.

The three EDGs remaining would supply power to the remaining ESW pump*

and one LPCS sub-system (two pumps) and three low pressure coolant I

injection (LPCI) pumps. However, because of the location of the assumed
recirculation pipe break two of the three LPCI pumps would pump water
out of the break, not to the core. This would leave one LPCS sub-system
(two pumps) and one LPCI pump injecting to the core.

Using these initial conditions and assumptions the PBAPS 10 CFR 50, Appendix K
analytical analysis determined that adequate core cooling would be maintained.

2.2 Alternate Operation

To allow cooling in the event of a seismic event that damages the conowingo
Dam or in the event of flooding, the ESW pumps operate in conjunction with the
ESW booster pumps and the emergency cooling tower (ECT) to cool the ESW loads.
In this mode (closed loop), the ECT gravity drains to the isolated ESW/high
pressure service water (HPSW) pump structure. The ESW pumps operate to supply
the ESW cooling loads. M0-498 is closed to isolate the discharge header from
the Conowingo Pond. The ESW booster pumps start automatically upon closure of

,

the M0-498 valve and take a suction from the isolated discharge header. The
high point in this flow path is where the ESW piping enters the ECT,
approximately 44 feet above the normal ESW flow path high point. An ESW
booster pump is necessary to overcome this additional elevation difference to
ensure adequate flow to the cooled components and back to the ECT.

3.0 EVENT ANALYSIS

3.1 Event Scenario

The inspectors developed the following sequence of events based on interviews
I and review of security computer time logs and plant records (the approximate
; times listed are based on personnel interviews). It is important to note that

!

|

|
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the interviews were conducted approximately one-month following the event and
some differences in personnel recollections were identified.

August 3, 1994:

The V0TES testing of MO-498 was scheduled.

All EDGs and ECCS equipment at both units were operable. |
l

12:21 p.m. The M0-498 breaker was locked open with the valve open, with a
special condition tag hung allowing maintenance to operate the
breaker and valve for VOTES testing. Maintenance received the key
for the lock on the valve breaker. Once the tagout was
established, the operators had no indication or control of the
valve position from the control room.

The B ESW booster pump control switch was tagged open to prevent
the automatic pump start when M0-498 was closed during VOTES
testing. The A ESW booster pump was already inoperable since its
suction piping was removed on July 27, 1994, to repair a flawed
weld.

6:42 p.m. The work control supervisor (licensed senior reactor operator
(SRO)), authorized maintenance to perform the VOTES testing, as
documented in the work package.

6:45 p.m. The Unit 2 reactor operator (RO) authorized the maintenance job
leader to perform M0-498 VOTES testing, as documented in the work
package.

The R0 and control room supervisor (CRS) indicated that prior to
authorizing this activity, a briefing was conducted to inform the
maintenance job leader to monitor the operations radio
communications channel and to be prepared to operate M0-498 as
directed by operations.

The MO-498 maintenance job leader did not recall the briefing and
'

no written records of the briefing exist.

7:07 p.m. M0-498 preventive maintenance activities and V0TES testing
commenced. This required maintenance to unlock the breaker and
operate the valve locally from the breaker enclosure, in the E-4
EDG room. With the breaker closed, the operators had position
indication and could have operated the valve from the control room
if required.

10:22 p.m. The maintenance technicians left M0-498 shut and reopened and
locked the breaker when they went to lunch. The maintenance
technicians took the key for the breaker lock with them. This
removed the position indication and the ability to operate this
valve from the control room.

Consequently, the ESW system was left in an unanalyzed condition.

. ..
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APPR0X
10:30 p.m. The on-coming CRS noted that the ECT high level alarm indication

was illuminated.

11:09 p.m. The maintenance technicians returned to the location of the M0-498
valve and breaker.

APPROX
11:15 p.m. A security guard notified the control room that water was

overflowing the ECT basin.

The CRS contacted the maintenance technicians, informing them of
the ECT overflow and the need to open M0-498 to allow ECT pump
down.

The CRS initiated a Performance Enhance Program (PEP) review to
investigate the causes for the ECT overflow.

The ESW system was returned to an analyzed condition.

September 7, 1994:

During a review of the August 3 ECT overflow event the inspectors identified
the possibility that closing M0-498 may have affected the ability of the ESW
system to supply its designed cooling flow to the EDG and ECCS room / pump
coolers.

The inspectors informed PECO Energy of the ESW operability concern. PECO |began an investigation into the August 3 event.

3.2 Event Findings

The inspectors concluded that PECO Energy isolated the ESW system from its
normal discharge path for approximately 50 minutes (10:22 p.m. to 11:15 p.m.).
This affected the ability of the ESW system to perform its design basis
function of cooling the EDGs and ECCS pump / room coolers. This activity was
not properly reviewed by numerous station groups (engineering, maintenance ,

planning, and operations). These grou)s failed to recognize the potential
significance of isolating the ESW disc 1arge header on emergency system
operability. Consequently, PECO Energy did not perform a safety evaluation,
and develop procedures before conducting this activity. Further, PECO Energy

,failed to recognize the potential ESW operability issues following the ECT
|overflow event. The inspectors identified the following issues:
|

|
On August 3, M0-498 was closed with its breaker open for approximatelye
50 minutes, isolating the normal ESW discharge path to the river. This
allowed the normal non-safety related SW to flow through the ECCS
room / pump coolers and the non-operating B ESW booster pump to the ECT.
The only apparent symptom of this configuration problem was the increase
in ECT level and eventual overflow.

._ _ _ _ _ . - - - -
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More significantly, due to the approximate 44 foot elevation difference,

between the normal ESW discharge piping and the ECT piping, the ESW
pumps would not have been able to suppsy their design flowrates to the,

EDG and ECCS pump / room coolers. This ESW flowpath was not described in'

the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR). Therefore, this
flowpath constituted a change to the facility as described in the UFSAR.

1 PECO Energy did not perfonn a safety evaluation as required by 10 CFR
i 50.59 to ensure that this ESW configuration change did not introduce an
; unreviewed safety question.

Engineering and planning did not evaluate the effects of M0-498 VOTES |
e

! testing on system operability prior to presenting the work to the |operations shift. l

\
.

i e The operations shift did not fully realize the effects of the VOTES I
'

testing and take appropriate actions to ensure that the ESW system could
: perform its safety function. Poor communications between the control |'

room operators'and the maintenance technicians and poor operator
j understanding of the testing to be >erformed on MO-498, resulted in
i isolation of the ESW system design ) asis flow path. PECO Energy did not |

,

'

take action to ensure that M0-498 could be re-opened in a timely manner Ifollowing an accident.;

i The inspectors found that the operations department did not provide !
i adequate controls to ensure ESW system operability when the maintenance
! department had control of M0-498. A written procedure was not developed
| and PECO Energy did not ensure that an operator was stationed
! continuously to operate M0-498. The operations department turned over
3

control of the valve to maintenance. The maintenance technicians closed'

the valve and locked open the breaker, taking the key with them on their
| lunch break. By not establishing procedural controls, PECO Energy was
; unknowingly dependent upon operators recognizing that M0-498 was closed
; and taking actions to contact the maintenance technicians to open M0-498
; and restore the ESW system to an analyzed condition. This was

significant given the importance of the M0-498 valve and the nature of
1 the maintenance activity (VOTES testing) where the component had the
j potential to be left closed for an extended time. *

:

j PECO Energy PBAPS Technical Specification Interpretation #61 states that
; a system may be operable if reasonable manual operator actions can be

performed to return it to service in an emergency. These actions musti

be specified by an approved procedure and operator cognizance must be,

j continuously maintained. This position, consistent with NRC Inspection
] Manual Procedure 9900, " Technical Guidance" on operability, was not
) implemented in the control of M0-498.
.

o The ESW system was required to aupport operation of the EDGs and the4

j ECCS pump / room coolers. Since ESW was placed in an unanalyzed condition
j and reasonable manual operator actions were not specified in an approved
| procedure the operability of all station EDGs and ECCS components could
j not be assured without prior additional engineering analysis. This
,

1

!

)
'
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condition is not allowed by the Technical Specifications (TS) and would
have required a shutdown within six hours per TS 3.0.C. PECO Energy
failed to recognize these operability issues and did not enter TS 3.0.C.

PECO Energy's PEP review of the August 3, ECT overflow event was*

inadequate because it did not identify any operability concerns. The
PEP stated that if an EDG had started, the ECT overflow would have been
worse, due to the increased flow. PECO management and engineering
personnel reviewed the PEP, focusing solely on the reasons for the ECT
overflow, and did not identify the ESW operability concerns.

4.0 SUBSEQUENT PECO ANALYSIS OF THE EVENT

4.1 Engineering Analysis

After the inspectors identified the operability concerns, PECO Energy
conducted an engineering analysis to determine the affects of the additional
44 feet of system head on ESW system flow and the affects of the reduced flow
on the operability of cooled systems. This analysis conservatively assumed
that a DBA LOCA occurred with M0-498 shut and that operators took no actions
to restore the ESW system or reduce EDG loads. Cooling flow requirements were
further reduced from the design flows based on the August 3,1994, inlet ;

temperature being approximately nine degrees cooler than the design basis i

river temperature. PECO Energy reached the following preliminary conclusions:

ESW system flowrate would have been reduced by approximately fiftye
percent from their design flowrates, due to the added elevation of flow
to the ECT.

!

Adequate cooling would have been provided to all ECCS pump and roome
coolers.

,

The EDGs would have remained operable for the first ten minutes of ao
DBA, based on conditions on August 3, 1994, and on the inherent heat-up
time following a start.

,

o Some EDG failures would occur from 16 minutes to one hour after a DBA
without operator action to redistribute EDG electrical loading.

The inspector determined that these preliminary input assumptions and
analytical results appeared reasonable; however, further review of the
affects of the M0-498 being closed on the operability of the EDGs and ECCS
equipment is pending completion of PECO Energy's final engineering analysis.

4.2 Corrective Actions

After the inspectors identified the operability concerns, PECO Energy
implemented an extensive root cause(s) investigation to determine the
necessary corrective actions to prevent recurrence. PECO Energy's
investigation was broadly focused on the entire work control process. As an
interim measure, PECO Energy issued written guidance to the operators that
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valves should be declared inoperable during VOTES testing. The inspectors
determined that this guidance was adequate to prevent a similar occurrence,

| and will review PECO Energy's final corrective actions when complete.

5.0 CONCLUSION

The inspectors concluded that the overall safety consequence of this event was
small since no conditions occurred that required the use of the EDGs and ECCS
equipment, during the time that valve M0-498 was shut; however, the failure of
the plant staff to ensure an adequate review of this situation, initially and
afterward, represented a significant degradation in plant safety. The lower
than design ESW flows could have unknowingly affected the operability of the
EDGs and ECCS equipment. The effect could have been to place both units in an
unanalyzed condition for assumed EDG and ECCS availlbility with respect to the
worst case DBA analysis discussed in section 2.2.1.

The inspectors identified three apparent violations which are being considered
for escalated enforcement action in accordance with the " General Statement of

,

'

Policy and Procedure for Enforcement Actions" (Enforcement Policy),10 CFR |Part 2, Appendix C. Specifically: '

PECO Energy conducted the maintenance activity on valve M0-498 withoute

completing a safety review to determine that it did not represent an
unreviewed safety question. 10 CFR 50.59 required that PECO Energy
perform a written safety evaluation prior to making a facility change to j
ensure it did not involve an unreviewed safety question. Contrary to i
the above, PECO Energy did not perform an analysis prior to making this
change. This is an apparent violation of 10 CFR 50.59.

lProcedures were not in place to ensure that the ESW system would be ablee
to perform its design function in the event of an accident. Procedures
specifying that M0-498 needed to be opened in the event of an accident '

were not in place prior to the maintenance activity. This was
significant given the importance of the M0-498 valve and the nature of
the maintenance activity (VOTES testing) where the component had the

lpotential to be left closed for an extended time. This was in apparent ,

violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, Design Controls,
o PECO ent 1y did not identify that closing M0-498 altered the emergency

tservice ter system flow path and thus affected the flow rates to
safety-related components, during their initial PEP review. The PECO
Energy staff focused on the emergency cooling tower overflowing, not on
any potential safety effects of the closure of M0-498. This represented
an apparent violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI,
Corrective Actions.

|

|

i
|
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November 21, 1994

CA 94 197 -

1
| Mr. D. M. Smith

Senior Vice Pret,tdent - Nuclear '

PICO Incrgy Company
Hut, lear Group ileadquarters

, Correspondence Control Oesk
| Post Office Box 195

Wayne, Pennsylvanta 19087-0195
]
|SullJI Cl: N011CI Of V10LAll0N AND PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF civil

PINA11Y - $87,500 .

l(HRC Combined Inspection Roport Nos, 50 277/94 24 and
50 278/94 24)

Dear Mr. Smith:

lhis inf ors to the NIM. Inspottinn conducted on September 1 14, 1994, at the Peach
Hot t om Atomic Power 5t at ton in 001ta, Ponnsylvanta. This inspection included an
examinat ton of the circumstances surrounding the August 3,1994, isolation of the
emergency service water (ESW) system normal return to the ultimate heat sink. The
report documenting this inspection was sont to you on September 29, 1994, ar.d
violat tons of NRC requirement s were identified. On October 18, 1994, an enforce-
ment c onf erente was c onducted with you and other members of your staff to discuss
ihn violatihns, thptr ( Auses, and yUur curr#Cliv9 actionn.

On August 3, 1994 your staf f had unknowingly placed the ESW system in an
unanalyted configuration that prevented safety-related equipment from receiving
(onling water at the design flow rate. Specifically, maintenance personnel shut,
de-energized, and lef t M0-498, the ESW system discharge valve to the Susquehanna
River, unattended for approximately 50 minutes during valve testing. This !
action, which resulted in the normal ESW system return flow to the river being
isolated and return flow being dirneted to the emergency cooling tower (ECT), was

;

due to inadequato communicat tons betwoon the maintenance and operations staff and -

a wak proc edure rey.irding positive control of the valve's position.

Ihn valve was rio'.ed in acenrdarco with a tost procedure which required that
thrust data he obtained while the valve was stroked. With the norral LSW system
discharge to the Susquehanna river isolated, system flow would have been dis-
charged to the LCl if the ESW system had been called upon to operate in the event
of an accident. In this condition, ESW system flow to the emergency diesel
generators (EDGs) and the emergency core cooling systems (ECCSs) room coolers
would have been reduced because of the addition of approximately 44 feet of
static head, in addition to increased dynamic head losses because ESW system flow j

would ho dirortnd through thn non. operating (SW system booster pumps. Your i
analysis of the (ondit ton later dolprmined that thil reduced flow would have
ornventnd thn IDGs f rom pnrforming their safety related functions had the design
i.ists anidont ot t urred with river water at the maximum design temperature of
90"|.

;

| '741130 , 41121
l' D )DCK 0B000277

l'DH '
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i

j this condition occurred because procedures were not in place that requirod
| maintenanco personnel to remain at the valve throughout the testing so as to
| immediately open the valvo if it woro needed, in this caso, after maintenance
| portonnel recotved work start authorization, they closed the valve and
! subsoquently lef t it unattended and in the closed position for approximately 50

minutos, lho valve was not reoponed until af ter a control room (CT alarm and
- subsequent LCl overflow due to regular service water flowing through the
| alternata path and to the (Cl, Although the valve was immodtate y reopened at

that time, your staf f did not recognize the impact of this condition on the ESW
systom oporabtIity, lhat impact was not idontifiod until the event was reviewed
by the NRC resident inspectors on September 7, 1994, at which time the NRC
special inspect ton was initiated and the degradation and related violations woro
identifled. A second causo of this'ovent was that there was an inadequate reviow
of tho valvo test Iny procedure performed to ensure that the ESW system would be
maintainod within its design basis while in the test configuration. As a result,
the procndure, which required that MO 498 be closed for a period of timo such
that test data could be collected, had not considered the offect on system
operability with the normal discharge path to the ultimate heat sink isolated.

The NHL ret ognitos that your subsetuont evaluation of the condition revealed that
the 15W system would have providet adequate post-accident short term cooling of
the ll)Cs and I.CC5. considering the value of actual plant paramotors at the timo
the subJcct valve was closed. In addition, an ECT overflow condition and/or high
IDG temperatures would have possibly alerted operators that the ESW system was
impropnely aligned and inng term cooling could have boon restored once the valve
was reopened. Nonetheless, the f ailure to establish appropriate procedural
controls to ensure positive control of MO-498, if called upon to function in the
event of an accident, and the f ailure to perform an adequate review of the valve
testing procedure in order to maintain the design basis, represent significant'
regulatory concerns and violations of NRC requirements. These concerns are
significant since closure of the valve resulted in a reduction of the ESW system
t 001109 ( apar.ity, het ause of lower than designed system flow ratos, further, the
reduct ton in the 15W system cooling capacity resultod in an unanalyzed degrada- |t ion of II)G and ICC5 system operability. In addition, the unattended closed
valve t.ould have '.ubt.tantially complicated a response to an accident or signif- |Irant t r a n '. l o n t , Thoroforo, the violations have boon catogartled as a singlo
Sovorit y levol til problem in accordance with the "Goneral Statomont of Policy
and protodoro. for NRC Inferrumont Actions," 10 CIR Part 2, Appundix C !

(I nf orc ement polic y) . '

the NRC is c ont ornod hot ause thorn wore, at minimum, two opportunities for your
stalf to havo proventod this ovnnt from occurring. 110 first opportunity
c uns tstod of a roat tur operator (RO) oxpressing concern over shutting M0-498, but
wn sub,cquent ly a'.surnd by a Sontor Roactor Operator that personnel would ho
stationod at the valvo to immediately return it to an open position if the flow
path was noodod. Ihn second opportunity occurred when the pre testing briefing
was performod, this briefing, conducted between control room operators and the
t est ing crow, was nut purformed with the crew that actually tested MO 490;
rather, the briofiny was mistakonly conducted with another testing crew that was
perf ormlny valvo tost ing on other valvos in another area of the station, Thus,
tho innt rol room st af f was not able to adequately communtrate the scope of the

1
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testing, and the importance to safety of the position of MO-498, and the staff
failed to exhibit the sppropriate sensitivity to the control of work, as
evidenced by the wrong crew being briefod, this example of poor communications
between operations and maintenance crews contributed directly to the failure to
maintain positive control of MO 498 and ultimately resulted in placing the ESW
system in its unanalytod condition,

,

lho NRC recognitos that subsequent to the identificallon of the violations,
corrective actions were taken or planned, to provent the violations and preclude

|rucurrenco, including 1 short term actions such as review of the event with all
maintenanco personnol,(an)d review of expectations for equipment manipulation withi

lall operations and maintenance )orsonnel; and long-term actions which
included (a) addition of enhancoc controls to the(2) lated testing procedure!re
(b) ruview of other work Trocesses tu ensure adequate controls exist) (c) reviewof expnotations with tTe work planners concerning improved planning and
coordinalton activltins; (d) roorganization of the operations services group to
improve work planning; and (c) enhancement of proceduros covering release of
equipment for maintenance to provide clear guidance regarding equipment
operability and control requiroments.

Notwith!tanding those corrective a t. t lon s , to emphalite the importance of
(1) appropriate coordination betwoon operations and maintenance personnel,
(2) estabilshment of appropriate procedural controls during the conduct of
maintenance activilles, to ensure that safety equipment is appropriately
maintainnd, and (3) operations maintaining contrul of such evolutions rather than I

dolerring this responsthility to maintenance, I have been authorlied, after
c onsullallon with thn Dirocinr, Of fica of Inforcomont, to isson the onflosed
thillin of Vlolallon and proposed imposition of Civil Penalty (flot ten) In the
amount of 101,500 for the violatlons set forth in the enclosed Notico,

the base civil penalty amount for a Soverity Lovel ill problem is $50,000. The
encalation and mitigation f actors set forth in the enforcement policy woro
considorod, and on balance, 75% oscalation of the civil penalty is warranted,
Under the f at tur of Iduntification, 50% escalation in warranted because the
problem was ident1iled by the NRC. Because of the self-disclosing nature of the
event, your staff identified the mispositioning of the ESW system valvo on
August 3,1994; howevor, you did not recognize the impact of the closed valve on
the operability of the ISW systum, Your corrective actions wuro considnrod
rnmprohons tvn and 75t millQation on I,hli, f actor is warrantndi full 50% mittgstion
is not appropriato Imi auw at thn tiro of the enforcomunt conference, a timetable
had not buon estabitshod for (.ompittlon of the long term corrective actions,
With respect to your past performonen, although tiero have boon no related
violat tons in this area In the past two years, your overall anforcement history
includes a soverity levul til violation in the area of radiation protection and
your SM P rallny', in the area of malntonanCo and engineering Woro both Category7, lor thosn reasons, full mitigation on this facts;' Is not warranted; rataer,
50% mit lyst ton is e ons tdorud appropriato, With respect to the " prior opportunity
to Idontify" factor, you did not iduntify the impact that closing M0-490 had on
the lhW syslon.. despite having inveral prior opportunities to havo identified the
problom prior to NRf.'s lduntlfication on September 7, 1994, those prior
npportunitins int ludod the technical review of the testing procedure that
required NO 490 to be shut, which subsequently placed the [SW system in an

+g - - - ~4m-..-y-- > m' l vs'
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Mr. D. Smith 4 I

| unanalyzed condition, and the issuance of a corrective action document following
l tre CCT overflow that focused only on the overflow event and failed to probe

deeper into the more significant issue of the ESW system being in an unanalyzed
| condition. Also, the problem could have been identified prior to H0-498 being
| shut when the R0 voiced concerns about the manipu,ation. The NRC has determined )
| that you clearly had an opportunity for discovering that the ESW system was
. outside of its design basis, but you did not do so; therefore,100% escalation'

of this factor is warranted. The other factors were considered and no further
adjustment was deemed appropriate. Therefore, the final adjusted civil penalty I

is $87,500.

You are required to respond to this letter and should follow the instructions
specified in the enclosed Notice when preparing your response. In your response,
you should document the specific actions taken and the additional actions you
plan to prevent recurrence. To the extent appropriate, you may reference any
prior submittal in your response.

In addition, another event occurred at the station in October 1994, involving the
f ailure to properly monitor reactor temperature during restoration from a plant
pressure test of the reactor coolant system. This event indicates similar
problems with control of plant conditions. Although the consequence to safety
of the October event > 1s low, it provides another example of performance
deficiencies in shif t management's command and control of evolutions, use of
procedures, and operator monitoring of changing plant conditions. Therefore, you
should formulate corrective actions to address these weaknesses and the
deficiencies identified in the enclosed Notice.

Af ter reviewing your response to this Notice, including your proposed correctivo
action'. and thn re',ults of future inspections, the NRC will determine whethor
further N R(. enforcement action is necessary to ensure compliance with NRC
regulatory requirements.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," a copy of this
letter. its enclosure, and your response will be placed in the NRC Public
Docun,ent Room (POR). To the extent possible, your response should not include
any personal privacy, proprietary, or safeguards information so that it can bo
plac ed in thn POR wit hout rodaction, llowever, if you find it necessary to
Inr lude suc h inf ormat inn, you should clearly Indicato the spacific information
that you dnstro not to ho placed in the POR, and provide the legal basis to
*, u pp o r t your roque',t f or withholdiny thu information from thu publlC.

Ihn ro,pon*,n. die ni t od by this lutter and the enclosed Notico Are not subjort to
Iho i Inne ani o irin odurns of ihn Of f tru of M4ndgumunt And lludypt 4% required by
thn Papnework todio t ion Ac t of 1900, Pub, l, No. 96,611,

Sinenraly,

,, M,' , g!

| /1//t/m / " ''
,

Ihuman !, Martin
Rogional Administrator

|
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Docket Hos. 50 211/50 218
License Nos. DPR-44/DPR 56

Inclosuro: Notic e of Violation and Proponed imponition of Civil Penalty

cc w/onti:
J. Doering, Chairman, Nuclear Review Board
G. Ratncy Vice President, Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station
W. Smith, Ill, Vice President, Nuclear Station Support
D. Fetters, Director Nuclear Engincoring
A. Kirby, 111, External Oper ations - Nuclear, Delmarva Power & Light Co.
G. Idwards, Plant Manager, Poach Gottom Atomic Power Station
A. Wasong, Manager, lxportonco Assessment
G. Ilunger, Jr. , Director, licensing
J. Durham, Sr., Senior Vice President and General Counsel
J. Isabella, Olroctor, Gonoration Projects Department, Atlantic Electric
D. Gorman, Manager, Ixternal Af f airs
R. Mc t can, Power Plant Siting, NucIO4r (Valuation $
0. Poulsen, Secretary of liarford County Council
R. Ochs, Maryland Safe Energy Coalition
J. Walter. Chief Ingineer, Public Service Commission of Maryland
Pulil lC
Nuclear Saf ety information Center (NS!C)
K. Abraham, PAO R1 (2)

!NllC Resident in'. pet f or
Conwnonwealth of Pennsylvanta |

IMI Alert (IMIA)

|
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CliCLO M E

NOTICE OF VIOLAil0N
AND

PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF civil PENALTY

P[C0 [ncrgy Company Docket Nos. 50-277, 50-270
Peach Ilottom Units ? and 3 License Nos. OPR 44, DPR 56
Dolta, Ponnsylvanta EA 94-197

During an NRC inspnction conducted on September 7-14, 1994, violations of NRC
requiromont s wore idont iflod, in accordance with the '0eneral Statomont of
Nuclear Ruaulatory Conntillon prop 01olPolicy arul Procudura for NRC Inforcomunt Actions," 10 CFR Part 2,lty purluant toAppendix C, the

to impolo a civil pena
Section 734 of tho Atomic (norgy Act of 1954, an amended (Act), 42 U,$,C, 2202,
and 10 CIR ?.705, ihn particular violations and associated civil penalty are set
forth holow: 1

A, 10 U R Pari b0, Appundix 0, Lriterton Ill, require 6, in part, that i
mn 4 , u r n t. . hall bu established to assure that applicable regulatory
riopitromnnt s arul the design basis are correctly translated into proceduros
and inst rm t ions,

l'ont rary to thn 4bovn, on August 3,1994, the licenson conducted a testing
4< t ivii y nn Ihu omoruunty servira water (ISW) tyitom that p1arod the
systom in 4 c oni tyur4t ion that was not within the dolign basis dolcribed !

In the Updated 54f oty Analysis Report. 5)ecifically, EbW system valvo MO- |490, tho sy. tem . normal roturn to the u' timato host sink (UllS), was shut
and le f t unat t eluled. As a result, the LSW syhtom flow to safety related
eomponent, was reduced to the extant that adequato cooling was not !
availablo in thn evont that the de',lgn basis accident occurred at the I
do,Iqn ha ,is Ull5 maximum tumporaturo. (01013)

l
H. 10 CIR Part 50, Appondix B, Critorion V, requiros, in part, that activ-

itles af fortIng quality shall bo proscribed by documented instructions and
procedures of a type appropriato to the circumstancos and shall be
arromplished in .u rordanco with thoso procedural and instructions,

t.ontrary to tho abovo, on August 3,1994, the licansou testod 1.$W System
Valve MO 490, an 4ttivity af f ecting quality, in a mannor that was not
pre,crlhed by documented instructtons and procodures of a type appropriato
to the circumstances. Valvo M0 498, the ESW system normal return to the
ultimate heat sink and important to maintaining adoquate cooling water
flow to ufety related componnnts, was shut and proceduros were not in
plaro to rnquiro pnrsonnnl to romain at the valvn and innodistely open the
valvo if nunded in thu ovont of an accident. As a result of the
inaderprate proceduro, af tor shutting the valvo, maintenance personnel lef t
tho valvo unationded and in the shut positten for approximately 50
minutos. (010?))

lhls |, 4 ',pVDelt y (UVol ||| pr0DIUm (hupplomont 1),
L t v il l'unal t y lill , b OO ,

bbC /

I
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[nclosuro 2

Pursuant to thn provisions of 10 CfR 2.201, pCC0 (norgy Company (Licensoo) is
hornby required to submit a writton statomont or explanation to the DIroctor.
Of fice of I.nforcomont, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, within 30 days of tho
<la t n of this Notico of Violation and Proposed imposition of Civil Penalty
(Notico), this reply should be clearly marked as a "Roply to a Notico of
Violation" and should include for each alleged violation: (1) admission or
denial of the alleged violation, (2) the reasons for the violations if admitted,
and if denied, the reasons why, (3) the corrective steps that have been taken and
the results achieved, (4) the corrective steps that will be taken to avoid
further violations, and (5) the date when full complianco will be achloved. if
an adequate reply is not received within the time speciflod in this Notico, an
order or a Demand for Information may bo issued as to why the licenso should not
be modified, suspended, or revoked or why such other action as may be proper
should not be taken. Consideration may be given to extending the response time
for good cause shown. Under the authority of Section 182 of the Act, 42 U.S.C.
2232, this response shall be submitted under oath or affirmation.

Within the same time as provided for the response required above under 10 CFR
2.201, the liconsee may pay the civil penalty by letter addressed to the
Director. Of fice of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, with a
check, draf t, money order, or electronic transfer payable to the Treasurer of the
United States in the amount of the civil penalty proposed above, or may protost .
Impfallion of tho civil ponalty in wholo or in part, by a written answer
.uldro u nd to the Director, Offico of Inforcomont, U.S. Nuclear Rogulatory
C omm l '. s t on . Should the Licensco fail to answer within the timo specified, an
order imposing the civil penalty will be issued. Should the Licensee elect to
filo an answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2,205 protesting the civil penalty, in
whole or in part, such answer should be clearly marked as an " Answer to a Notico
of violation" and may: (1) duny the violations listed in this Notico in whole
or in part, (?) demonstratn extonuating circumstancos, (3) show crro,r in this
Notk n, or (4) show other reasons why the penalty should not be imposed, in
adatt ton to protosting tho civil penalty in whole or in part, such answer may
requn.t remlu ton or mitIgat ton of the ponalty,

in rosponllny mIt tuation nf thn proposed penalty, the f actorl Addrobl4d in
W t ton VI li.? of 16 LIR Part 2, Appondix C, should ho addrossud. Any writton
answer in m ordance with 10 CFR 2.205 should be set forth separately from the
statement or explanation in reply pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201, but may incorporato
parts of the 10 Cf R 2.201 reply by specific referenco (e.g., citing pago and
paragraph numbers) to avoid repetition. The attention of the Licensoo is
direrted to tho other provisions of 10 CTR 2.205, rogarding the procoduro for
imposing a civil penalty.

Upon f ailuro to pay any civil ponalty duo which subsequently has boon datorminod
in accordanco with tho appilcablo provisions of 10 CFR 2,205 this mattor may bo
rotorrod to thn Attorney General, and the penalty, unless com, promised remittod,
ormitlyatod,maybocollectedbycivilactionpursuanttoSection$34cofthe
Att, 4? 0, U , ??ft?(c),

_ _ _ _ _
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Enclosure 3

The response noted above (Reply to Notice of Violation, letter with payment ofcivil penalty, and Answer to a Notice of Violation) should be addressed to:Director, Of fice of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTN:
Document Control Desk, Washington, D.C. 20555 with a copy to the Regional
Administrator, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region I, 475 Allendale Road,
King of Prussia, Pennsylvania 19406 and a copy to the Senior Resident inspector,
Peach Bottom Station.

k

Dated at King of Prussia, Pennsylvania
this J/ / day of November 19943

3

/

%

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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YECO ENERGY ri; afr,g.'"n.,.
965 Chesterbrook Boulevard
Wayne, PA 19087 5691

December .21,1994

Docket Nos. 50 277
50-278

Ucense Nos. DPR44
DPR-56

Mr. James Ueberman
Director, Office of Enforcement
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attn: Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555

Subject: Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station, Units 2 and 3
Remittance of Civu Monetary Penalty

Dear Mr. Ueberman:

This letter is being submitted in response to an NRC letter dated November 21,1994, issuing a
Notice of Violation and proposed imposition of civH penalty in the amount of $87,500 for
violations of NRC regulations as set forth in 10CFR50, Appendbc B, " Quality Assurance Criteria
for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel Reprocessing Plants." We are remitting the enclosed check
in the amount of $87,500 for payment of the cited civH penalty.

If you have any questions or require additional information, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Very inAy yours,

).a./6p,b .
G. A. Hunger, Jr.
Director - Ucensing

Enclosure
1

cc: T. T. Martin, Administrator, Region I, USNRC (w/o enclosure)
W. L Schmidt, USNRC Senior Resident inspector, PBAPS (w/o enclosure)
R. R. Janati, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania (w/o enclosure) |

|
( v.I 1

t ae 1

94 90154 941221 1 ( l

P- ADOCK 05000277 L> |
PDR |

hD y
- - - - - - ---- __ .
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PECO ENERGY eccosee,ov o-a v |c

65 he e r k Bi . 63C 3
Wayne, PA 19087 5691

|610 640 6600 j
Fax 610 640 6611

10CFR 2.201
|

10CFR 2.205 I

i

December 21,1994

Docket Nos. 50-277
50-278

Ucense Nos. DPR-44
DPR-56

l

1

1

Director, Office of Enforcement
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission i

Attn: Document Control Desk i

Washington, DC 20555
|

!
Subject: Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station Units 2 & 3 l

Reply to Notice of Violation and Proposed imposition of a Civil
Penalty NRC Inspection Report Nos. 50-277/94-24; 50-278/94-24

Gentlemen:

In response to your letter dated November 21,1994, which transmitted the
Notice of Violation (NOV) and Proposed Civil Penalty, PECO Energy Company
submits the attached reply. The NOV was identified in a special safety
inspection (94-24/24) that evaluated activities performed August 3,1994, that
placed the Emergency Service Water (ESW) system in an unanalyzed
configuration for approximately 50 minutes.

A check in payment of the civil penalty made payable to the Treasurer of the
United States was transmitted separately by PECO Energy letter to the Director,
Office of Enforcement dated December 21,1994.

If you have any questions or desire further information, please do not hesitate
to contact us.

.

& DD
901 43 941221
P ADOCK 05000277 (gG PDR
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. December 21,1994'
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P ge 2.

' Attachment and Affidavit

| cc: R. A. Burricelli, Public Service Electric & Gas
! R. R. Janati, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania

T. T. Martin, USNRC, Administrator, Region |
W. L Schmidt, USNRC, Senior Resident inspector
H. C. Schwemm, VP - Atlantic Electric
R.1. McLean, State of Maryland
A. F. Kirby ill, DelMarVa Power
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COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA :

: ss.

1

COUNTY OF CHESTER :

!

D. M. Smith, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: j

That he is Senior Vice President and Chief Nuclear Officer of PECO

Energy Company; that he has read the attached reply to Notice of Violation and

Proposed imposition of a CMI Penalty NRC Inspection Report No. 94-24, for

Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station Facility Operating Ucenses DPR-44 and
i

DPR-56 and knows the contents thereof; and that the statements and matters
!

set forth therein are true and correct to the best of his knowledge, information

and belief.

A$E/ 1

Senior Vice President and
Chief Nuclear Officer

{

l

|

Subscribed and s orn to
]

before me this# day ;

ofd 994.

!.

, .

' w/
'~Notafv PAhlic ' N --

|

EtaA

d a ?dih n
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RESPONSE TO NOTICE OF VIOLATION 94-24-01

Restatement of the Violation

A. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion Ill, requires, in part, that measures shall -

be established to assure that applicable regulatory requirements and the
design basis are correctly translated into procedures and instructions.

Contrary to the above, on August 3,1994, the licensee conducted a
testing activity on the emergency service water (ESW) system that
placed the system in a configuration that was not within the design basis
described in the Updated Safety Analysis Report. Specifically, ESW
system valve MO-498, the system's normal return to the ultimate heat
sink (UHS), was shut and left unattended. As a result, the ESW system
flow to safety-related components was reduced to the extent that
adequate cooling was not available in the event that the design basis
accident occurred at the design basis UHS maximum temperature.
(01013) .

,

1

j B. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix b', Criterion V, requires, in part, that activities ,

affecting quality shall be prescribed by documented instructions andi

;

procedures of a type appropriate to the circumstances and shall be ;;

accomplished in accordance with those procedures and instructions.4

3

Contrary to the above, on August 3,1994, the licensee tested ESW |
System Valve MO-498, an activity affecting quality, in a manner that was
not prescribed by c'oeumented instructions and procedures of a type

i appropriate to the circumstances. Valve MO-498, the ESW system
4

normal return to the ultimate heat sink and important to maintaining
adequate cooling water flow to safety-related components, was shut and:

procedures were not in place to require personnel to remain at the valve
and immediately open the valve if needed in the event of an accident.-

; As a result of the inadequate procedure, after shutting the valve,
maintenance personnel left the valve unattended and in the shut position*

; for approximately 50 minutes. (01023)
; .

: This is a Severity Level lli problem (Supplement 1).
'

Admission or Denial of Alleaed Violation
1

1 The PECO Energy Company acknowledges the violation.
4

I

:
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Backaround

On August 3,1994, at approximately 12:21 PM a clearance was applied to
Motor Operated Valve MO-0 33-498 to allow diagnostic testing of the valve.
This valve controls ESW discharge flow to the Susquehanna River. Testing was
performed in accordance with Maintenance Procedure M-511-130, " Procedure
for Diagnostic Testing of Umitorque Motor Operated Valves using Liberty
Technologies ' Votes' Method." This procedure dealt with the mechanics of
performing the test and did not address system operability issues that could
arise.

The MO-498 breaker was blocked and locked in the open condition. A Special
Condition Tag was hung on the breaker to allow Maintenance technicians to
operate the breaker and the valve during the VOTES test. Maintenance
technicians received the key to unlock the breaker as part of the clearance.
With the valve breaker in the open position, control room indication of valve ;
position became unavailable.

|
|

At 6:27 PM two Maintenance technicians entered the Control Room to obtain l
permission to begin VOTES testing of another ESW valve, MO-0-33-841, the
Emergency Cooling Water Pump Discharge Valve. Approximately 10 minutes
later, two other Maintenance technicians entered the Control Room to obtain
permission to VOTES test MO-498. While both groups were in the Control
Room they each received permission to begin testing from the Work Control
Supervisor. In addition, the MO-498 work crew received permission to begin
work from the Unit 2 Reactor Operator.

The Unit 2 Reactor Operator had reservations about allowing work to be done
on MO-498 and expressed his concerns to the Control Room Shift Supervisor.
The Control Room Shift Supervisor addressed these concerns by questioning
one of the Maintenance technicians who he thought was working on MO-498.
Through this questioning he confirmed that the testing would not mechanically
disable the valve, that the valve would be immediately available to the operator
if needed, and that the technicians had a radio so that they could be
immediately contacted by the Control Room. Satisfied that operators would be
able to take control of the valve immediately if necessary, the Control Room
Shift Supervisor informed the Unit 2 Reactor operator that valve testing was
permissible, in reality, however, the Control Room Shift Supervisor had
questioned the lead technician working on MO-841.

|

_ - - - .- . - _ - __
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| At approximately 7:07 PM testing began on MO-498. The testing required the

; Maintenance technicians to close the valve breaker and operate the valve
j locally from its breaker in the E-4 diesel bay. During this testing the

Maintenance technicians did not notify the Control Room when the valve's
position was changed. They believed that the operator signoff in their test

| procedure which granted permission to perform VOTES testing also constituted
the operator's permission to change valve position as needed without priorI

,

control room notification. '

| At 10:22 PM the Maintenance technicians temporarily stopped work and left the
work area. At that time, they left MO-498 in the closed position, reopened the !
valve breaker and locked it. The key for the valve breaker lock remained with

|
| the Maintenance technicians who did not notify the Control Room operators

that they had left the valve area or that the valve was in the closed position.
With MO-498 closed, service water which is normally supplied to ECCS cooling
loads was discharged to the Emergency Cooling Tower instead of the river. The
technicians believed that they were leaving the valve in a safe condition. The
work package did not provide any information on a preferred valve position nor

'

did it prohibit the valve from being left unattended.

Sometime after MO-498 was closed the emergency cooling tower high/ low level
alarm was received in the Control Room. Operators confirmed that tower level

'

was high using a control room level indicator. They attributed the level increase i

; to rain. Per the alarm response card, the appropriate action was to reduce
j tower level using the Emergency Cooling Water pump and MO-841. Typically

|

this condition does not require an immediate response and with MO-841 under '

test, an immediate pump down of the tower was not undertaken.

!

At 11:09 PM the Maintenance technicians retumed to MO-498. At about the
same time, the afternoon and night shift Unit 2 Reactor Operators had
completed their turnover and the oncoming Reactor Operator began to think ;

about possible reasons for the emergency cooling tower high level alarm. He I

was. skeptical that the alarm was caused by rain. At 11:15 PM Just before the
Reactor Operator recognized the connection between the emergency cooling )
tower high level alarm and the work on MO-498, a security guard notified the
Control Room that water was overflowing the Emergency Cooling Tower basin. !

' The Reactor Operator immediately informed the Control Room Shift Supervisor |
that the overflow was probably caused by the work on MO-498.

The Control Room Shift Supervisor contacted the Maintenance technicians
informing them of the Emergency Cooling Tower overflow and the need to
open MO-498 and MO-841 to allow the cooling tower to drain down. The two
valves were opened and the restoration of the cooling tower level to normal
was completed. Once the MO-498 was stroked to the open position, the ESW

( system was returned to an analyzed condition.
.

i
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} Following identification of this problem by the NRC, calculations by PECO
j Engineering determined that ESW flow would have been reduced by

approximately 40% Additional calculations were performed using this reduced
flow rate to determine the operability of emergency diesel generators cnd
ECCS equipment assuming the worst case plant licensing event, a loss of,

coolant accident with a loss of offsite power. These calculations showed that! .

i with the river and air temperatures that existed on the day of the event, all
ECCS room coolers and equipment coolers would have performed their design
function throughout the event. In addition, the required number of emergency
diesel generators would have remained operable during the first ten minutes,

without operator action. The diesels would have remained operable following3

; the first ten minutes if diesel loads were balanced to below their continuous
} rating of 2600 kw. Analysis also showed, however, that the reduced ESW flow
j would have prevented the diesels from performing their safety function had the

design basis accident occurred with river water at its design maximum ;
>

; temperature of 90 degrees F. Actual river temperature on the day of the event |

j was 81 degrees F.
,

i Reason for the Violatic 6 )
! l

{ Administrative controls to ensure that MO-498 would remain operable during '

; VOTES testing were not clearly established as part of the planning for this
i activity. Ukewise the impact of closing MO-498 on emergency cooling tower ;

level and the ESW system were not addressed in the work package. 1

Continued operability of MO-498 during VOTES testing came to depend solelya

on the controls the Operators put in place at the start of the job. The
! challenges encountered during this event could have been avoided had
1 adequate planning taken place before the work request reached the Control
; Room.
|
'

During the planning process it was decided that MO-498 could remain operable
i

during VOTES testing, however, the operability impact associated with this
decision was not carefully evaluated or managed. Enhanced work controls to,

limit the chance of an undetected inoperable condition should'have been
| written into the work package to supplement any verbal controls imposed by
. Operations. Although written instructions had been successfully used in the
'

past to control work activities, an expectation that such instructions be
consistently included in work packages invoMng operable safety related.

equipment had not been established. As a result, no one was responsible to'

verify that it was included in the work package and the absence of enhanced4

guidance and control was not questioned,
s

i Diagnostic MOV testing had been conducted for several years with no adverse
consequences. As a resuit, VOTES testing was perceived to be a low riski

'
operation with little cause for concern. This perception caused some personnel

i to be less sensitive to the potential for a problem during the testing of MO-498.
Personnel interviewed had a very general understanding of the VOTES testing4

t

4
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process and thought the process simply involved the momentary stroking of a
1 valve to obtain test data from installed sensors. There were no previous
| problems that would have caused this concept of VOTES testing to be
j questioned or compelling reasons to research the actual details of the testing
j procedure. This lack of knowledge about the details of the VOTES test
j reduced the likelihood that personnel who understood the design and operation
i of the ESW system would foresee the impact on Emergency Cooling Tower
} level and restrict the time that the valve could be left closed. Such a restriction
j may have prevented the maintenance technicians from leaving the valve in the
j closed position.
? -

Extensive reviews had been previously conducted to determine if equipment
'

i operability could be maintained during testing. Tests where equipment could
1 remain operable were reviewed to ensure that appropriate controls were
| established and written into procedures. This review was restricted to
i surveillance and routine testing. VOTES testing is a preventative maintenance
j task which does not fall into either category, therefore it was never thoroughly
j evaluated.
!

| The request to conduct VOTES testing on MO-498 should have initiated the
i- imposition of enhanced test controls and increased monitoring of the condition
j of the valve by Operations. Several opportunities to establish these controls
; existed, but were not effectively achieved. The first opportunity came when
i Maintenance requested permission from the work control supervisor M initiate
; work. The work control supervisor recalled being concerned about
j simultaneous work on MO-498 and MO-841, but did not establish any special
i controls. Secondly, concern was expressed by the Unit 2 Reactor Operator
; when he was asked to grant permission to allow testing on MO-498. His
; concerns were directed to the Control Room Shift Supervisor who resolved the
! concerns to their mutual satisfaction. Although these individuals recognized
j that MO-498 was a safety significant valve, the degree of monitoring and control
! established over the testing of MO-498 was inadequate in view of its safety |

: significance.
|

|. The Control Room Shift Supervisor tried to affirm the acceptability of working on
j the MO-498 valve by questioning one of the maintenance technicians who was
| in the Control Room seeking permission to perform VOTES testing. The

technician questioned, however, was actually working on MO-841. The:

questions asked by the Shift Supervisor were appropriate, but were general in'

nature so that neither party realized that they were talking about different
valves. As a result, the Maintenance Technicians working on MO-498 never
heard the Shift Supervisor's questions and had no awareness of the RO's

1 concerns.
|

!

l
!

!
:

I

!
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interaction between the Maintenance Crew and Control Room Operators during
MO-498 testing was less than adequate. The Clearance and Tagging Manual
requires that Shift Management permission be obtained immediately prior to
each Special Condition Tag (SCT) component manipulation. However, the

,

manual also provides an exception to this requirement stating that at the
'

discretion of Shift Management, permission may extend through a series of
manipulations not to exceed tbs shift of the individual grantirc the permission.
During the event the Maintenince technicians did not notify shift Management
immediately prior to each manipulation of the valve. The technicians interpreted
the Work Control Supervisor signo4 in their test procedure granting permission

*

to pedorm the test as also granting the exemption from making the
notifications. In the mind of the Maintenance Technician, the permission to
conduct VOTES testing automatically included permission to stroke the valve
and apply the exception for SCT component manipulation notification. Previous
experience and the absence of any contrary direction from Operations validated
these assumptions.

When the Maintenance technicians left the work area, they left MO-498 in the
closed, deenergized position thinking that this was a safe configuration that did
not adversely imptset plant safety. They did not understand the function of the
valve in relation to the ESW system and therefore made an incorrect decision.
Had the technicians been clearly informed of the function of the valve and its
safety significance by a pre-job briefing, this event may have been averted. This
information, however, was not provided to the technicians before they went to
the Control Room to get permission to initiate testing. It also was not provided
by any of the Operatiom personnel who had contact with the technicians.

Corrective Steos That Have Been Taken and The Resuits Achieved

A Performance Enhancement Program (PEP) investigation (PEP-10002629) was
initiated September 7,1994, to determine tne causal factors of placing the ESW
system in an unanalyzed configuration and to develop appropriate corrective
actions to prevent recurrence.

Appropriate counselling and disciplinary actions were administered
commensurate with individual's level of responsibility.

This event was reviewed with Maintenance and Operations and Planning
personnel.

Required reading packages were developed and communicated to Operations
personnel on September 12 & 13,1994. Operations personnel were instructed

-to consider Motor Operated Valves inoperable during VOTES testing and were
given specific instruction to consider systems inoperable with components
being worked under action requests, minor maintenance, SCT, or "Fix it Now"
(FIN) team work unless otherwise determined by a licensed operator.

.
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MO-498 was information tagged indicating that it shall only be operated using
PORC approved procedures that specifically address MO-498. The VOTES test
procedure is an example of a procedure that does not meet this criteria.

Expectations for manipulation of components covered under an SCT were
Issued to Maintenance and Operations personnel stating that effective.

communication must occur between Shift Management and Maintenance prior
to component manipulation. Additionally, the terms " Shift Management" and
"immediately prior to" were clearly defined.

The work planning and Operations Service Group have been reorganized to
facilitate improved planning and work coordination. Expectations for improved
planning and coordination of work activities, especially those performed on
operable equipment, have been communicated to personnel in the planning
organization. This includes the expectation that appropriate information and

j controls related to equipment operability be documented in the work packages.
|
|

Corrective Steos that Will be Taken To Avoid Further Violations
1

An Operations improvement Plant was developed December 13,1994, to
reinforce proper standards and expectations to improve overall performance.

| This plan will be implemented through 1995 to ensure clear understanding of
| roles and responsibilities of Operations personnel, involvement of upper level
I management when operating limits could be unnecessarily challenged, and the
l need to continually maintain a healthy skepticism and questioning attitude
| during work evolutions. This plan also includes reinforcement of management
i expectations regarding the conduct of pre-job briefings, verbal communication

standards, and the need for heightened operator awareness and control during
the conduct of work activities involving operable equipment.

Enhanced controls are being added to the VOTES test procedure.
Maintenance Procedure M-511-130, " Procedure for Diagnostic Testing of
Umitorque Motor Operated Valves using Uberty Technologies ' VOTES' Method"|

will be revised to clearly delineate a section where Operations can document
restrictions or controls on the performance of VOTES testing. This revision will
be completed by January 31,1995.

,

Procedures governing releases of equipment for maintenance are being,

l enhanced to provide clear guidance regarding equipment operability and
control requirements. This item will be completed by March 31,1995.

The Date When Full Comoliance Was Achieved

Full compliance was achieved August 3,1994, when MO-498 was re-opened
and the ESW system was retumed to an analyzed condition.

I
1
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August 16, 1994

Docket No. 50-277
50-278

Mr. D. M. Smith
Senior Vice President-Nuclear
PECO Energy
Nuclear Group Headquarters
Correspondence Control Desk.

P. O. :ox 195
Way. .e , Pennsylvania 19087-0195

Dear Mr. Smith:

SUBJECT: PEACH BOTTOM INSPECTION REPORT NOS. 50-277/94-17 and
50-278/94-17

This letter tranamits the NRC Region I inspection report for the announced
safety inspection conducted by Mr. A. Lohmeier of this office during the
period July 25 through July 29, 1994 at the Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station
in Delta, Pennsylvania. Mr. Lohmeier discussed the findings of this
inspection with Mr. G. Edwards and members of the Peach Bottom engineering and
licensing staff at the exit meeting on July 29, 1994.

This inspeu uan was directed toward assessment of engineering ef fectiveness at
the Peach BJetom Atomic Power Station in providing for the protection of
public health and safety. The assessment evaluated the status of site
engineering reorganization, management oversight of engineering activity,
performance of the engineering organization in carrying through its assigned .

responsibilities, self assessment of engineering activity, effectiveness in I
carrying out site modifications, and the quality and effectiveness of the I

engineering organization in approaching issues important to protection of the
public health and safety.

It was found that reorganization of the engineering department at Peach Bottom
Atomic Power Station is completed. Effective management oversight is
conducted through an extensive program of performance measurement and trend
monitoring. Chronic system problems are identified with responsibilities
directed to carry out corrective actions. A program for self assessment is
carried out throughout the engineering organization. Generally acceptable |

performance was noted in carrying out facility modifications. Strong I

performance was noted in engineering ability to approach and resolve
significant engineering issues related to plant operational safety.

The list of chronic problems and areas for needed performance improvement is
extensive and performance objectives have been set high. The program to
improve engineering personnel vision of the scope and extent of their
respc.isibilities was found to be a pro-active one.

Improvement of computer resources to assist the engineer in carrying through
i

his responsibilities is evident. These are positive management actions toward
improving the efficiency and effectiveness of engineering personnel toward
efficient and safe operation of this nuclear power generation station.

m n
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Mr. D. M. Smith 2 August 16, 1994

There have been found no violation of regulations and no reply to this letter
is required. Your cooperation with us is appreciated.

Sincerely,

(original signed by)

Michael C. Modes, Chief
Materials Section
Division of Reactor Safety

Enclosures NRC Region I Inspection Report Nos. 50-277/94-17 and 50-
278/94-17

cc w/encli
J. Doering, Chairman, Nuclear Review Board
G. Rainey, Vice President, Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station
W. H. Smith, III, Vice President, Nuclear Station Support
D. B. Fetters, Director, Nuclear Engineering
C. Schaefer, External Operations - Nuclear, Delmarva Power & Light Co.
G. Edwards, Plant Manager, Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station
A. J. Wasong, Manager, Experience Assessment
G. A. Hunger, Jr., Director, Licensing
J. W. Durham, Sr., Senior Vice President and General Counsel
J. A. Isabella, Director, Generation Projects Department,

Atlantic Electric
B. W. Gorman, Manager, External Affaire
R. McLean, Power Plant Siting, Nuclear Evaluations
D. Poulsen, Secretary of Harford County Council
R. Ochs, Maryland Safe Energy Coalition
J. H. Walter, Chief Engineec, Public Service Commission of Maryland
Public Document Room (PDR)
Local Public Document Room (LPDR)
Nuclear Safety Information Center (NSIC)
K. Abraham, PAO (2)
NRC Resident Inspector
commonwealth of Pennsylvania
TMI - Alert (TMIA)

bec w/ encl
Region I Docket Room (with concurrences)
J. Wiggins, DRS

,

K. Gallagher, DRP |DRS Files (2) '

bec w/encle (Via E-Mail)
W. Dean, OEDO
J. Shea, NRR
M. Thadani, Acting PDI-2, NRR
M. Shannon, ILPB

RI:DRS RI:DRS
Lohmeict Modes

08/ /94 08/ /94
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| U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
( REGION I

l DOCKET / REPORT NO. 50-277/94-17
| 50-278/94-17
| LICENSEE: PECO Energy

FACILITY: Peach Bottom Unit Nos. 2 and 3

DATES: July 25 through 29, 1994

INSPECTOR: A. Lohmeier, Senior Reactor Engineer, MS, DRS

(original signed by) P. Patnaik for 8/16/94
SUBMITTED BY:

A. Lohmeier, Senior Reactor Engineer Date
Materials Section
Division of Reactor Safety

(original signed by) 8/16/94
APPROVED BY:

Michael C. Modes, Chief Date
Materials Section
Division of Reactor Safety 1

1

Area Inspected: The inspection included the assessment of engineering activity I
at the Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station (PBAPS) in providing for the I

protection of public health and safety. The assessment evaluated the site
,

organization and management oversight of engineering activity, performance of |
the engineering organization in carrying through its assigned i
responsibilities, licensee self assessment of its engineering and technical j
support activity, effectiveness in carrying out site modifications, and the

i

quality and effectiveness of the engineering organization in approaching |
issues important to protection of the public health and safety.

Results of Inspection: Reorganization of the engineering department at PBAPS
is completed. Effective management oversight is conducted through an
extensive program of performance measurement and trend monitoring. Chronic
system problems are identified with directed responsibilities to carry out
corrective actions. A program for self assessment is carried out throughout
the engineering organization. Generally acceptable performance was noted in i

carrying out modifications. Strong performance was noted in engineering I

ability to approach and resolve major engineering issues related to plant |
operational safety. Strong action is being carried out toward improvement of I
system manager vision of their responsibilities.

|

|
.

|

|
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DETAILS
|

1.0 SCOPE OF INSPECTION (INSPECTION PROCEDURE 37550) |

The scope of this inspection included the assessment of engineering and
| technical support activity at the Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station in

providing for the protection of public health and safety. The assessment
evaluated the site organization and management oversight of engineering
activity, performance of the engineering organization in carrying through its
assigned responsibilities, licensee self assessment of its engineering and '

technical support activity, effectiveness in carrying out site modifications, j
and the quality and effectiveness of the engineering organization in
approaching issues important to protection of the public health and safety. ||

)
} The inspection was conducted at the Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station of PECO '

| Energy in Delta, Pennsylvania.
|

| 2.0 SITE ENGINEERING ORGANIEATION AND MANAGEMENT OVERSIGHT |
| '

2.1 Status of Nuclear Effectiveness and Efficiency Desion Study (NEEDS) l

Encineerina Division Reorcanization

; The inspector found that the NEEDS reorganization of PBAPS engineering was
; complete. This reorganization was a major effort by the PECO Nuclear Group to
l improve its effectiveness in providing for the safe and efficient generation
i of nuclear electric power. In reviewing the planning and carrying out of this
( program, the inspector found that it was carried through effectively,

efficiently, and according to a well-planned schedule. This performance is
| commensurate with the quality of management expected in a nuclear power
! generation facility. j

The inspector found no significant changes in the reorganized engineering
department format or responsibilities other than a change in the manager of
the component engineering section. The replacement for this position came
from the Chesterbrook engineering organization. He had a record of effective
performance in his past responsibilities as a project manager at Chesterbrook.

In discussion with the Director of Engineering, the inspector noted that a
significant effort is being expended in the improvement of the vision of
system managers to the scope of their responsibilities. The existing vision
of a system engineer of his responsibilities was not congruent with management
expectations. The management expectation of the system manager vision is for
him to have-the responsibility and authority with which to harness the
resources of the Nuclear Group toward resolving the problems within his
system. The responsibilities of the system manager is now communicated to be
greatly expanded. The system manager is required monitoring system trends of
his system with modern computer technology. This technology provides for data
retrieval and trend analysis that allows the system manager to more
effectively avert the consequences of equipment failure by alerting him to
changes in equipment operating characteristics. Since the system manager is

'

;

an important engineering function at an operating plant, the inspector
believes the licensee efforts to be a pro-active improvement.

2.2 PBAPS Mission, Obiectives, and Goals
!

The PBAPS 1994 mission, operational objectives and goals are clearly
publicized throughout PBAPS. The stated mission of PBAPS is to generate
electricity safely, reliably and efficiently in compliance with federal,
state, and local regulatory requirements, applicable industry technical
standards, quality assurance requirements, and company policies. Toward that
end, operational objectives have been set for safety, regulatory performance,
financial performance, investment protection, internal and external relations,
and organizational effectiveness. The inspector noted that these objectives <

were monitored monthly, and the performance under each operational objective

[ noted in the performance indicator summary distributed each month.

|

|
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3.0 PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT OF ENGINEERING ACTIVITY

3.1 PBAPS Annual Performance Self Assessment Summary

The inspector reviewed the PBAPS 1994 Annual Self-Assessment Report. The
report discusses the self-assessment findings for each Division at PBAPS. In
each section, overall organizational strengths and weakness findings of site
engineering and each engineering section are discussed together with an action
plan for each finding. Findings are issues that performance did not meet
management's expectations, procedural compliance, regulatory requirements,
nuclear group goals, or cost efficient plant operation. The evaluation
covered plant, maintenance, site support services, outage management, site
engineering, and training divisions.

The self-assessment of site engineering indicated strengths in organizational
performance as observed from positive trends on the " Step-Up to 95" program
performance indicators. Effective disposition was noted of non-conformance
reports (NCR's) for the majority of motor operated valve (MOV), erosion-
corrosion issues, and equivalent change requests (ECR's), implementation of
the small modification process in solving chronic equipment problems and
design equivalent changes (DEC's) resulting in reduced maintenance or
instrumentation and control (I&C) backlog. Development of on line flux tilt
technology for reliable detection and suppression of fuel leakers were
positive performance indicators.

Organizational findings indicated interface between site engineering branches
is less than adequate and expectations for system managers have not been
clearly communicated. Planned corrective actions include periodic interface
meetings and communication of management expectations for system managers
through training presentations.

Plant engineering section findings indicated fuel pool housekeeping is less
than adequate, plant performance monitoring needs improvement, system manager
meeting coordination is less than adequate, work processes are cumbersome and
inefficient, and modification lead station representative (LSR) duties are

,

time consuming. Corrective actions include forming task teams to evaluate
fuel pool conditions and controls, initiation of performance monitoring 1

reports, holding effective interface meetings by improving communication,
evaluating processes in plant engineering for improvement, and reviewing LSR

,

duties for improvement.
!

component engineering section findings indicated coordination, ownership, and
j

responsibilities for MOV program need improvement, insufficient resources are
available for the in-service testing program and shift engineer support. LLRT l
procedures require improvement, and ASME code compliance is hampered by lack j'of needed validation of ASME Section XI in the plant information management

|system (PIMS). Corrective actions hava not been defined and scheduled by
PBAPS in their self-assessment report as they have been for other sections. !

Design engineering section findings indicate that improvement is necessary in
knowledge of PBAPS processes. The procurement and vendor manual processes
need improvement. Access to calculations needed for operability decisions on
irregular shifts have caused difficulty, and engineering processes have not i

1been tied electronically to the work prioritization process. Corrective
actions include training to improve engineer's knowledge of PBAPS processes,
improvement of the procurement and vendor manual process, study of the j
feasibility of transferring engineering calculations from Chesterbrook to
Peach Bottom, and evaluating transfer of computerized prioritization process
to assist engineering processes.

The performance and reliability section findings indicate a lack of customer
focus, some ineffective corrective actions have been ineffective, procedure
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preparation and revision controls that are not easily interpreted by users,
and administrative guideline requirements for failure trending that are not
being met. Corrective actions include development of a customer focus

| performance improvement plan, development of program ownership expectations,
! solicitation of customer suggestions for improvement of highest impact

procedures, and revision of the failure trending guideline to improve
i utilization of resources on safety components.

3.2 PBAPS Monthlv Performance Indicator Summarv

The inspector reviewed the PBAPS Monthly Update Report, June 1994, Performance
Indicator Summary. This document provides for the ongoing assessment of PBAPS
performance as determined from PBAPS performance indicators related to
satisfaction of PBAPS goals in support of Nuclear Group operational
objectives. The inspector found the performance of PBAPS relative to safety,
regulatory performance, financial performance, investment protection, internal
and external relations, and organizational effectiveness generally meeting the
established goals. Review of the indicators showed favorable performance in
all performance goal categories, with the exception of Safety and Regulatory
Performance. The safety goals not met were those of lost work week accidents
and personnel radiation exposure. The regulatory performance goal not met was
due to not learning from analysis of unusual events to preclude repetitive
failures. From these observations, however, no general engineering
performance deficiency was found that contributed to lack of attention to the
mission and goals.

The items of interest to assessment of the engineering organization include
the average gross generation, unplanned automatic scrams, unavailability of
emergency core cooling system components, age of open issues, causes of
licensee event reports, NRC inspection results, commitments and open items,
status of vendor manual reports, procedure revisions, unit capability factor,
thermal performance, modification implementation performance, Nuclear Plant
Reliability Data Systems Group (NPRDS) performance indicators, design change
documentation, non-conformance report trend status, design equivalent change
requests, and engineering change requests.

The inspector found direct or indirect performance in these areas generally
consistent with established goals. The monitoring of performance in these
areas was in sufficient detail for management to identify problem areas and
take timely corrective action in resolution of the problems. The monthly
performance indicator summary provides for continuous oversight of a wide
range of engineering performance related to safe operation of the plant.

3.3 Independent Safety Encineerino Group (ISEG) Performance Assessment

The inspector reviewed the 1993 Annual Summary Assessment Report for PBAPS.
The ISEG is an independent organization reporting to the Nuclear Group
Headquarters management at Chesterbrook. ISEG provides an independent overview
of engineering safety performance at PBAPS. The ISEG staff dedicated to PBAPS
oversight is stationed at PBAPS. They have written 20 inspection reports in
1993 and approximately 10 inspection reports in 1994 to date. The reports
address the PBAPS safety performance through a collection of strengths and
weaknesses identified by other monitoring groups and assesses the performance
in each functional area. Station performance data is assessed to determine
whether station is operating within an appropriate nuclear safety culture.

PBAPS engineering strengths noted by ISEG include effective technical support
of safe operations in 1993, quality engineering participation in technical
evaluation and response to safety issues such as the cracks found in core
shroud welds, communications with other divisions, support of operating
procedures, and improved configuration control.
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PBAPS engineering weaknesses identified by ISEG include inadequate trending of
system performance, weak procedural usage, inadequate design information
associated with plant changes, weak engineering management processes for
control, and marginal execution of work tasks. Attention is required to
improve drawing accuracy. Training of station support engineering personnel
was found to be less than adequate. Engineering activities were
insufficiently effective in identifying and resolving plant equipment
problems. Procedural compliance was shown to be weak in various areas.
Incomplete and inaccurate engineering evaluation of changes to the plant and
design basis was described as a pervasive weakness. Weaknesses exist in
management of engineering work and station support engineering.

The review of engineering performance by ISEG contributes to the overall
assessment by providing an independent observation from an organization
outside tree control of PBAPS. The inspector notes that the strengths and
weaknesses found by ISEG touch upon those identified in PBAPS self-assessments
and draw similar, although not exactly, the same detailed conclusions.
Generally, the observations of ISEG confirm the important observations of the
self-assessment summaries.

3.4 Chronic System Problem Resolution
;

The inspector noted that PBAPS has replaced the " Baker's Dozen" concept of I
identifying the PBAPS 13 most chronic problems with a list of Peach Bottom '

Equipment / System Problems. The new chronic problem list provides for each
problem a description of the problem, the action required for solution of the ,

problem, the next action to be performed, and the status relative to i
completion. The present list is not limited to 13 items. |

Included in the list of chronic problems at PBAPS are problems requiring
engineering action ar.3 implementation plans, problems awaiting implementation
of solution, and resolved problems. These are identified as follows:

A. Problems Requiring Engineering Action and Implementation Plans

cooling tower structural, leakage, pump and motor operation
cathodic Protection
HPCI operation reliability
RMC (RPIS and PIPS) position indication probleny
CAD injection valve failures to pass required 7L
Feedwater control deficiencies, high vibration / lubrication leakage
HPSW Pumps and Heat Exchanger operation flexibility, operation
Fuel pool cooling hot spots
SRM and IRM reliability
Traversing incore probe detectors failure rates, system reliability |
In-Service testing failures without pump degradation j

Recombiner hydrogen analyzers 1

Feedwater heater level swings
Auxiliary Boiler reliability and availability :
Motor Operated Valve performance

|condensate demineralizer air admission solenoid failure 1
'

Traveling screen reliability
Hypochlorite system pipe leaks, injection rate balance
condenser cleanliness

B. Problems Awaiting Solution Implementation

Reactor water cleanup pump operation
containment Atmospheric Dilution equipment Hydrogen and oxygen analysis
and injection system qualification and reliability
Electro-Hydraulic Control maintenance, leakage, malfunctions

._ ._ _ _ ._ _ _ _ _ .- . . _ _ _ . . - - _ __
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! Plant heating system equipment leakage and maloperation
i HPSW Radiation Monitors design inadequacies
! Reactor vessel head drain system design problems

TA relays on valves and pumps failure history,

| Instrument nitrogen system compressor failures
Recirculation system equipment maloperation

C. Resolved Problemo

480 V LC Cross Tie Breakers
Water Treatment Plant

The foregoing list of chronic problem areas is an indication of the large
number of chronic problems requiring engineering attention at PBAPS. The
problems are openly identified with solutions and expected actions to be
forthcoming in the resolution of these problems. The large number of problems
that exist gives credence to the efforts of the engineering department to
improve performance. T,he resolution of these problems will be followed by the
inspector during future engineering inspections at PBAPS.

3.5 PBAPS " Sten Un to 95 Prociam"

The inspector reviewed the PDPS " Step Up to 95 Program" designed to effect a
measurable change in site personnel performance by January 1995. Action goals
have been established by which the program can be monitored. Management
personnel have been identified with responsibility for achievement of each
goal. Actions include management oversight meetings to plan, monitor, review,
and train engineering personnel. Improvements targeted will be in improvement
of non-conformance report and equivalent change request response, vendor
manual review, procurement processes, and improvement of inadequate site
resources to assist engineering performance.

3.6 Summary of PBAPS Performance Monitorina Proarams

PBAPS has expended considerable effort in identification of areas where
performance improvement of engineering activity is appropriate. Assessment of
engineering performance has been made through the PBAPS Annual Performance i

Assessment Summary, PBAPS Monthly Performance Indicator Summaries, ISEG |

Performance Assessments, and PBAPS Peach Bottom Equipment / System Problem
Identification. From these assessments of performance, it is apparent that
PBAPS is faced with resolution of many problems in effective operation of the )
plant. The chronic problem list is a significantly large one, and it j

underscores the large number of challenges to the engineering staff. |
|

The PBAPS management team, in recognition of the large number of challenges ,

has directed its resources to improvement in the ability and vision of its I

engineering staff to obtain improvement in engineering personnel
responsibility and vision of the task before them. Management also has

Iindicated it will review the resources given the engineering personnel to
assist them in meeting the large number of challenges efficiently and

,

effectively. The resources are now providing improved computer technology for '

the use of engineers in monitoring and trending system performance.

PBAPS has shown the inspector many positive changes in performance since the
NEEDS reorganization. The planning and improvement initiatives have been
creative and appear to be directed at solution of significant engineering
issues. The results of these initiatives can be viewed only after observing
performance changes over a future period of time in resolution of the many
problem area findings.
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4.0 REVIEW OF ENGINEERING ISSUE RESOLUTION AND MODIFICATION
IMPLEMENTATION

4.1 Review of Encineerino Issue Resolution

The inspector reviewed several significant engineering' issues to assess the
performance of the engineering personnel in identifying the issue, determining
the corrective action required to resolve the issue, and implementing the
corrective action in an effective manner. Of importance to the resolution of
any issue is to provide for the proper personnel and resources.

I 4.1.1 Reactor Core Shroud Crackino
l

The inspector reviewed PBAPS engineering participation in the core shroud
cracking problem. A discussion with the responsible engineer covered the

| generic issue of core shroud cracking from the Brunswick issue through the
finding of core shroud cracking at PBAPS to the future planning of actions.
After learning about the Brunswick core shroud cracking problem, PBAPS worked

! with General Electric Company and determined the need to develop an inspection
plan for the PBAPS Unit 3 reactor core shroud. PBAPS engineers visited
Brunswick and determined the magnitude of the inspection problem and resources,

! required in its resolution. A visual inspection was performed of the core
shroud barrel. With assistance of General Electric, Chesterbrook Engineering,
Stone and Webster, and Structural Integrity Associatas, PBAPS engineering made
a safety assessment of the visual inspection findings and management decided

i to restart and operate until the next scheduled outage. NRC was actively
involved in oversight of the safety of the decision to restart. In projecting
action at the next scheduled outage, it was decided that General Electric will
perform ultrasonic testing of the core shroud barrel.

In recognition of the seriousness of the problem, PBAPS is an active
participant in the BWR Vessel and Internals Project (VIP). PBAPS holds
membership in all 5 task groups, including integration, inspection,
assessment, mitigation, and repair of reactor internals. Members are from
major BWR facilities throughout the United States and EPRI.

PBAPS is considering the necessity of inspecting Unit 2, but they have not
made the decision to proceed in the inspection. Preparations are being
planned and designs of attachments are being reviewed if further inspection
deems it appropriate. Management oversight responsibilities have been
identified at PBAPS including the PBAPS Vice President, Plant Manager, and
Engineering Director.

PBAPS engineering performance in approaching the problem of reactor core
shroud cracking is consistent with good engineering practice and demonstrates
the attention given by management to problems having safety significance.

4.1.2 Faticue Monitorino Procram (URI 90-14-02)

The inspector found that resolution of unresolved item (URI) 90-14-02 was on
schedule. Progress has been made in carrying forth the commitments related to
reactor pressure vessel fatigue cycle monitoring. An Action Request (A/R) has
been written which describes the scope of the action plan. The scope includes
revision of the routing test procedure, cycle counting methodology, retrieval
of data from the archives, preliminary review to verify adequacy of
methodology, review and evaluate data, preparation of a table of expended
cycles to compare with FSAR table of design cycles, and evaluation of the
total expended fatigue life. Completion of this A/R is anticipated by
December 31, 1994.

|

|
|

. . _ , _ , , _ ___ __
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The inspector reviewed the procedure ST-J-080-940-2(3) that provides for
regular recording of data. A table of cyclic data to be recorded was reviewed
by the inspector. The methodology for transient cycle evaluation was
developed in March, 1994. Information has been retrieved , reviewed, and
determined to be useful in the historical investigation of transient
operation. These data include temperature recording charts, control room
logs, computer output, working files, power plots, monthly operating reports,
licensee event reports, scram reports, design fatigue evaluation notebook
entries, previous counting procedures, and information from other power

| plants. Further data is expected from upset reports. PBAPS found that the
; methodology for tallying of cyclic events may be changed, and provision will

be made for describing the reasons for changing the tallying methodology.'

The performance of PBAPS engineering toward development of a comprehensive
fatigue monitoring system is found to be good. It is anticipated that the
completion date of December 31, 1994 will be met. At that time, PBAPS will
have a comprehensive fatigue monitoring system in service.
4.2 Plant Modification Imolementation

1

The inspector reviewed the implementation of several modifications. of
|interest to the inspector was the knowledge of the system manager of the ;reason for the modification, and the clarity of the 10 CFR 50.59 safety review |

(SR) and the design information document (DID). j
l4.2.1 Unit 3 HPCI Steam Sucolv Drain Pot Drain Line Vibration (NCR PB

94-000960)

The inspector reviewed the Unit 3 high pressure coolant injection steam supply
drain pot drain line vibration problem. The one inch pipe line was found to
be vibrating excessively. It vibrates from the drain pot to the north wall.
Included in the vibrating line is the steam supply drain pot level switch
line.

From an investigation of the vibration problem, PBAPS found that a "U" clamp
holding the pipe line is loose and requires replacement. The licensee further
concluded that the addition of additional supports could bind the pipe and not i
allow free expansion under changing thermal loads. '

There is no attached operating equipment to the piping system. Therefore, no
alternating mechanical exciting forces are the cause of the vibration. The |

inspector believes the caution of the licensee in not over-restraining the
pipe is appropriate. The root cause of the vibration must be more clearly
understood as well as the analysis of the cyclic stresses due to thermal
expansion restraint. The licensee is presently giving consideration to both
finding the root cause of vibration and solution of the thermal restraint
problem.

In discussion with the licensee engineers responsible for solution of this
problem, the inspector notes that the technical understanding of the problem
is apparent and solution requires the expenditure of time in performing the
analyses necessary to determine the root cause of the vibration and the
feasibility of solutions to the problem.

4.2.2 RHR System Manual Block Valve in Ecualizer Line fModification 5383)

The inspector reviewed the modification to install a manual block valve in the
equalizer line of the residual heat removal loop check valve Ao-46A(B), which
is a containment isolation valve. The modification allows performance of a
leak test in accordance with PBAPS Technical Specification Table 3.7.4 and

| will help determine whether the check valve or isolator valve is leaking
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during the leak rate test. Similar valves have also been added in the core
spray equalizer lines. The block valve is locked open during operation to
avoid inadvertent closing.

The inspector found the design input document to be comprehensive. The 10 CFR
50.59 safety evaluation was found to be comprehensive. It met the regulatory

, requirements for installation of the modification. The system manager
I responsible for this modification was found to be knowledgeable and able to
I

communicate the technical details of the problem and its solution to the
inspector.

4.2.3 Permanently Openino Emercency Service Water Inlet Valves (Modification
P00424)

The inspector discussed the modification to permanently open the emergency
service (ESW) inlet valve to the emergency core cooling system (ECCS) and
reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) system room coolers. The existing
system, requiring an air operated ESW valve, has poor reliability, and can
cause the inlet valve to remain closed. The modification will permanently
block the valve open by isolating instrument air from the inlet valve.
Permanently opening the ESW valve will result in increased flow to the room
coolers, but has no impact on the safety-related flow requirements. 1

The inspector found the design input document to be comprehensive. A )preliminary copy of the 10 CFR 50.59 was found to be comprehensive and it met
Ithe regulatory requirements for 3.nstallation of a modification. The system

manager responsible for this modification was found to be knowledgeable and
able to communicate the technical details of the problem and its solution to
the inspector.

4.3 Temporary Plant Alterations (TPAs)

The inspector reviewed a list of PBAPS TPAs. It was noted that in June 1994
there are a total of 22 TPAs for Unit 2 and 17 TPAs for Unit 3. The total
number of TPAs has decreased from a high of 48 in February of 1993 to a low of
32 in December of 1993. Since that time the number has risen to 39.

I
Of interest to the inspector were the reasons for the TPAs, the TPA removal
methods, and the ages of the TPAs at removal. These statistics were shown in
pie charts in the TPA Monthly Report for June, 1994.

The reason distribution for TPAs are that 41% are awaiting permanent
modifications, 36% are for equipment problems, and 21% are to allow trouble-
shooting of problems. The distribution of reasons for removal of TPAs are 44%
to install modifications, 41 % from action requests, and 13% on completion of
troubleshooting. The age distribution of TPAs is that 33% are removed in less
than 3 months, 28% remain for over 1 year, 10% remain for over 6 months, 13%
remain for over 3 months, and 15% remain for over 2 years.

The inspector noted that PBAPS has great sensitivity to the ageing of TPAs.
When TPA requests are presented for approval at Plant Operations Review
Committee (PORC) meetings, it is required that a date be established for
removal of the Temporary Hodification. This sensitivity is confirmed by the
issuance of a monthly report on TPA activity status.

5.0 MANAGEMENT TRAINING

PBAPS has many programs for training engineering personnel. At the present
| time, training of system managers is of prime importance to plant operation.
| The inspector inquired about the amount of training given management
( personnel. It was indicated to the inspector that first level management must
| attend a 3 week offsite " supervisory Development Institute" after given
l
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mant" nent responsibility. Senior Managers and Directors attend " Leadership
Exchange" meetings. Because of the importance of training to effective
engineering management, the inspector will review the training of engineering
management personnel at continuing engineering inspections over the remaining

,

SALP cycle. ,

| 6.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
,

| |

The inspector found that the NEEDS reorganization of PBAPS engineering| e

I was carried through effectively, efficiently, and according to the
i planned schedule. This performance is commensurate with management
i expected in a nuclear power generation facility. '

| 1Significant licensee effort is being expended in the improvement of the i
e

vision of system managers toward having the responsibility and authority ;

with which to harness the resources of the Nuclear Group toward |resolving the problems within his system. Computer technology is,

provided to assist system manager to more effectively avert the!

consequences of equipment failure.

The PBAPS 1994 mission, operational objectives and goals are clearlye

publicized to personnel throughout PBAPS.

PBAPS has expended considerable effort in identification of areas where
|

*

performance improvement of engineering activity is appropriate. Several '

means of engineering performance measurement have shown many positive
changes in performance since the NEEDS reorganization.

|

The performance of engineering personnel in identifying the issue,e

determining the corrective action required to resolve the issue, and
implementing the corrective action in an effective manner was found to
be generally good on significant safety related issues.

1
|

The large number of chronic problem areas is an indication of the numbere

of problems requiring engineering attention at PBAPS. The large number
of problems that exist lends credence to the efforts of the engineering I

department to improve performance. I
i

The knowledge of system managers of the reasons for modification, thee

clarity of the 10 CFR 50.59 safety reviews, and the design information
idocument was found to be good.
|

PBAPS has demonstrated great sensitivity to the ageing of temporary*

plant alterations by the issuance of a monthly report on TPA activity
status.

]

7.0 MANAGEMENT MEETINGS
|

The inspector met with licensee representatives at the entrance meeting on
July 25, 1994, and at the exit meetings on July 29, 1994, at the Peach Bottom {Atomic Power Station in Delta, Pennsylvania. The names of licensee personnel
contacted are shown on Attachment A.

|
'The findings of the inspection were discussed with licensee management at the !

July 29 exit meeting. The licensee did not disagree with the findings of the !

inspector.

|

Attachment As Entrance and Exit Meeting Attendance List
|

_ _ _ _
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APPENDIX A !

Personnel Contacted During the Inspection

PECO ENERGY COMPANY

J. Armstrong Sr. Manager Plant Engineering*

R. Barnett Engineer Operations Support
O. Brown Manager Procurement
J. Carey Site Rep Public Service Electric and Gas Co.*

* F. Cook Sr. Manager Design Engineering
,

ID. Dycus Engineer Nuclear Quality Assurance
G. Edwards Manager PBAPS*

A. Fulvio Manager Nuclear quality Assurance
M. Hammond Manager Performance and Reliability*

J. Jordan Manager Engineering Training*
i

D. Keene Manager Instruments and Control Engineering i
*

K. Kinard Manager Documentation Services
O. Limpias Manager Civil / Structural Design Engineering* '

* T. Moore Manager Component Engineering
T. Niessen Director Site Engineering*

F. Polaski Manager Independent Safety Engineering*

R. Smith Engineer Experience Assessment*

L. Sollenberger Engineer Nuclear Quality Assurance '

J. Staniciewicz Director Training
|C. Swensen Manager Maintenance Planning

D. Warfel Manager Operations Support
A. Wasong Manager Experience Assessment
C. Wiedersum Manager Mechanical Design Engineering

UNITED STATES NUCLEAR ENERGY COMMISSION

R. Lorson Inspector NRC Region I

* Indicates attendance at the exit meeting July 29,1994.

1
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November 4,1994

Mr. D. M. Smith
Senior Vice President-Nuclear !

.

PECO Energy Company '

j Correspondence Control Desk I
P. O. Box 195 l

Wayne, PA 19087-0195 |

l

SUBJECT: COMBINED INSPECTION 50-277/94-21 AND 50-278/94-21 |
Dear Mr. Smith: 1

This letter transmits the findings of the resident safety inspection conducted
by Messrs. W. L. Schmidt, F. P. Bonnett, and R. K. Lorson, from August 28, l

1994, through October 8, 1994, at the Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station, l
Delta, Pennsylvania. The inspectors based these findings on observation of
activities, interviews, and document reviews, and discussed them with Mr. G.
Edwards of your staff.

Your staff commenced the Unit 2 refueling outage during this period. Unit 2
activities, including plant shutdown and outage activities, were conducted

i
' well. In particular, refueling activities and core shroud inspections were

properly controlled and maintenance technicians performed their outage |,

activities well. Engineering provided good support for the repair of a Unit 2 i

residual heat removal system injection isolation valve and for the
implementation of several high quality modification packages.

Unit 3 was operated safely over the period. Operators responded well to the
failure of a Unit 3 secondary containment isolation valve and to a steam valve
packing leak which caused an increase in drywell pressure. An unresolved item
was opened regarding the inappropriate use of a temporary change to an
emergency service water system operating procedure.

Despite the generally good performance during the Unit 2 outage, there were |
several issues involving personnel performance weaknesses. These issues are
of concern because of their similarity to events discussed in several recent
inspection reports. Further, the events were preventable and they caused
unexpected and unnecessary challenges to the operators and plant staff. Some
of the events resulted from poor coordination, communications, and self-
checking by personnel and others were due to inadequate preparation and review
of the impact of electrical equipment isolations on plant equipment. Although j
each event was not safety significant on an individual basis, it appears that :
your staff's efforts to address past personnel performance concerns have not |been fully effective. -

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," a copy of
this letter and its enclosures will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room.
The responses directed by this letter and the enclosed Notice are not subject
to the clearance procedures of the Office of Management and Budget as required
by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, Pub. L. No. 96.511.

I 4C 'O'
941 941104

ADOCK 05000277
'O PDR I

. . _ . __ - .
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Mr. D. M. Smith 2

| We appreciate your cooperation.

|

Sincerely,

"0Eiglshi signeIBYE-

Clifford J. Anderson
Clifford J. Anderson, Section Chief
Projects Section 28
Division of Reactor Projects

Docket / License No. 50-277/DPR-44; 50-278/DPR-56

Enclosure:
1. NRC Region I Combined Inspection Report 50-277/94-21 and 50-278/94-21

i

cc w/ enc 1:
J. Doering, Chairman, Nuclear Review Board
G. Rainey, Vice President, Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station
W. H. Smith, III, Vice President, Nuclear Station Support '

O. B. Fetters, Director, Nuclear Engineering
A. F. Kirby, III, External Operations - Nuclear, Delmarva Power & Light Co.
G. Edwards, Plant Manager, Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station
A. J. Wasong, Manager, Experience Assessment
G. A. Hunger, Jr., Director, Licensing
J. W. Durham, Sr., Senior Vice President and General Counsel
J. A. Isabella, Director, Generation Projects Department,

Atlantic Electric
B. W. Gorman, Manager, External Affairs
R. McLean, Power Plant Siting, Nuclear Evaluations
D. Poulsen, Secretary of Harford County Council
R. Ochs, Maryland Safe Energy Coalition
J. H. Walter, Chief Engineer, Public Service Commission of Maryland
Public Document Room (PDR)
Local Public Document Room (LPDR)
Nuclear Safety Information Center (NSIC)
D. Screnci, PA0 (2)
NRC Resident Inspector
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
TM1 - Alert (TMIA)
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Mr. D. M. Smith 3 |
|

bec w/ enc 1: ;

Region I Docket Room (with concurrences)
K. Gallagher, DRP

bec w/ enc 1: (Via E-Mail)
W. Dean, OEDO
J. Shea, NRR

I J. Stolz, PDI-2, NRR ;

| M. Shannon, ILPB

!

l

l

|

l

l

;

)
!

|

DOCUMENT NAME: A:9421.PB

To receive a copy of #ds h . l. Indcate in tw bosc 'C" = Copy without attachment /endoeure 'E' = Copy with '

attachment /enciosure w - No copy

|
| OFFICE RI:DRP RI:DRP

NAME WSchmidt CAnderson .

DATE /'/V /94 (/4 /v/ V Y/94 (#/
'

0FFICIAL RECORD COPY

|

|
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U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION I |

Docket / Report No. 50-277/94-21 License Nos. DPR-44
50-278/94-21 DPR-56

Licensee: PECO Energy Company
P. O. Box 195
Wayne, PA 19087-0195

Facility Name: Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station Units 2 and 3

Dates: August 28 - October 8, 1994

Inspectors: W. L. Schmidt, Senior Resident Inspector
F. P. Bonnett, Resident Inspector
R. K. Lorsen, Resid . Inspector |

Approved By: A // / [[-

C. J. ArMkrsoM Chief Date |Reactor Projects Section 2B '

Division of Reactor Projects

i

!

I
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY |
Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station ;

Inspection Report 94-21

Plant Operations

The inspectors found that the operators conducted routine activities safely
during the period (Section 2.0). At Unit 3, operators responded well to a
secondary containment isolation valve failure (Section 4.3) and to increasing
drywell pressure caused by a packing leak on the inboard high pressure coolant|

' injection (HPCI) steam supply isolation valve (Section 2.2). Also, the
operators promptly recognized and corrected a condensate storage tank low
level condition (Section 2.1.2).

| The Unit 2 refueling outage activities were conducted well and good
coordination was observed between the station groups (Section 2.1). The fuel
handling activities were well controlled (Section 2.1.1).

Several areas of weak operator performance were noted involving: less than |
adequate review of equipment blocking permits (discussed below); a slow i

resoonse to an air leak into the reactor cavity (Section 2.1.2); and multiple
,

log (eeping deficiencies (Section 2.5). l

The morning leadership and Nuclear Review Board meetings continued to provide
good oversight of plant operations (Section 2.4).

Maintenance and Surveillance
,

Maintenance activities performed during the Unit 2 refueling outage including
the emergency electrical bus outages (Section 4.1), and repair of a residual
heat removal system injection isolation valve (Section 4.2) were well |

controlled (Section 2.1). Isolation of a steam packing leak inside the Unit 3
drywell (Section 4.4), and support for the 3D high pressure service pump motor
bearing failure investigation (Section 4.5) were also conducted well.

Surveillance and modification testing including containment leakrate (Section
3.1), emergency electrical bus undervoltage (Section 3.2) and station blackout
testing (Section 3.4) were performed well.

Despite the generally good control of outage activities, several events
occurred that demonstrated poor coordination, comunications, and self-
checking (Section 2.1.2). These included: a mis-aligned refueling bridge
mast; two occurrences where reactor level indication was unexpectedly lost
during the reactor vessel head removal; and an untimely notification of the
reactor services supervisor regarding a broken fuel rod.

Clearance and tagging errors resulted in several unexpected plant events
including: a loss of shutdown cooling; inability to restore shutdown cooling;
loss of reactor cavity clarity; and operation of three instrument air
compressors without supplying cooling water (Section 2.1.4).

11

.
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Enaineerina and Technical Suncort

Engineering provided good support for plant operations and maintenance
activities. The modification packages for the improved refueling level
instrumentation (Section 5.1) and improved 4kV bus off-tie transfer circuitry
were of high quality. The investigation into suspected Unit 2 fuel leaks
(Section 2.1.1) and the analysis performed to support the repair of a Unit 2
residual heat removal inboard isolation valve (Section 4.2) were good.

The chronic equipment list was utilized effectively to develop long term
actions for resolution of equipment reliability problems (Section 5.2). Also,
the inspectors determined that none of the items on the chronic equipment list

t

presented a safety concern.

A temporary change (TC) issued to an emergency service water system operating
| procedure appeared to be an intent change and therefore beyond the scope of a

TC (Section 5.3). This issue remains unresolved (Unresolved 94-21-01).

Unresolved Item 93-25-02 involving the mis-operation of the time armature
resistance relays in the high pressure coolant injection system motor ,

'

controllers was closed.

Plant Suonort

Material and housekeeping conditions in the Unit 2 torus were excellent and
PECO responded appropriately to inspector concerns involving a cluttered Unit
2 drywell condition (Section 2.1.1).

Observed radiological controls (Section 6.1) and physical security activities
'were found to be acceptable.

|

|

| iii

l
l

l
-- _ _ . _ ___ _ _ _ . _
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DETAILS

1.0 PLANT ACTIVITIES REVIEW (71707)*

1.1 PECO Energy Company Activities
l

The PECO Energy Company (PECO) conducted normal operating and shutdownl

| activities at Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station (PBAPS) Unit 2 and Unit 3
' safely over the period.

| Unit 2 began the inspection period operating at about 74% power in an end-of-
| cycle-coastdown mode. The control room staff removed the 2B reactor feedwater

pump (RFP) from service on September 5, when two RFPs could maintain stable
i operation. A load drop to 48% power occurred on September 10 to perform flux

tilt testing in an attempt to identify any additional fuel leakage before the
Unit 2 outage. No additional fuel leakage was identified and operators
returned the plant to maximum power on September 12, 1994.

The tenth refueling outage for Unit 2 began on September 16, 1994. Major
modifications implemented during the outage included the installation of a,

i'

digital recirculation control system; reactor water clean-up system
improvements; and the power rerate modification. Major maintenance activities
included replacement of the 2A recirculation pump motor and pump internals,
and inspection of the core shroud. At the end of the period the outage was :
about 70% complete and was generally on schedule.

Unit 3 operated at essentially 100% power for the entire period. The control j
room staff began a reactor shutdown on August 31, 1994, due to entering a ;

technical specification (TS) shutdcwn limiting condition of operation (LCO) '

for a failed secondary containment isolation valve (Section 4.3). Power was
restored to 100% for the remainder of the period following resolution of the l

failed containment valve. Operators and plant management responded well in I
identifying and correcting the cause of an increase in drywell pressure and i
unidentified leakage. The leakage was identified and isolated by backseating
the high pressure coolant injection (HPCI) inboard steam supply isolation
valve (Section 4.4).

1.2 NRC Activities

The resident and regional based inspectors conducted routine and reactive
inspection activities concerning operations (Section 2.0), surveillance

1

(Section 3.0), maintenance (Section 4.0), engineering and technical support 1
(Section 5.0), and plant support (Section 6.0). The inspectors conducted

|these activities during normal and off-normal (backshift) PEC0 work hours. 4

There was a total of 17 and 18 hours of backshift and deep-backshift inspec- I

tion hours, respectively.

I

* The inspection procedare from NRC Manuel Chapter 2515 that the inspectors used as guldence
is perenthetically listed for each report section.
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Based on a review of an August 3,1994, overflow of the PBAPS emergency-

cooling tower (ECT) the inspectors identified a condition where the emergency
i service water system (ESW) was operated in an unanalyzed condition. The
; inspectors documented this review in Special Inspection Report 94-24.

The following specialist inspections also occurred during the report period:

DAlg Sub.iect Report No. Inspector;

i 8/29-31/94 Initial Licensing Examination 94-22 Sisco'

9/7-14/94 Special Safety Inspection 94-24 Lorson
9/19-24/94 Outage Radiological Controls 94-23 Eckert

j 9/26-10/7/94 Non-Destructive Examination 94-404 Gray
,

i

| 2.0 PLANT OPERATIONS REVIEW (71707, 92901, 93702, 92700)
i

The inspectors independently found that operators conducted routine Unit 2'

) activities well including safely reducing reactor power to perform flux tilt
j testing and executing a reactor shutdown for the tenth refueling outage.
3 While the testing did not specifically identify any additional fuel bundle
i leakage, it did identify several potentially leaking bundles which were added
j to the in-core sipping schedule.
i I

i The Unit 3 control room operators conducted routine activities well. The
; control room staff safely began a reactor shutdown after entering the TS

shutdown LCO for an inoperable secondary containment, due to the failure of an
|

4

| isolation valve to close (Section 4.3). Also, operators promptly responded to
j an increasing drywell pressure caused by a packing leak on the inboard HPCI
: steam supply isolation valve (Section 2.2).

i The operations crews made correct determinations of safety system operability
] and reportability of identified conditions. The crews adequately tracked and
i controlled entry into and exit from TS LCOs. The inspectors routinely

verified the operability of safety systems required to support given planti

conditions at both units. Housekeeping at both units remained good.

| 2.1 Refueling Outage - Unit 2
:

; The inspectors attended numerous outage planning, status, and management
meetings and assessed them to be effective in coordinating and communicating;

outage efforts. The inspectors found ongoing modification and maintenance
activities well coordinated and controlled, and good radiation worker.

practices in use. The inspectors concluded that PEC0 personnel conducted'

activities on the refueling floor, including reactor disassembly, core4

i sipping, fuel bundle inspection, and inspection of the reactor shroud in a
3

well supervised and controlled manner.
i
J Overall, PECO conducted the outage well. PECO staff and management were well

informed, and they promptly raised and addressed emerging problems.:

4 Coordination between working groups was generally good. As discussed below,
j the inspectors conducted detailed plant tours observing good procedure usage

!
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and only minor housekeeping problems (Section 2.1.1); however, several events

; occurred that caused unexpected and unnecessary challenges to the operators
: and plant staff. Several of the events related to a lack of coordination,

communication, and self-checking by PECO personnel (Section 2.1.2). Further,
); several events were caused by inadequate preparation and review of the plant
: impact of blocking clearances (Section 2.1.3). The inspectors concluded that

these events were preventable and were the result of personnel performance'

weaknesses.

2.1.1 Inspection Activities
1

e Drywell Tours
|;

| The inspectors toured the drywell and noted personnel access and egress
: walkways were blocked with mirror insulation, loose tools, and scaffolding
; components. The inspectors were concerned that this clutter could cause
; personnel to climb on components, rather than use the walkways, and this could i
j lead to personnel injury or equipment damage. The Unit Outage Manager ;

indicated that he would address the concerns. The inspectors made a followup |:

|
drywell tour and noted that the general housekeeping conditions had improved.

.

I e Torus Tour
i 1

The inspectors toured the torus and assessed that the material condition and |4

housekeeping was excellent. During the tour, the inspectors observed
- surveillance testing on the torus to drywell vacuum breakers. The inspectors

noted that the test was well controlled and the breakers operated smoothly.

{ e Refueling Bridge Tours ,

:
; PECO fuel handling personnel performed operations in a professional and well
; coordinated manner. Observations of core alterations from the refueling

platform indicated that the Fuel Handling Director, the Refueling Platform
1 Operator, and the Reactor Operator functioned well. Communications between
; the operators and the use of fuel location aids were excellent. Further, the
j use of a closed-circuit television camera mounted at the end of the grapple

mast was a strength. Core alterations and core verification were completed;

j without mishap during the inspection period.
.

f
e Fuel Sipping

. PEC0 performed in-core fuel sipping and positively confirmed three of the four
known leaking fuel bundles. The four bundles had been identified during the"

previous fuel cycle during flux tilt testing. The leaking type LYG fuel
! bundles, which had been originally loaded during the eighth refueling outage,
4 were located in control cells. PEC0 removed the leaking bundles and as a

precautionary measure, all other LYG fuel bundles from the core. PECO
L, inspected the fuel and found no debris induced defects. They determined that

manufacturing defects caused the leakage. The inspectors discussed the fuel
i issue with the reactor engineers and determined that PECO took good actions to
j address and eliminate the possibility of future fuel leaks.
i
,

,
_ . -
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! 2.1.2 Events
1

i Several events occurred during the outage that demonstrated a lack of
i coordination, communication, and self-checking by PECO personnel. The
'

inspectors found that the safety significance of each event was low; however,
I the events did present unexpected and unnecessary challenges to control room
i operators and plant staff.

] e Unit 3 Condensate Storage Tank Level Drop

i The inspectors determined that a poorly written procedure allowed an
; unexpected lowering of the Unit 3 condensate storage tank (CST) level during
i the filling of the Unit 2 reactor refueling cavity. PECO took appropriate

initial corrective actions to this condition by: securing flood-up; reviewing-

and issuing a temporary change to the procedure; and initiating a performance
;

| enhancement program (PEP) review.
i
i The inspectors reviewed procedure A0 27.6-2, " Filling the Unit 2 Reactor Well,
! Dryer, and Separator Pit From the condensate System, Condensate Transfer,
i Refueling Water Storage Tank, or Core Spray System," and noted that the
j procedure connected both CSTs (Unit 2's as well as Unit 3's) and the refueling
t water storage tank together, thus causing the Unit 3 CST level to drop
; (unexpectedly) during the filling of the Unit 2 reactor well. The inspector

discussed this issue with the system manager who agreed with the finding and
; indicated that the procedure would be revised to correct the deficiency.
:

| The safety significance of this event was low since the CST is not relied upon |
as a safety-related water source. The updated final safety analysis report |3

I (UFSAR) and the system's design basis document indicated that the torus was i

| relied upon to ensure an adequate inventory for the emergency core cooling
i systems. The reduction in CST level would.not have prevented the ECCS systems i
i from performing their design safety functions. Also, the inspector noted that '

i the operators promptly recognized and corrected the low Unit 3 CST level.
? |

e Air Bubbles Leaking Into Reactor Cavity
|
1 i

During a refueling floor tour, the inspectors observed significant air i
'

: bubbling from the flooded reactor cavity, without aggressive PEC0 radiation
i protection and supervisory involvement. For about 25 minutes on September 20,

1994, air bubbles were observed on the water surface during a performance of
i local leak rate test (LLRT) of the 8 feedwater header check valve. The

i radiation protection personnel and reactor services supervisor assumed that i

i the air was from a LLRT and did not aggressively confirm their assumption that
i no adverse radiological condition existed. The inspector determined that the
j air was leaking past the shut feedwater header stop valve (M0-298) located in
: the drywell.

|.
The safety significance of this observation was low; however, the slow
response to an abnormal condition and reliance on assumptions were of concern

| to the inspectors. The control room staff was monitoring the air bubbling on
i a close-circuit television monitor and also did not react in a timely manner

to determine the source of the air or act to secure it. The inspectors

,
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Based on a review of an August 3,1994, overflow of the PBAPS emergency
cooling tower (ECT) the inspectors identified a condition where the emergency
service water system (ESW) was operated in an unanalyzed condition. The
inspectors documented this review in Special Inspection Report 94-24. 1

1The following specialist inspections also occurred during the report period:

DAlg Sub.iect Report No. Inspector

8/29-31/94 Initial Licensing Examination 94-22 Sisco
9/7-14/94 Special Safety Inspection 94-24 Lorson
9/19-24/94 Outage Radiological Controls 94-23 Eckert
9/26-10/7/94 Non-Destructive Examination 94-404 Gray )

2.0 PLANT OPERATIONS REVIEW (71707, 92901, 93702, 92700) !

The inspectors independently found that operators conducted routine Unit 2
activities well including safely reducing reactor power to perform flux tilt
testing and executing a reactor shutdown for the tenth refueling outage.
While the testing did not specifically identify any additional fuel bundle
leakage, it did identify several potentially leaking bundles which were added
to the in-core sipping schedule. I

The Unit 3 control room operators conducted routine activities well. The
control room staff safely began a reactor shutdown after entering the TS
shutdown LCO for an inoperable secondary containment, due to the failure of an 1

isolation valve to close (Section 4.3). Also, operators promptly responded to
an increasing drywell pressure caused by a packing leak on the inboard HPCI
steam supply isolation valve (Section 2.2).

1

The operations crews made correct determinations of safety system operability
and reportability of identified conditions. The crews adequately tracked and
controlled entry into and exit from TS LCOs. The inspectors routinely
verified the o)erability of safety systems required to support given plant
conditions at )oth units. Housekeeping at both units remained good.

2.1 Refueling Outage - Unit 2

The inspectors attended numerous outage planning, status, and management
meetings and assessed them to be effective in coordinating and communicating
outage efforts. The inspectors found ongoing modification and maintenance
activities well coordinated and controlled, and good radiation worker
practices in use. The inspectors concluded that PEC0 personnel conducted
activities on the refueling floor, including reactor disassembly, core
sipping, fuel bundle inspection, and inspection of the reactor shroud in a
well supervised and controlled manner.

Overall, PECO conducted the outage well. PEC0 staff and management were well
informed, and they promptly raised and addressed emerging problems.
Coordination between working groups was generally good. As discussed below, i

the inspectors conducted detailed plant tours observing good procedure usage '
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and only minor housekeeping problems (Section 2.1.1); however, several events ,

occurred that caused unexpected and unnecessary challenges to the operators I

and plant staff. Several of the events related to a lack of coordination, '

communication, and self-checking by PECO personnel (Section 2.1.2). Further,
several events were caused by inadequate preparation and review of the plant
impact of blocking clearances (Section 2.1.3). The inspectors concluded that
these events were preventable and were the result of personnel performance
weaknesses,

i
| 2.1.1 Inspection Activities
|

| e Drywell Tours

| The inspectors toured the drywell and noted personnel access and egress
walkways were blocked with m'rror insulation, loose tools, and scaffolding

i components. The inspectors were concerned that this clutter could cause
'

personnel to climb on components, rather than use the walkways, and this could j
lead to personnel injury or equipment damage. The Unit Outage Manager
indicated that he would address the concerns. The inspectors made a followup

| drywell tour and noted that the general housekeeping conditions had improved.

* Torus Tour
|

| The inspectors toured the torus and assessed that the material condition and !

housekeeping was excellent. During the tour, the inspectors observed
t

| surveillance testing on the torus to drywell vacuum breakers. The inspectors
noted that the test was well controlled and the breakers operated smoothly.

* Refueling Bridge Tours

PECO fuel handling personnel performed operations in a professional and well
coordinated manner. Observations of core alterations from the refueling
platform indicated that the Fuel Handling Director, the Refueling Platform
Operator, and the Reactor Operator functioned well. Communications between
the operators and the use of fuel location aids were excellent. Further, the
use of a closed-circuit television camera mounted at the end of the grapple
mast was a strength. Core alterations and core verification were completed
without mishap during the inspection period.

* Fuel Sipping

| PEC0 performed in-core fuel sipping and positively confirmed three of the four
known leaking fuel bundles. The four bundles had been identified during the
previous fuel cycle during flux tilt testing. The leaking type LYG fuel
bundles, which had been originally loaded during the eighth refueling outage,

| were located in control cells. PECO removed the leaking bundles and as a
' precautionary measure, all other LYG fuel bundles from the core. PECO

inspected the fuel and found no debris induced defects. They determined that
manufacturing defects caused the leakage. The inspectors discussed the fuel
issue with the reactor engineers and determined that PECO took good actions to

j address and eliminate the possibility of future fuel leaks.

I

- - - . .
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2.1.2 Events

Several events occurred during the outage that demonstrated a lack of
coordination, communication, and self-checking by PECO personnel. The |

Iinspectors found that the safety significance of each event was low; however,
the events did present unexpected and unnecessary challenges to control room
operators and plant staff.

* Unit 3 Condensate Storage Tank Level Drop

| The inspectors determined that a poorly written procedure allowed an
|

unexpected lowering of the Unit 3 condensate storage tank (CST) level during
the filling of the Unit 2 reactor refueling cavity. PECO took appropriate
initial corrective actions to this condition by: securing flood-up; reviewing
and issuing a temporary change to the procedure; and initiating a performance
enhancement program (PEP) review.

|

j The inspectors reviewed procedure A0 27.6-2, " Filling the Unit 2 Reactor Well,
Dryer, and Separator Pit From the Condensate System, Condensate Transfer,'

Refueling Water Storage Tank, or Core Spray System," and noted that the
| procedure connected both CSTs (Unit 2's as well as Unit 3's) and the refueling

water storage tank together, thus causing the Unit 3 CST level to dropI

| (unexpectedly) during the filling of the Unit 2 reactor well. The inspector
| discussed this issue with the system mantger who agreed with the finding and

indicated that the procedure would be revised to correct the deficiency.

The safety significance of this event was low since the CST is not relied upon
| as a safety-related water source. The updated final safety analysis report

(UFSAR) and the system's design basis document indicated that the torus was
relied upon to ensure an adequate inventory for the emergency core cooling l;

j systems. The reduction in CST level would not have prevented the ECCS systems i
from performing their design safety functions. Also, the inspector noted that 1!

'

| the operators promptly recognized and corrected the low Unit 3 CST level.
|

| e Air Bubbles Leaking Into Reactor Cavity

During a refueling floor tour, the inspec. tors observed significant air
I bubbling from the flooded reactor cavity, without aggressive PECO radiation ,

: protection and supervisory involvement. For about 25 minutes on September 20, |
| 1994, air bubbles were observed on the water surface during a performance of '

| local leak rate test (LLRT) of the B feedwater header check valve. The i

| radiation protection personnel and reactor services supervisor assumed that
I the air was from a LLRT and did not aggressively confirm their assumption that

'

no adverse radiological condition existed. The inspector determined that the
air was leaking past the shut feedwater header stop valve (M0-298) located in
the drywell.

The safety significance of this observation was low; however, the slow j
,

l response to an abnormal condition and reliance on assumptions were of concern |

| to the inspectors. The control room staff was monitoring the air bubbling on
i a close-circuit television monitor and also did not react in a timely manner

,

i to determine the source of the air or act to secure it. The inspectors |

4
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observed less than adequate comunications between the refueling floor and the
control room. No core alterations or in-vessel work activities were in
progress at the time of the event.

| e Refueling Bridge Mast Mis-alignment

Less than adequate coordination and communication between personnel performing
in-core fuel sipping resulted in the mis-alignment of the refueling bridge
mast. Hoses connected to the fuel sipping hood became twisted around a vessel

; component and caused the mast to bend as it was being lowered. The inspectors
noted that the individual who had been stationed to alert the bridge opuators
to such a situation did not recognize the interference and did not alert the
bridge operator. PECO initiated a PEP report to review this event. The

l inspectors concluded that this event was not significant and also noted that
no fuel handling evolutions were in progress at the time of the event.

e Loss of Reactor Level Indication Events

Less than adequate comunications and coordination of the outage schedule
resulted in two occurrences involving the loss of the upset range of reactor
level indication during the removal of the reactor head. In both instances,
technicians loosened the reference leg piping from the reactor head in
preparation for head removal without informing the control room. Loosening
the head piping resulted in draining of the reference leg to the transmitter.
This caused the control room indications to fail upscale, and not indicate
actual reactor vessel level. During both instances, reactor vessel water
level was above the normal wide range level instrument band. With the upset
range instrument failed upscale, the only valid reactor level indication was
lost.

Reactor service personnel caused the first event by attempting to get ahead of
the schedule; removing the piping without understanding the impact of their
actions on plant parameters. The second event occurred due to mis-
comunication between the shift manager and the reactor services personnel
during the head removal evolution. PECO initiated a PEP report to review both
of these events.

These events were not safety significant since the reactor vessel water level
was maintained high and other reactor vessel water level instruments needed
for ECCS operability were still functional. The inspectors determined that
both instances involved poor comunications and coordination and an
insufficient understanding by the technicians of the impact of their actions
on the plant. The inspectors noted that the operations staff responded well
to the first event, by lowering reactor level to within the range covered by
the narrow range level instruments, and to the second event, by applying a
correction factor to the indicated reactor vessel level.

| e Broken Fuel Rod

|
Less than adequate comunications between a vendor technician inspecting an
irradiated fuel bundle and the reactor services supervisor occurred on
September 23, 1994. A technician had disassembled one of the known leaking

___ _ __ - _ _ _ _ , , . .
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! fuel bundles to inspect the rods. A tie rod broke during reassembly of the
] fuel bundle. After the rod was contained, the technician informed an RP !

technician of the event, thus bypassing the reactor services supervisor, l

Additional time elapsed before the reactor services supervisor became aware of4

|
] the event. PECO initiated a PEP report to review this event. I

l

The inspector reviewed the video tape of the broken fuel rod inspection and
determined that all nuclear material that had fallen from the rod when it.

broke was contained and accounted for. The technicians removed the fuel rod<

; from the bundle for closer inspection after identifying it as cracked. The
j fuel rod broke during bundle reassembly as the nut was being replaced. PECO
f safely and appropriately secured the broken pieces inside the water rod of the
] bundle and stored the fuel bundle in the spent fuel pool.

| 2.1.3 Clearance and Tagging Issues
1
' Clearance and tagging errors caused several unex)ected plant events. The

inspector reviewed these events and determined t1at their su sty significance
was low; however, these events did present unexpected and u.. ecessary3

1 challenges to the control room operators and plant staff, dut to less than
i adequate self-check and attention-to-detail.
.

j e Loss of Shutdown Cooling caused By Preventive Maintenance

Unit 2 operators responded well to a loss of shutdown cooling (SDC) on.

September 21, 1994. The event occurred after an instrument and controls (I&C)i

j technician lifted the neutral lead from a primary containment isolation system
: (PCIS) relay that broke the neutral loop to an in-series relay for the
! outboard SDC valve (MO-17) causing M0-17 to close. The operators immediately
i entered off-normal procedure, ON-125, " Loss of Shutdown Cooling," and
i stabilized the plant. SDC was restored within 19 minutes after the initial

loss and reactor water temperature did not increase during the event. PECO4

{ made a four-hour notification to the NRC via the Emergency Notification System
! (ENS).

PECO was replacing relay 2-16A-K063 for the reactor water clean-up (RWCU) high
i flow isolation. The relay was one of nine relays that are electrically looped
: together on the neutral side of the relay coil and was the first relay in the
i loop from terminal board BB. The clearance properly de-energized the power

source to the relay, but did not address the neutral lead. As the I&C4

i technicians de-terminated the electrical leads from 16A-K063, the neutral loop
was broken, de-energizing the remaining eight relays which included the 2-16A-
K030 relay for M0-17 causing the SDC isolation.,

!

PECO determined the cause of the event to be a less than adequate review
'

j during preparation of the clearance. The clearance writer failed to identify
; the looped neutral circuit on the wiring diagram and the technical reviewer
! failed to identify the neutral circuit due to inadequate training. Further,
i the removal of neutral leads was considered to be knowledge of the craft. As
1 an interim corrective action, PEC0 recalled all work orders involving relay
j replacement to re-evaluate the clearances. Long term actions included

i

1
1
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training of all clearance writers and technical reviewers in this area. The
inspector reviewed PECO's actions and noted that no recurring events occurred.

e Inability to Restart Shutdown Cooling

On September 24, 1994, during a control room tour, the inspector noted that
operators could not open the shutdown cooling injection valve, M0-25A, while
attempting to return shutdown cooling to service. Investigation into the
cause of M0-25A's failure to open indicted that a tagout had been previously
applied to isolate the A train of core spray (CS) logic. This caused the low
pressure coolant injection permissive relay to be deenergized thus preventing
M0-25A from opening.

The inspector reviewed the associated clearance and found that it did not
identify that the relay for the low pressure interlock on the residual heat
removal (RHR) system would be affected by the deenergization of the CS logic.

| PECO addressed the problem and reestablished SDC.
|

e Loss of Reactor Cavity Clarity
I During SDC operation an unexpected increase in RHR flow occurred and caused a

loss of reactor vessel water clarity. The flow increased when the flow
control valve (CV-26770) to the 2D RHR heat exchanger drifted open following
the application of a clearance that de-energized control power to the valve.
The operators understood that the control power would be de-energized by the
clearance, but assumed that the valve position would remain throttled open.
The inspector and PECO determined that a note on a wiring diagram stating that
the valve would fully open with control power de-energized was missed by the
clearance writer and operators.

* Insufficient clearance Applied to the Turbine Building closed Cooling
Water

The inspectors noted problems with restoring the non-safety related turbine
building closed cooling water (TBCCW) and instrument air systems following the
non-safety service water system outage. While all affected equipment was non-
safety related, this event indicated problems with clearance and tagging,
system inter-relationship knowledge, procedural adherence, and review of
information tags prior to equipment operation. This event resulted in
operation of the instrument air compressors without cooling water and
subsequent automatic shutdown of two of the compressors on high temperature.
The operators responded appropriately to the loss of the air compressors.

|

PECO initiated a PEP review to investigate this event. The inspector had no |
further questions.

2.2 High Pressure Coolant Injection Valve Packing Leak - Unit 3

On September 24, 1994, the control room staff responded well to an unexpected
increase in the Unit 3 drywell temperature and pressure. The operators
promptly entered procedures OT-101, "High Drywell Pressure" and ON-120, "High I
Drywell Temperature," and were able to stabilize drywell pressure at |

| approximately 0.6 psig by maximizing drywell cooling. The operators

|
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determined that the pressure increase was due to a steam leak from the high
pressure coolant injection (HPCI) system steam supply valve (M0-3-23-15).
MO-3-23-15 is normally open to provide a steam supply flowpath to the HPCI
turbine, and also has a safety function to shut for containment isolation.
The operators shut and de-energized M0-3-23-15 to isolate the steam leak and
declared the HPCI system inoperable, thus placing Unit 3 in a seven day TS
shutdown action statement. Further actions to correct this problem are
discussed in Section 4.4.

2.3 Torus Room Tour - Unit 3

The inspectors toured the Unit 3 torus room as part of the normal plant
inspection. The housekeeping, material, and radiological conditions in the
area were acceptable and properly posted.

2.4 Management oversight of Plant Operations

The inspector attended numerous morning and plant operations review committee
(PORC) meetings and the September 1994 Nuclear Review Board (NRB) meeting at
PBAPS. The plant manager continued to use the morning meeting as a very
useful tool for identifying follow-up items and equipment problems. Issues
raised and discussed at length in this meeting included the failure of a
emergency diesel generator (EDG) output breaker to re-close following tripping
per a surveillance test and the failure of the 3D high pressure service water
pump (HPSW). PECO continued to discuss potential radiological control
problems identified by personnel contamination reports. PECO also started to
use this meeting to allow distribution of PEP issues to the responsible
department managers. This appeared to be a good method of letting all site
directors know of the type of issues identified; however, the inspector found
some variability as to the amount of discussion that took place on PEP issues.

The September 1994 NRB meeting focused on PBAPS activities. The discussions
focused on Quality Assurance (QA) audits, Independent Safety Engineering Group
(ISEG) reports, plant manager reports and review of LERs and NRC inspection
reports. The NRB discussed the upcoming core shroud cracking inspection on
Unit 2 and showed good safety insights. The NRB also showed concern that the
NRC, not PECO, had to identify that chemistry technicians were not taking
proper environmental monitoring samples of the Susquehanna River as required
by TS. (Discussed in NRC IR 94-04).

2.5 Unified Log Update

PECO took good actions to address an inspector's concern over the use of the
integrated control room log. Through comparison of the computerized log
versus the official hard copy log, the inspector noted that the hard copy log
did not include fourteen entries made during a four hour period. The inspector
found that the missing entries were in the com;..ter system, but were not
printed out; since they were made after shift turnover. The inspector brought
this discrepancy to the shift manager's attention who initiated a PEP review
and a new' printout of the log.

|

I
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: PEC0 performed an audit of the log as far back as August 23, 1994, and found I

: 48 instances of missing entries. The results of the PEP investigation
,indicated that all entries were not made prior to the end of shift print out. I

,

i Further, PECO identified that supervisors closing-out LCO entries were not '

i entering the time of closure on the LC0 close-out field causing the computer :
i to enter a default time of midnight for that day. PECO changed the Operations

Manual to require the previous days log to be printed at about 1:00 a.m., and:

I reprinted all log entries from July 25, 1994, when the computerized log was
,

|
i officially implemented. PECO also implemented software program changes to
i properly close LC0 entries. The inspector found these action acceptable.

,

1

2.6 Licensee Event Report Update

| The inspectors reviewed the following Licensee Event Reports (LERs), finding
; them factual, and that PEC0 had identified the root causes, implemented
; appropriate corrective actions, and made the required notifications.

k LER No. LER_RdA LER Title
2-94-008 8/3/94 Emergency Service Water Valve Closed and Lefti

Unattended.

1 2-94-006 8/4/94 Missed Fire Watch
|
! 2-94-007 8/10/94 Unit 2 Secondary Containment Breached to fight

Fire>

3-94-003 8/11/94 High Pressure Coolant Injection System
Inoperable during Maintenance Activities

3-94-004 9/24/94 High Pressure Coolant Injection Steam Supply
Valve Leak

2.7 10 CFR Part 21 Report Update
L

PECO implemented a good program to review safety-related equipment l
deficiencies identified to them by manufacturers, under 10 CFR Part 21. This |process used the station action request system to ensure that the proper '

personnel become aware of the issue and to ensure that adequate reviews and
corrective actions are taken. The inspectors reviewed the actions taken on
the following 10 CFR Part 21 reports, finding that PECO took proper corrective
actions when the reports applied to PBAPS.

2dg Part 21 No. Title / Resolution

4/30/91 93-016 AB8 Current Transformer Cracking - PEC0 has
implemented the inspection of this type current
transformer into the preventive maintenance program.
Presently, all switchgear, with the exception of two
load centers scheduled for the fall of 1995, have been
inspected. No discrepancies have been found.
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! 3.0 SURVEILLANCE TESTING OBSERVATIONS (61726, 71707)
!
' The inspectors observed conduct of surveillance tests (STs) to determine the
,

use of approved procedures, the calibration of testing instrumentation, if i

! qualified personnel performed the tests, and that test acceptance criteria
j were met. The inspectors verified that: STs were properly scheduled and

J
i approved by shift supervision prior to performance; control room operators

1

1 were knowledgeable about testing in progress; and redundant systems or '

components were available for service, as required. The inspectors routinely4

i verified adequate performance of daily STs including instrument channel
i checks, and jet pump and control rod operability tests. The inspectors found
| these activities to be acceptable.

| 3.1 Containment Leakrate Surveillance Testing
i
'

During the outage the inspector observed several local leak rate tests
I (LLRTs). In all cases the personnel conducting the testing were knowledgeable

and conductned the testing in accordance with procedures. The inspector also
|reviewed and found acceptable a PEC0 discussion not to conduct as-found local

1eak rate tests on valves that PECO was scheduled to work on during the
outage. PECO QA conducted a detailed review of the LLRT program and conducted.

j an informative exit meeting. The audit identified several issues that line
] management committed to resolve.
!

{ 3.2 Undervoltage Testing - Unit 2

i The ins)ectors observed the undervoltage testing conduced on 4160 volt bus
2 E22. T1e individuals involved in the testing, including operators,

maintenance technicians, and engineers, performed well using good j

communication and proper tachniques to complete the testing. The inspector'

2 reviewed the surveillance test procedure finding that all TS surveillance
; requireme.-ts were tested.
3

! During a subsequent test of the E-12 bus undervoltage relays and tripping
! logic, the E42 diesel generator output breaker failed to reshut following
i opening. PECO removed the breaker and re-tested the newly installed breaker
: satisfactory. PECO found that the breaker trip mechanism did not quickly

reset, preventing subsequent re-closure. PECO engineering and the PECO
corporate laboratory examined and reviewed this breaker's failure to operate

. and determined that hardened grease caused binding of the trip mechanism. The
! inspectors will review PEC0's corrective actions in a subsequent report.
1

| 3.3 Core Shroud Inspection - Unit 2

During the Unit 2 outage PECO conducted an ultrasonic inspection of the
i reactor vessel core shroud accessible weld areas. These examinations
; identified cracking of a similar nature to that found at Unit 3, but of much
1 less magnitude. Based on an engineering analysis of the examination results,
! PECO determined that the Unit 2 shroud was structurally sound and that no

actions were required to ensure its stability over the next operating cycle..

1

i

i

I
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PEC0 presented the preliminary examination results to the NRC staff prior to
unit restart. Final examination documentation will M submitted to the NRC
staff for review in accordance with NRC Bulletin 94-01.

3.4 Station Blackout Modification Acceptance Test
1

| During the period, PECO completed the installation of an electrical power
| supply from the conowingo Dam Generating station to the PBAPS 13 kV

,

| switchgear. PECO has submitted a TS amendment to allow use of this supply as '

an alternate AC power source. The inspector observed a portion of the
modification acceptance testing of this power feed. This included aligning

,

the source to the station and operating an RHR pump. This testing I

demonstrated that the system could be used to supply power to a 4.1 kV safety-
related switchgear. Further, the data accumulated during the testing will be ,

Iused by PECO engineering to validate the assumptions needed for the source to
supply an RHR and HPSW pump at each unit, and all the 480 volt emergency
switchgear in the event of a loss of offsite power and the failure of all the |

EDGs to start (i.e., station blackout).

4.0 MAINTENANCE ACTIVITY 0BSERVATIONS (62703)

The inspectors observed portions of ongoing maintenance work to verify proper
implementation of maintenance procedures and controls. The inspectors
verified that PECO adequately implemented administrative controls including
blocking permits, fire watches, and ignition source and radiological controls.
The inspectors reviewed maintenance procedures, action requests (AR), work

| orders (WO), item handling reports, radiation work permits (RWP), material
i certifications, and receipt inspections. During observation of maintenance
| work, the inspectors verified appropriate Quality Verification (QV)
| involvement, plant conditions, TS LCOs, equipment alignment and turnover,

post-maintenance testing and reportability review. The inspectors found the
PECO's activities to be acceptable.

4.1 E-12/E-32 Bus Outages

The inspectors observed good work practices and control during preventive and
modification work conducted on the E12 and E32 4kV switchgear equipment. The

! scheduling and control of the work activities was good, and proper precautions
| and alternate power supplies were properly implemented.

4.2 Residual Heat Removal System Injection Valve (M0-258) Unit 2

The inspector noted good coordination between the maintenance and engineering
departments during activities performed on a Unit 2 RHR system injection
isolation valve (MO-258). PECO identified a slight misalignment between the
valve yoke and body which caused interference between the valve stem and
bonnet during operation. PECO decided to enlarge the bonnet bushing area to

,

alleviate the stem-to-bonnet interference, and to replace the yoke during thei

j next Unit 2 refueling outage.

1

|
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i PECO adequately developed, documented, and sequenced the repair method in a
j non-conformance report (NCR). The inspector observed selected M0-25B field
< maintenance activities, noting good control, in accordance with the NCR
: disposition. Additionally, the NCR provided adequate justification for the
j activities and addressed potential concerns regarding the integrity of the

valve's stem, bonnet, and yoke. The inspector noted that the valve vendor1

{ reviewed and concurred with the NCR disposition.
!

| The inspector noted no problems, concluding that the engineering disposition
and the field maintenance activities were performed well.

4.3 Failed Reactor Building Ventilation Damper - Unit 3 (Update) Unresolved
Item 94-10-01; Solenoid Valve Failures

The inspector determined that PECO responded well on August 31, 1994, when the
reactor building ventilation supply isolation damper (AO-30457) failed to shut
during a transfer of the "B" reactor protection system to its alternate power
source. A0-30457 should have shut when its solenoid control valve deenergized
on the resulting Group III isolation. This would have allowed the standby gas
system to establish a negative pressure in the secondary containment. PECO
promptly declared the secondary containment inoperable and initiated a plant
shutdown in accordance with TS 3.7.C.1.

PEC0 performed troubleshooting and determined that the normally energized ASCO
solenoid valve, which directed operating air to the damper, failed to
reposition when deenergized. PECO replaced the solenoid valve, successfully
tested A0-30457, and exited TS 3.7.C.1. The inspector concluded that PECO
responded promptly and appropriately to this event.

The inspectors noted that similar normally energized ASCO solenoid valves have
failed to reposition in the ESW system. Those failures were discussed in
Inspection Report 94-10, Section 5.2. The inspectors continue to review
PEC0's corrective actions to address these failures.

4.4 High Pressure Coolant Injection Steam Packing Leak - Unit 3

PECO performed well in developing plans to address packing leakage from the
HPCI inboard steam isolation valve (M0-2-23-15). This included development of
a special procedure to backseat the valve to isolate the leak by applying
short electrical open command signals to the motor operator contactor. This
allowed the valve to coast into its backseat to minimize mechanical stresses.
Prior to backseating the valve, the PORC approved a 10 CFR 50.59 safety review
to ensure that this activity would not introduce an unreviewed safety
question. The inspectors reviewed the special procedure, the safety
evaluation, and attended the PORC meeting and determined that PECO focused on
performing this evolution safely.

On September 28, 1994, PECO backseated M0-3-23-15 and successfully stopped the
steam leak. The inspectors noted that the job pre-brief and the evolution
were performed well. After backseating the valve, PECO performed the required
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; valve timing test and demonstrated that the valve was capable of meeting its
isolation time limits from the backseated position. PECO management indicated '

.

j that they planned to repair the valve during the next Unit 3 shutdown.
-

4.5 3D High Pressure Service Water Pump Failure - Unit 3

| PECO responded well and identified the cause of a September 7,1994, motor
i bearing failure on the 3D HPSW pump. While running the pump, operators in the
; area noticed smoke coming from the upper bearing after responding to a control
; room high temperature alarm. The operators left the area and directed that

. the control room secure the pump. The fire brigade responded well to the
! indication of the fire, including proper use of self contained breathing
i apparatus during a room entry and proper preparation for smoke removal. After
; the pump was secured, the fire brigade noted that the smoke generation had
] stopped, and determined that there was not a fire condition.

Plant management ensured that aggressive action was taken to detennine the
.

cause of the pump motor bearing failure. Site system engineering,
i maintenance, and PECO corporate testing laboratory personnel, performed well
'

during the ) ump removal and disassembly. PECO concluded that the deep draft ;

! pump line s1 aft couplings had loosened causing the motor and pump damage. '

: Normal pump rotation causes the line shaft couplings to tighten; reverse '

i rotation would cause the coupling to loosen and lengthen the overall pump i
i shaft. PECO determined that the pump shaft had turned backwards, following
J securing the D pump with the B pump in operation, due to check valve leakage.

This reverse rotation cause the cou) lings to loosen and lengthen the pump
i shaft. The lengthened pump shaft tien caused an upward thrust on the upper

bearing and a downward force on the pump internals resulting in the damage to
the motor and pump.

; PECO continues to review this issue and to develop corrective actions. The

] inspector will review these actions in a subsequent report.

. 4.6 (Closed) High Pressure Coolant Injection Motor Starting Relays,
| Unresolved Item 93-25-02

! PEC0 properly implemented a modification to the DC motor controllers for the
HPCI systems of both units in April and May, 1994. PECO removed the time
armature (TA) resistance relays from all affected DC motor controllers under
modification package P00259. Four previously reported events had been caused,

by the mis-operation of this relay, that was initially installed in all HPCI
DC motor controllers to limit the starting current surge. PEC0 had previously
removed the starting resistors under an earlier modification because the
actuators did not develop sufficient thrust and torque to perform their safety
function under worst case DC power distribution and environmental condition;

. however, the TA relays were not removed as part of the earlier modification.
i

The resident staff reviewed the four instances where HPCI system components'

failed to operate on-demand because of mis-operation of the TA relay since
October 1992. In two cases, the HPCI system injected following reactor scrams
as designed, but failed to restart after the system had been secured. The:

i
,
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inspectors reviewed the safety significance of these mis-operations at the
time of the scrams and determined it to be low since operators would not have
secured the system if operation was necessary.

The other two cases involved valve failures to open, during surveillance
testing. The inspectors determined that these events were not safety
significant since they were identified during surveillance testing and since
the automatic depressurization system and low pressure coolant injection
systems were operable at the time. Further, for each instance PECO took
appropriate actions to correct the individual problems, inspected the other TA
relays to ensure that the auxiliary contacts would function, and properly
reported the events to the NRC.

The inspectors reviewed the modification package and engineering change'

'

requests and discussed the effects of the TA relay removal on the individual
components and DC distribution system with the system manager. The inspector,

; determined that the modification sufficiently corrected the component failure
problem. The inspector has observed no further failures since implementation

; of the modification. This item is closed.

5.0 ENGINEERING AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT ACTIVITIES (37551)

The inspectors routinely monitor and assess licensee support staff activities.
During this inspection period, the inspectors focused on the activities

.

discussed below.

5.1 Outage Modification Packages Review - Unit 2
.

* Modification 5195

The inspector reviewed the modification package (Mod 5195) for the
installation of a refueling level indication and concluded that PECO performed

i a good analysis to revise reactor level indication during refueling
operations. Mod 5195 changed the function of reactor level transmitter (LT)-
2-2-3-70 from providing indication of Shutdown Level (-78" to -178") to
providing Refueling Level indication (0" to +500"). The shutdown level
transmitter previously tied into the fuel-zone instrument piping and provided
erratic indication during recirculation pump operation. The new instrument
will be a pressure transmitter attached to the narrow range instrument process
piping.

The new level instrument will provide a permanent level indication that will
not require a temporary set-up during refueling outages. During this outage,
and in the past, reactor level indication above +60" was temporarily lost in
the control room due to the removal of the reactor vessel head which affected
the level transmitters reference leg. A temporary reference leg had to be
attached and backfilled, and the instrument calibrated, in order to maintain
accurate level indication in the control room.
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The inspector concluded that the design input documentation and safety
evaluation were of high quality. Additionally, the inspector determined that
this modification should be an effective improvement for continuous monitoring
of reactor level and should prevent recurrence of the loss of level events
discussed above (Section 2.1.2).

* Modification 5414

The inspector reviewed the applicable engir,eering documentation and concluded
that PECO performed a good analysis and review of Modification 5414 for the
installation of the 4kV bus off-tie breaker transfer circuitry. The
modification improves the design in three areas: 1) improving the source
breaker logic to prevent repeated cycling of the source breakers due to a |combination of a marginal grid voltage and a loss of coolant accident (LOCA) 1

load sequence; 2) modifying the core spray logic to prevent the loss of two 1

4kV buses caused by a degraded grid condition coincident with a single failure l

in the initiation logic of core spray; and 3) adding cross divisional LOCA
initiation signals to both the 4kV emergency switchgear transfer logic and
emergency diesel generator start circuits.

The inspector concluded that the design input documentation and safety
evaluation were of high quality. |

|
5.2 Chronic Equipment List Review i

|

The inspector found that PEC0 effectively used the Chronic Equipment / System '

Problem list to prioritize, track, and monitor corrective actions for long
'
iterm non-safety and safety-related equipment reliability problems. The list

was broker down into two sections: Section A; problems that still need I

engineering review to determine needed actions, and Section B; problems
awaiting action implementation. The issues in the September 13, 1994, list
did not pose any threat to nuclear safety. Of the 17 items in Section A, and |

10 items in Section B,11 and 4, respectively, did not deal with components or !

systems that related to the safe nuclear operation of either unit. These
items dealt with non-safety components, which would only affect station
electrical generation reliability, not nuclear safety.

Review of the other 6 Section A items found that PECO was taking appropriate
action to assess and develop plans to address the issues. Further, the
inspector assessed that none of these issues represented a reduction in
systems or indications necessary for operators to safely operate the plant.
These issues included:

* Problems with control rod position indication reliability due to
electrical connector problems. If the position indication is lost

.

during operation, operators have an appropriate procedure to correct the i

problems.

* HPSW pump problems. PEC0 experienced problems with these deep draft I
pumps in 1993, and again in 1994, as discussed in Section 4.5 above.
The inspector assessed that PEC0 has identified the issues to improve
the operation and reliability of the HPSW system. Further, the four

|
>

s

i
i
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HPSW pumps installed at each unit, and the installed capability to cross
tie the two units HPSW systems, provides reliable and redundant cooling
water sources in accordance with plant TS. I

L Reliability of source range and intermediate range nuclear monitoring |*
i instruments. This issue related repeated instances of instrument

failures during shutdown conditions. Such failures cause the
instruments to fail in a safe condition (i.e., initiate a partial ;

reactor scram). This is an issue since operators need to respond to i

such failures, but is insignificant with respect to nuclear safety.

* Traversing incore probe detector problems. These detectors are used to
calibrate the nuclear instruments during reactor operation. Failure of ;

| a detector is detectable and addressed by procedures. I
1

e Inservice Testing Failures. This issue deals with establishment of new
criteria for the testing of safety related pumps, to ensure that pumps )
are not declared inoperable due to faulty test data, when actual pump

,

degradation has not occurred. This is not a safety significant issue, |
since declaring a pump inoperable requires operators to take
conservative actions in accordance with plant TS.

e Failure of the Unit 3 A RHR injection valve (M0-25A). This issue deals
with PEC0's actions to address concerns due to the 1993 failure of the
valve. This valve failure was the subject of an NRC violation.
Further, the inspectors have observed that PECO has taken good actions
to address the identified problems. This issue is not safety

| significant.

Of the 9 issues on the Section B list, 5 dealt with safety-related or
important systems, representing no threat to nuclear safety. PECO has taken I

appropriate actions to plan for and prioritize corrective actions. The issues l

were:

e HPSW radiation monitor unreliability. PECO installed a modification to
enhance the sampling systems and is in the process of completing.
testing. This system ensures that the water flow from the RHR heat
exchanger is monitored. Further, operators have control room indication
of the operability of these instruments, and, if they become inoperable,
will perform TS required alternate sampling methods.

| e HPCI TA relay issue. This issue resulted from numerous failures of
these relays during HPCI operation as discussed in Section 4.6 above.
PEC0 has taken aggressive actions to address this issue, planning a
modification to upgrade the HPCI control components.

|

e Instrument nitrogen compressor and dryer problems. This system provides
a constant source of nitrogen to components in the drywell. In all
cases, the safety-related components supplied have installed
accumulators which provide a stored supply in the event of a compressor

;

problem. Further, operation procedures provide instructions on j

|
|

|

|
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| switching compressors and on the need to shutdown the units in
accordance with TS, if an adequate nitrogen supply can not be
maintained.

e HPCI equipment problems. These problems dealt with the reliability of
the HPCI system and PECO's planned improvements. The improvements
include enhancing the lube oil system and associated components and
instrumentation. These efforts appear appropriate and currently do not
affect the safe operation of HPCI..

e Containment atmospheric dilution (CAD) valve problems. In the past,
PEC0 experienced problems with CAD valves not passing the required

i flowrate. These issues have been observed during CAD operation and
corrected.

In summary, PECO uses these lists to focus long term engineering and
management attention to correct and prioritize known reliability problems,
with both safety related and non-safety related equipment and systems. The
inspectors were aware, through day to day interaction, of all the issues.
Further, the inspectors found that there were no conditions which represented
a specific safety concern.!

5.3 Temporary Change Review

During review of the E-32 bus outage the inspector identified that PECO
performed a temporary procedure change (TC) to allow the emergency cooling
water (ECW) pump to act as a spare emergency service water (ESW) pump. PECO,

conducted this TC because deenergization of the E-32 bus would cause the B ESW
pump and the B ESW booster pump to be inoperable due to loss of power, thus,

the only pump available to supply EDG and ECCS cooling loads would have been
the A ESW pump.

The inspector found that the flow path established by the TC would have
provided adequate cooling to the EDGs and the ECCS loads in the event of a
design basis accident and a single failure causing the loss of the A ESW pump;
however, the inspector questioned whether the TC changed the intent of the
procedure, based on a major change in the flow path. The initial intent of
the procedure based on the procedure purpose statement was to allow the ECW
pump to function as an ESW pump if an ESW pump was not available. The body of
the procedure provided instructions to use the ECW pump and an ESW booster
pump to supply cooling water from the emergency cooling tower to the EDGs and
ECCS loads and back to the ECT, with the ESW discharge valve to the river (M0-
498) closed. Because an ESW booster pump was not available, the TC allowed
the ECW pump to supply cooling loads and discharge directly to the river
through M0-498, which would cause ECT level to lower. The procedure specified
that a HPSW pump would be used in accordance with an approved procedure, to
maintain ECT level.-

PBAPS administrative procedure A-3, " Temporary Changes to Procedures," states
that a change of intent is "any change in the function or conceptual method of
the activity". This procedure then uses a check list of the types of changes'

that may or may not be made with a TC. The inspector was concerned that PBAPS

. -. _- ._ .--
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procedures for TCs did not identify a major change in a system flow path as a
possible intent change. This was an issue since a change in flow path could
allow a system to be operated outside its design requirements in an unanalyzed
condition contrary to 10CFR 50.59.

!
PECO agreed with the inspector that this TC to A0-48.2, "Using the Emergency
Service Water Pump as an Emergency Service Water Pump," was questionably an
intent change and stated that they would be conducting additional training on
%is area and review the administrative procedures. The inspector considered
this issue unresolved pending review of PECO's actions. (Unresolved 94-21-01)

l
! 6.0 PLANT SUPPORT (71750)
i

L 6.1 Radiological Controls

The inspectors examined work in progress in both units to verify proper imple-
mentation of health physics (HP) procedures and controls. The inspectorst

| monitored the ALARA (As low As Reasonably Achievable) program implementation,
i dosimetry and badging, protective clothing use, radiation surveys, radiation
i protection instrument use, handling of potentially contaminated equipment and
| materials, and compliance with radiation work permit (RWP) requirements. The
! inspectors observed that personnel working in the radiologically controlled
| areas met applicable requirements and were frisking in accordance with HP
| procedures. During routine tours of the units, the inspectors verified that a i

sampling of high radiation area doors were locked, as required. All
activities monitored by the inspectors were found to be acceptable.

6.2 Physical Security

The inspectors monitored security activities for compliance with the accepted
i Security Plan and associated implementing procedures. The inspectors observed

security staffing, operation of the Central and Secondary Access Systems,
licensee checks of vehicles, detection and assessment aids, and vital area
access to verify proper control. On each shift, the inspectors observed
protected area access control and badging procedures. In addition, the
inspectors routinely inspected protected and vital area barriers, compensatory |

| measures, and escort procedures. The inspectors found PECO's activities to be I

acceptable.
|

|

| 7.0 NANAGEMENT MEETINGS (71707,30702) !

The resident inspectors provided a verbal summary of preliminary findings to
| the station management at the conclusion of the inspection. During the
i inspection, the inspectors verbally notified PEC0 management concerning
1 preliminary findings. The inspectors did not provide any written inspection

material to the licensee during the inspection. PECO did not express any
| disagreement with the inspection findings. This report does not contain
; proprietary information.
!

i

|
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